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1883. 
REPORT 
OF THE 
BOARD OF INDIAN COMMISSIONERS. 
WASHINGTON, _February 1, 1883. 
SIR: The Board of Indian Commissioners, appointed by the Presi-
dent under the act of Congress approved April 10, 1869, have the honor 
to submit their fourteenth annual report. 
MEETINGS. 
Two meetings of the Board have been held during the year-one in 
New York City, in connection with the annuallet.ting of contracts for-
Indian supplies, and one in this city, for bearing reports of the sev-
eral committ.ees, and for consultation with t.he officers of the Interior 
Department having Indian afl'airs in charge, and with the Indian com-
mittees of the two houses of Congress. At the last meeting there-
were present, by invitation of the Board, representatives of several re-
ligious societies engaged in mission and school work among the Indians1 
and others interested in these objects. The proceedings of the conven-
tion will be found in the appendix, as well as the reports of the mission 
boards, which show an increase of fund!:> expended and of results ac-
compliRhed. 
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 
Our executive committee continued the supervision of expenditures 
in the Indian service and the examination of accounts until June last, 
when we were relieved of that duty by the act of Congress approved 
May 17, 1882, which provides that-
Hereafter the Commission shall only have power to visit and inspect agencies and 
other branches of the Indian service, and to inspect goods 1mrchased for such service, 
and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs shall consult with the Commission iu the pur-
. chase of supplies. 
During the period from January 1 to June 5, 1882, the total number 
of accounts examined and acted upon was 868, covering the disburse-
ment of $1, 725,348.16. The report of the committee is hereto appended. 
THE PURCHASING COMMITTEE. 
The report of this committee, of which Commissioner Lyon is chair-
man, explains fully the method of purchasing Indian supplies. Mr. 
Lyon gives to the department the benefit of his long experience in mer-
cantile business, and aids in the selection of competent experts as in-
spectors of goods when delivered at the warehouse. The competition 
among bidders last spring was very great, 341 proposals being received 
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and 162 contracts made. Under the presen~ join~ management of the 
Interior Department ~nd the ~oard, no ~avortttsm IS shown-everything 
is done openly and fauly.; ~nd the part1es who offer the most suitable 
goods, and at the lo":est p~ICe8, ~et t~e contracts. Some years ago we 
adopted the plan ?f follo":mg, et~·her m person or by_ agents, these sup-
plies to the agencies, and mspectmg them when recetved. But this we 
can no longer do with the limited means !tt our disposal. 
LEGISLA1'ION. 
Through our committee on legislation we have used our influence by 
suggestions and recommendations and frequent interviews with com-
mittees and members of Congress to secure the enactment of laws which
1 in our judgment, will promote the best interests of the Indians ana 
peace between them and other citizens. Some of our suggestions have 
been favorably received. 
ACTS TO PROMOTE EDUCATION. 
One measure, which we earnestly urged, and which was passed in 
July, is an act to provide additional industrial training schools for Indian 
youth, and authorizing the use of unoccupied military barracks for such 
purpose. And in this connection we are glad to report increased appro-
priations for education. For the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1882, the 
amount granted by Congress for this purpose was $411,538. For the 
current :fiscal year ending June 30,1883, the appropriations are $539,200. 
And the bill now before Congress for the year 1884 provides about 
$713,000 for the same purpose. Though much less than the estimates 
of the 'Secretary and the Commissioner, such increase indicates the 
trend of public sentiment and of legisl~tion towards an adequate sup-
port of Indian schools. · 
A school superintendent has also been appointed by authority of 
Congress, whose duty is not only to inspect all Indian schools, but also 
to report a plan for carrying into effect in the most economical and effi-
cient manner all existing treaty stipulations for the education of In· 
dians, with careful estimates of the cost thereof; also a plan and esti-
mates for educating all Indian youths for whom no such provision now 
exists. This measure, which we have recommended in former reports, 
is a long step forward, and it gives us hope that in the not far distant 
future Congress will devise still more liberal things, so that every Indian 
child shall have the opportunity of education. We hardly dare to hope 
for a large number of-such schools as those now in successful operation 
at Hampton, Carlisle, and Forest Grove. But these and a few others 
which will soon be opened in Nebraska, Kansas, and the Inrlian Terri-
tory, will educate teachers for a thousand boarding and 'day schools 
which ought at an early day to be organized on the reservations. By 
establishing such a system of common schools the question "What will 
you do with the young men and women educated in your industrial 
schools¥" will be solved. All that are :fitted for such work could :find 
occupation in 1 eaehing among th~ir own people. 
,lCT.S RELA1'ING TO INDIAN LANDS. 
Another act was passed, for which we made some effort, which pro-
vides for the Eastern Cherokees in North Carolina an agent, and author-
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izes the Secretary of the Interior to investigate and report to Congre~s 
what, in his opinion would be an equitable settlement of all matters m 
dispute between th~m and the Western Cherokees; · These controver-
sie~ rel::tte . to the avails of land sold by the Cherokees at the tim.e of 
theu removal west of the Mississippi; they have been long pendmg, 
and have excited much ill feeling. It is hoperl that they may soon be 
terminated. · · 
An act was passed in August last to provide for the sa.le of a part of 
the reservation of the Omaha Indians in Nebraska. Th1s law we con-
~ider v~ry important, because it also provides for the ~llotment o.f lands 
m severalty to those Indians before any part of thmr reservation can 
be sold, and for the issuing of patents in .the name of the allo~tees, 
the lands to be held in trust by the United States for the penod of 
twenty-five years. Thus a beginning has been made which we hope 
may lead to the adoption of the policy often recommended by this 
Board and by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs of giving to all In-
dians a secure title to the lands they improve and use and to the 
homes where they live. The genera! allotment bill em bodying this 
policy passed the Senate wjthout opposition, but it failed to secure 
the approval of the House committee, and has not yet been reported 
for consideration. The chairman of that committee and some other 
members are in favor of it, but the majority still hold to the old "sen-
timental" theory that Indians cannot adopt the Anglo-Saxon idea 
of individual property right; tqat they will be more prosperous and 
will work out a higher civiliza~ion by continuing to hold their lands in 
common. We do not believe that all Indians should be forced to take 
separate lromesteads, or that all are ready to receive and improve allot-
ments. But we know that many are ready and anxious to receive secure 
titles to their homes, and are capablP. of taking care of property. Sev-
eral tribes in Oregon and Washington Territory have been waiting long 
for the fulfillment of treaties made in 1855, which guaranteed to them 
t~eparate homesteads; the San tees, the Crow Creek, and the Devil's Lake 
Indians in Dakota are anxious to have farms of their own. The same 
thing is true of the Iowas and the Sac and l!'ox Indians in Kansas, and 
of the Pahutes and Piutes in Nevada. The Peorias and Miamis and 
Ottawas, of the Indian Territory, have petitioned Congress to have their 
lands allotted and patented. They own these lands, having bought and 
paid for them, and we can see no good reason why their petition should 
not be granted. We should treat Indians as we treat ourselves, and 
give them the right to do what they will with their own. Some, like 
many white men, would make poor use of their property, and lose it. 
But the policy of giving lands in severalty, so far as it has been tried, 
has not been a failure. On the Bad River Reservation, in 'Wisconsin, 
one hundred and thirty-one patents for 80 acres of land each ha.ve been 
issued to Indians, and after clearing these lands with great labor the 
owners already "realize from their cultivation an income sufficient to 
satisfy their needs. The desire to acquire land and to make homes for 
themselves is increasing among them." The Flandreau Indians, of Da-
kota, have taken 88 homesteads, U)\der the act of 1875, which they hold 
as their individual property. Agent Lightner says of them that-
They are making fair progress in civilizati.on. I am told by their ~hite neighbors 
that they are looked upon as reliable persons to deal with ; that they pay their taxes 
regularly; that they are opening up their farms and are good neighbors; but as a 
rule they do not display as much energy in the work as white men.. But I know, 
fro~ wha~ I !lee and learn, that they are advancing, and I tl).ink they have advanced 
rap1dly w1thm the la~t two years. There were some of ·them who sold out their 
claims and left, but this has been a small portion. 
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Our belief is that many other Indians are just as capable as the Flan-
dreau Sioux or the Chippewas of ·Lake Superior of supporting the~­
selves on farms oftheir own. And our conviction is unshaken that 1t 
would be wise policy to authorize and instruct the Secretary of the In-
terior to make allotments and issue patents to all Indians who deserve 
them, and give eYidence of ability and industry. Our conviction is sup-
ported by the testimony of many officers and agents who have had the 
best opportunities for observation. We quote from only one. Agent 
Parkhurst, of the Lower Brule Agency, Dakota, says, in his last report: ., 
No land allotments have yet been made in this tribe. The land selected by the 
Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railroad CompanY. has been marked out and the 
b?unds set. At present the Indians occupy a portion of that tract. When .they are 
di~placed they must seek a new abiding place. Many have expressed a wlllh when 
this event shall have taken place to go further away from the agency headquarters, 
and make a permanent settlement. Could they be assured that the llmd would be theirs 
al!d .their children's, as long "as grass ~rows and water runs," they would no doubt _be 
wlllu;tg to thus settle. The land question is a vexed one that demands some definite 
~tion upon the part of tbe government to satisfy them. Nominally owne~ of mill-
wns of acres, they feel that they may be at any time "moved on" at the will of the 
whites, and they naturally feel that.he~e they have no "abiding city." This feeling 
acts as a check :upon their making permanent improvements. No sane. white m_an 
would go on, bmld houses, break and fence land, plant and surround. himself with 
the comforts of a home with the knowledge that at any time be might be driven forth 
from his improvements and be compelled to find a new home and start afresh. In my 
judgment the jp'eatest obstacle to the permanent improvement of the Indian is the 
seemingly persistent manner in which his rights are disregarded by the government. 
It wou~d naturally seem _t~at the original owners of the soil (recognized as such by 
the Umted States authonties) should have as much right to a portion of the land that 
is undeniably his a~< the white emigrant or settler who may or may not possess any . 
other qualification than the accident of color over his red brother. . 
Those who have met the Indian upon his own soil, and haYe conversed with him, 
must admit that if clothed with the rights of citizenship, made subject to the same 
law as the whites, and holding his l~nd by an inalienable title, would be the means of 
lifting him from the position he now occupies, and investing him with a new incentive 
to upward and onward pro~ss. Let the government, then, recognize his rights, give 
him his land forever, makmg it impossible to drive him out from his home, confer 
upon him all the rights of citizenship, protect him, and at the same time make him 
amenable to law, and treat him no longer as a child or ward, but as a man in the full 
acceptance of the term. 
REDUCTION OF AGENCIES. . . 
By pursuing with wisdom and vigor this policy of settling individual 
Indians on their own lands and requiring them to care for themselves, 
the number of agencies might, within a few years, be greatly redu ed 
and a large saving of expense be effected. We see no reason why 
arrangements cannot be made for closing very soon the agencies in New 
York, Michigan, Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas, and some in Wisconsin, 
Minnesota, and the Northwest. No one supposes ~hat the reservation 
system is to .be kept up forever and a race of people kept forever dis-
tinct and perpetually dependent upon the government for support while 
occupying vast tracts of fertile land that lies waste and uncultivated. 
These lands will soon be needed by emigrants and settlers. Let the 
Indians first have all they can use; then, rigidly guarding all their 
treaty rights1 let them be turned over to the States, to become a part of. ( 
the people ot the States, with all tbe rights and duties of freemen and 
citizens. We found that the best way to prepare the negro for freedom 
was to make him free. So the best way, probably the only way, to 
prepare the Indian for citizenship will be to make him a citizen. 
THE INDIAN TERRITORY. 
Our secretary has recently visited the Indian Territory, giving special 
attention to the schools both in . the five civilized· tribes and at the 
r 
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agencies under the care of the government; His report will he found 
in the appendix. The conclusions reached by him after several weeks. 
of observation and extensive traveling in that country, confirm the 
views presented in our report for 187 4. We then rec?mme~ded tha~ a. 
government be establish~d over the Territory, not mconsistent With 
exi~ting treaties, the legislative body to be elected by _th~ people; that 
Umted States couz;ts, with civil and criminai jurisdiCtiOn, be organ-
ized within said Territory as provided in the treaties of 1866; and that 
the people have the right to be represented in Congress by a Delegate. 
The reasons, which then existed for legislation by Congress for "the· 
better protection of the rights of persons and property within the 
Indian Territory" still exist, and time bas added to their force. Such 
legislation should no longer be delayed. The number of oitizens of-tb~ 
United States rightfully residing in the Territory and engaged in busi-
ness there has greatly increased, and a la.rge amount of property bas. 
accumulated in their hands. Many are employed upon the rail-
roads, and in mining operations; others are trading, or raising stockt 
or cultivating farms. There , are also teachers, and ministers, and 
physicians, with their families. For all these classes there is no ade-
quate protection. If their lives or property are in danger, and they 
often are, as in the case of the recent outbreak iJ:!. the Creek Nation,. 
no court exists in all that country to which they can appeal. Nor are· 
the Indian citizens in much bett~r plight. With several distinct local 
governments, each claiming national prerogatives, it is easy for crim-
inals to escape from one "nation" to .another, and so avoid punish-
ment. No one of these sovereignties claiming independence is strong· 
enough to protect itself. Whenever unlawful intruders encroach upon 
its borders or intestine disturbances arise, as of late among the Creeks,. 
an appeal is at once made for United States troops to keep the peace 
l'lnd give protection. Such a condition of things ought not to continue. 
A government should be devised, which, without violating any treaty 
rights, will give to all residents in the Territory, without distinction ·of' 
race, the equal protection of law, and make all citizens of the United 
States. Such a measure would contemplate the ultimate abolition oi 
present tribal relations, the giving of lands in severalty to Indian citi-
zens, and the sale for their benefit of the lands w hicb they will never need 
and can never use. Under wise legislation the Indian Territory may 
soon become prosperous, and be admitted a strong and wealthy State 
into the American Union. 
PROGRESS. 
Looking over the whole Indian country and reviewing the period since 
the peace policy, the policy, of justice and humanity, was inaugurated by 
President Grant, we are encouraged by the progress that bas been made 
both in the management of Indian affairs and by the Indhms themselves 
in learning and practicing to some extent the a':rts of civilized life. The 
methods of transacting the business of the Indian Office, of purchasing, 
inspecting, and shipping supplies, have greatly improved. Gradual 
:progre.ss has been made in Indian education. The nu~ber of boarding 
~chools bas increased, and in these schools industrial training is receiv-
mg more attention every year . . About one-fifth of all the Indian youth 
of school age are now attending either boarding or day schools. In in-
dustry and efforts for self-support many Indians are making substantial 
progress. This will more plainly appear by contrasting the products oi 
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Indian labor ·during the years 1868 and 1882, as shown in the following 
table made up from the best sources of information attain~ble: 
1~68. 1--1882_._ 
M, 207 569, 982 
126,117 673, 933 
.Acree of land cultivated by Indians ......••.•••••....••••••••....••.•.••...... 
Bushels of wheat raised ••••.......••••••..••..•.....•••••.....•.••........•. . 
467' 363 1, 97 4, 421 
48, 976 436, 794 
2ll6, 926 643, 945 
16, 216 158, 947 
43, 960 244, 624 
42, 87 4 549, 932 
29, !!90 424, 720 
2, 683 1, 304, 730 
f~~~~~ lllll~l :~;;:~l\\\\\\ [ \[[\\[\\2\\[:[\\\l\\\\\ I 
To this should be added other results of Indian labor, as follows: 
.About 80,000 cords of wood cut, nearly 5,000,000 feet of lumber sawed1 
.35,500 pounds of butter and 20,000 pounds of sugar made, robes and 
furs sold worth $236,880, and 6,000,000 pounds of cotton raised in the 
Indian Territory. .At a fait estimate the value of these and other pro-
ducts is not far from $5,000,000. Such an exhibit proves that the In-
dians, while yet far from fully supporting themselves, are learning the 
lesson of self-help, the- true foundation of welfare and prosperity~ 
To these hopeful signs of progress we may add the manifest disposi-
tion of many Senators and Representatives in Congress to legislate 
liberally, and the greatly improved tone of public opinion, which now 
regards Indians not as ravenous beasts, to be hunted and exterminated, 
but as men of like passions with ourselves, to be treated as we treat 
~urselves, and destined to become one with us, a part of our great 
.American Christian nation. 
Respeetfully submitted. 
The Ron. the SECRETARY OF THE 
CLINTON B. FISK. 
WM. H. LYON. 
ORANGE JUDD. 
ALBERT K. SMILEY. 
GEO. STONEMAN. 
WM. McMICHAEL. 
JOHN K. BOIES. 
WM. T. JOHNSON. 
E. WHITTLESEY. 
lN'.rERIOR. 
f 
. 
J 
-
\ 
. APPENDIX. 
A. 
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 
WASHINGTON, January 2, 1883. 
SIR: The executive committee have th~ honor to present the following annual re-
port: . . . . . . 
During the penod from January 1, 1882, to June 5, 1882, mclns1ve, we exammed, 
~s required by law, 702 claims for annuity goo~s and supplies pur?haaed nude~ con-
tract and in open market, and forArausportat.Ion and other serviCes, amountmg to 
$677 831.60; also, 166 cash accounts of agents and ins_flectors, with vouchers for pur-
chas~s, _pay of employes, annuity payments and other disbursements at the a~encies, 
.amount.mg to $1,047;516.56. These claims and accounts, after careful exammation, 
were ·all ap:proved, four having been first returned to the Indian Office for correction 
or explanatiOn. 
RECAPITULATION. 
Unsettled claims examined 702, amounting to......................... $677,831 60 
Cash accounts examined 166, amotmting to .....•...........•......•... 1, 047,516 56 
Total ..... .................................... : ................ 1, 725,348 16 
We also examined and approved, during the same period, 32 contracts for supplies 
and services of all kind.t;, making copies of the same for reference in the examination 
<1f claims. 
The act of Congress making appropriations for the expenses of the Indian Depart-
ment, approved May 17, 1882, provides that "hereafter the CommiBBion shall only 
have power to visit and inspect agencies and other branches of the Indian service, 
and to inspect goods purchased for said service." This act relieved the committee 
from the duty imposed by previous legislation of examining accounts, and since 
June 5 none have been received from the Indian Office. 
In behalf of the executive committee. 
Hon. CLINTON B. FISK, Chairman: 
B. 
E. WHITTLESEY, 
Seuretary. 
REPORT OF THE PURCHASING COMMITTEE. 
SIR: The purchasing committee of the Board of Indian Commissioners respectfully 
submit the following as their annual report for the year 1882: " 
Sealed proposals for the annual supplies and annuity goods for the Indian stU"vice 
were opmied and publicly read at the government warehouse, Nos. 65 and 67 Wooster 
street, New York, May 23, pursuant to advertisement from the Indian Bureau, in the 
pr~ence of Hon. H. Price, Commissioner of Indi,an Affairs, Ron. J. K. McCammon, 
ABB~stant.Attorncy-General, representing the D~partment of the Interior, and the fol-
lowmg members of the Board of Indian CommiBBioners: General Clinton B. Fisk, 
General E. Whittlesey, William H. Lyon, Albert K. Smiley, William McMichael, John 
K. Boies, William T. Johnson, and Orange Judd; also a large number of bidders and 
several reporters from the city papers. 
:r'he competition among bidders was greater than usual, aa 341 proposals were re-
CeiVed-a larger number than at any previous opening during the existence of the 
Board. 
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Formerly a few favored bidders were sure to get the contracts, but .under the pres-
ent management of Indian affairs the parties who offer the most smtable goods for 
the service and at the lowest prices get the contracts. . . 
After a careful examination of the large quantity of samples exhibited, 162 con-
tracts were made for supplies and annuity goods. 
INSPECTORS. 
The following well· known busines~ men were appointed inspectors, who assiste«;J. ino 
making .selections of goods of best value from samples furnished, b~t more particu-
larly to m~pect goods ~hen delivered to see th.at the_y were equal m every respect 
to the samples from which the awards were made which duty waH performed to the· 
entire satisfaction of your committee: ' · · 
Mr. Albert Cornell, for dry goods; Mr. Joshua Barnum, for clothing; M_r. Robert· 
Currier; for boots and shoes;. Mr. D. D. Ives, for hats and caps; Mr. E. R.Livermore,. 
for flour; Mr. E . R. Kilburn, for groceries; Mr. J. A. Dreyfus, for coffee and sugar; 
Mr. Alexander Forman, for tobacco; Mr. John De Wild for harness; Mr. E.L. Cooper~ 
for agricultural ~m,Plements, stoves, ha_rdwar~, &c.; 'Mr. J. M. Osb~rn, for wagons; 
M~. Jo~ R. Willis, for hardware delivery m New York; Mr. Phmeas Ayres, for· 
parnts, oll, and glass; .Prof. E. G. Love, chemist. 
The thorough inspection of goods when delivered for several years past has show"n. 
to contractors that it was useless to deliver any goods not fully np in quality to the 
samples from which they received~their awards. The inspectors report a great im-
provement on the part of. the contractors in t:nis respect, as a much less quantity oi 
goods were n •Jected on account of not being up to santples than in any previous year .. 
Your commi ~tee are plea~ed to repo~t that after persistently urging for several years 
past, a change m the matenal for clothmg, from worthless satinet and shoddy to heavy 
brown duck and Kentucky jean~t, has to a great extent been made. Thevthink they 
, are safe in saying. that it will be of at least ten times the service to the Indians. They 
also take great pleasure in callin~ special attention to the increased quantity of agn-
cultural implemen~s, mechanics tools, household :f:'urniture, cooking utensils, &o., 
which have b51en purchast!d and sent to the Indians dnring the past year. In their· 
judgm~;~nt these articles, with proper inatructions in their use, will do more to civilize· 
and assist the Indians to become self-supporting .than all other purchases combined. 
Many of these articles being very bulky were delivered at the place of manufacture, 
and were inspected and shipped by Mr. E. L. Cooper, who reports that he visited Ilion,. 
Auburn, Seneca Falls, Geneva, and Buffalo, N.y., Toledo, Ohio,.Chicago and Quincy, 
Ill. and Kansas City, Mo., and at these places mspected and shipped 16,534 packages. 
of .;arious sizes, weighing nearly 2,000,000 poundd. Full particulars will be found in 
the annexed abstract of awards, names of contractors, articles and quantity purchased,. 
prices paid, and where delivered. 
WILLIAM H. LYON, 
Chairman of P11rchasing Committee. 
Hon. CLINTON B. FISK, 
Chairman Board of Indian Commissioners . 
.Abst1·act of awards matk in New York City under advertisement of April 25, 1882. 
Names. 
BACON. 
Quantity. ~Price per" pound. Where delivered. 
-----------------l------1------l------------~-----
Amonr, H. A . . . .................. .. 
Merriam, W. R .................. · .. . 
Spiegelberg, L ........... , ....... . 
Do . .. .. . ................... . 
Zeckendorf, L ..................... . 
Do .•...•..•..••..•.•••..•... 
Pound8. 
239, 000 
Qt7, 000 
2, 000 
2,500 
1, 560 
.6, 150 
$0 13! 
13n'o 
18 
lBNo 
20 
20 
ChiCB!(O. 
Sioux City. 
Mescale~o Agency. 
Navajo Agency. 
Colorado River Agency. 
Pima Agency . 
( 
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Ab8traot of mta~ds made in Kew York City, 4"o.-Continued. 
Name~. 
Baker, I. G ................. , ..... . 
R~~':'n~'l.'J :::::::::::::::::.::. 
Felter, S. W .................... .. 
Ftmlun, E ........................ .. 
Do ......................... .. 
Do ........... .............. .. 
Do ......................... .. 
Do ........................ .. 
Hunter, D ............. . ........ .. 
Do ....................... .. 
Merriam, W. R ............ .... .. 
Do ................... .... .. . 
Merriam, W. R .................. ---
Monison & Hatzell ............ - .. .. 
Murphy J. T .......... . .......... .. 
Naylor, J. C ..... ,· .. ............... . 
Newman. E . S ...... . . .... ........ .. 
Do .. ....................... . 
Oburn. W. C ....................... . 
Do ....................... .. 
Power, T.C ..... .................. .. 
Do ......................... .. 
Do .......................... . 
Do .... .... .................. . 
Shields, W.P ........ · ............ . 
S.lavens, J. W. L ... : .............. .. 
Do ......................... .. 
Do ......................... .. 
Do ....... · .................. .. 
Do ........................ .. 
Wear'j)~: -~-: .:::::: ::::::::::::::: 
Why land, A. E ... ................ .. 
Obnrn, W. C .................... .. . . 
I 
i:{cAllister, F. E ..... :: ............ .. 
8~0~~:~:~::::::::::-::::::::::: 
Do .......................... . 
Whyland, A. E ................. c .: .. 
BARLEY. 
Quantity. Price per 100 pounds. 
Where delivered. 
Pounds. 
10,000 
5,000 
66, 000 
BEEF. 
400,000 
3, 000,000 
42, 800 
75,000 
75, 000 
2, 800,000 
35, 000 
400, 000 
55,200 
2, 300,000 
1, 750,000 
1, 200,000 
6, 500,000 
374, 800 
60, 000 
200, 000 
61, 570 
6, 500, 000 
900,000 
4, 200,000 
200, 000 
225, 000 
2, 000,000 
800,000 
200, 000 
500,009 
aoo, ooo 
300,000 
320, 000 
900, 000 
400,000 
25,000 
40, 000 
100, 000 
S3 25 
4 50 
3 75 
Pima Agency, Ariz. 
Colorado River Agency. 
San Carlos Agenqy, 
4 20 Fort.Peck, Mont. 
3 66 S!Ul Carlos, Ariz. 
5 95 Quapaw (school), Ind. Ter. 
4 20 thntab Valley, Utah. · 
3 54 Kaw, Ind. T er. 
3 54 Kiowa, Comanche and Wichita, Ind. 
Ter. 
3 54 Pawnee (school), Ind., Ter. 
3 54 Ponca, Ind. Ter. ' 
3 54 Sac and Fox, Ind. Ter. 
4 15 1 Cheyenne River, Dak. 
4 30 Crow Creek, Dak. 
4 15 Lower Brule, Dak. 
4 89 Ros~bad, Dak. 
4 25 Santee, Nebr. 
7 70 C&rlisle, Pa. 
3 42 Blackfeet, Mont 
3 00 Qu•paw, Ind. Ter. 
3 84 Pine Ridge, Dak. 
4 35 Yankton, Dak. 
3 64 Cheyenne and Arapaho, Ind. Ter. 
3 50 Oakland, Ind. Ter . 
4 04 Fort Berthold, Dak. 
4 09 Standing Rock, Dak. 
3 So Crow, Mont. 
4 09 Fort Belknap, Mont. 
3 43 Mescalero, N.Mex. 
3 87 Fort Hall, Idaho. 
3 87 Jicarilla. N.Mex. 
3 87 Ouray, Utah. 
3 87 Shoshone, Wyo. 
3 87 Southern Ute, Colo. 
5 25 D evil's Lake, Dak. 
5 25 Sisseton, Dak. 
5. 25 Colorado River, Ariz. 
MESS B:EmF. 
Barrell!. I 
100 $11 47 1 Kanso.s City. 
BEANS. 
Pounds. 
40,000 
100, 000 
4,300 
850 
350, 000 
COFFEE. 
$3 89 
4 25 
8 45 
8 75 
7 75 
New York. 
Chicago. 
Mescalero, N. Mex. 
Navajo, N. M.ex. 
!'!an Carlos, Ariz. 
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Names. 
Barel~, A ........................ . 
. 0 ......................................... . 
~~t~• ··:· •:···· •••..•• )i: Do .......................... . 
:;::f{~:::= H : ::·:: 
Sf.tegelberg, L ................... .. 
S aa, Z ...................... ... .. 
Do ................ .. ........ . 
Davis, A. C ........................ -
f:;:.~~:-t·:~:::::~::::::::::::::: 
Barcl'B'~ ~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Davis, A. C .............. , ... ..... . 
Popper,C ........................ .. 
BarolA:O'~ ~ ::::::::.:::::::::::::::: 
~ Do ......................... .. 
Do ... ........ .............. ,. 
Davia, A. C ...................... .. 
Do ......................... .. 
Do .... .......... .... ....... .. 
Drmoan, H. ·w .. _ ................ .. 
Goldman & Co ................... .. 
Do ......................... .. 
Haywood, R. C ................... .. 
Do ......................... .. 
Johnson, G. H ..... ............. .. 
Kiesel, F. J ...................... .. 
Do ......................... .. 
~~;~1':~:~:::::_:::::::_::::::·::. 
Do ......................... _ 
Power, T.C ...................... .. 
· Do .......................... . 
Do ............ .... . : ....... .. 
Do .......................... . 
Raymond. N ..................... .. 
Sheafe, M. W ..................... . 
Do .......................... .. 
Do . ....................... .. 
Do .................. ....... .. 
Do .... .... ........ ...... ... .. 
Do .... ....... . : .. .......... .. 
. Do· ......................... .. 
Do .-........................ .. 
CORN. 
Quantity. 
Pounds. . 600 
25, 000 
600 
200,000 
750,000 
20, 000 
20,000 
183,000 
50, 000 
75,000 
5,000 
5, 000 
20,000 
15, 000 
4, 380 
25,000 
40,000 
Price per 
100pounds. 
$2 25 
200 
2 15 
94 
1 95 
200 
1 28 
2 08 
2 08 
2 00 
600 
5 95 
3 28 
2 95 
2 95 
3 15 
2 65-
CORN MEAL. 
6, 000 
18,300 
27,000 
2, 000 
FEED. 
15,200 
10,000 
44,000 
9, 000 
$1 65 
1 62! 
1 65 
6 50 
$2 35 
2 25 
1 75 
6 00 
FLOUR. 
48,500 
32,000 
22,500 
100, 000 
500, 000 
183,000 
360, ~00 
52, 600 
900,000 
41, 220 
10,000 
10,000 
R~, 000 
120, 000 
151,000 
60, 330 
9, 000 
120, 000 
60,000 
150,000 
200,000 
100,000 
350, 000 
120,000 
100, 000 
100, 000 
200, 000 
59, 000 
100,000 
100, 000 
200, 000 
100,000 
$3 50 
325 
3 40 
3 60 
3 40 
3 10 
3 30 
2 47! 
5 45 
4 00 
3 64 
364 
4 00 
2 99 
3 45 
3 79 
"6 00 
6 15 
6 15 
6 19 
4 92 
624 
4 89 
4 73 
3 07 
3 1~ 
3 33 
3 48 
297 
3 09 
3 23 
2 99 
Where dell'vered. 
Bayfield. 
Brown's Valley. 
Duluth. 
CaldwelL 
Terminus of F. E. and M. V. Railroad. 
Santee. · 
8h!¥:~e River. 
Crow C~eek. 
Lower Brule. 
Uintah. 
Fort Belknap. 
Fort Peck. 
Moscalero. 
Pueblo. 
Southern Ute. 
Jicn.rilla. 
Sioux City. · · 
Quapaw, Ind. Ter. 
Ar kanBilB City. 
Bayfield. 
Detroit. 
Sioux C~ty. 
Uintah Va.lley. 
Ba)·fi~ld .. 
Brainerd. 
Duluth. 
La1·imore. 
Long Pine. 
Sioux City. 
Do. 
l,!napaw, Ind. Ter. 
San Uarlos, Ariz. 
Pima. Ariz. 
Netawaka. 
Saint Mary's. 
Dett·oit 
Fort Hall, Idaho. 
Rawlin~s. 
Sac and Fox; Ind. Ter. 
Uintah Valley. 
Ouray; Utah 
Uiutah Valley, Utah. 
Blackfeet, Mont. 
Crow. Mont. 
Fort Belknap, Mont. 
Fort P eck, Mont. 
Mesc-a.lern, N . Mex. 
Chamberlain. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Sioux City. 
Do. 
Do . 
Yankton. 
( 
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Sheafe, M. W ...................... . 
Do .......................... . 
Slavens. H. C ..................... . 
Staab, Z .......................... .. 
Do ........................ .. 
Do .............. ..... ...... .. 
Wel!8, N. W ...................... .. 
Do ....................... : .. . 
Whyland, .A.. E .................. .. 
Zeckendorf, L ... ................. .. 
FLOUR-Continued. 
Quantity. 
Pownd.B. 
100,000 
150,000 
1, 350,000 
115,000 
125,000 
18,000 
1, 200,000 
30,000 
50,000 
42,000 
Price ~r 
100ponnds •. 
$3 11 
3 25 
2 77 
5 35 
4 90 
6 19 
3 60 
5 60 
6 92 
7 15 
HARD BREAD. 
Where delivered. 
Yankton. 
Do. 
Arkansas City. 
Southern Ute. Colo. 
Jicarilla, N. Mex. 
Navajo, N.Mex. 
~~.~~~th. 
New York. 
San Carlos, Ariz. 
Weyl,A .............. =·=·-·1 __ 825,000 j --;-90 Saint Loui-s.---------
Names. 
Acklin, G. M ............ ......... .. 
Staab,£0·::::::::::::::::::::·::: :::: 
Whyland,A.E ..................... . 
HOMINY. 
Quantity. 
Pounds. 
29,100 
2, 200 
850 
l, 800 
Price per 
pound. Where delivered. 
$0 2A · Chicago. 
8! Mesc3lero. 
9 Navajo (school). 
. 2M New York. 
LARD. 
=nr,H.O: ..................... -.-~ --1~ 
-----;~-------------
$0 121 Chicago. 
Names. 
Barclay, A ........................ . 
Do .... : .................... .. 
Felt, G. W .. ..................... .. 
Haywood, R. C .................. .. 
Kountz, W. J ..................... .. 
Do .......................... .. 
McGannon, J. t;J- .................. .. 
~~zy,~~·i.c:::: ::::::::::::::::::::: 
Do .... ...... , ............... .. 
Do ......................... .. 
Do ........................... . 
Ra;vmond, N ...................... · .. 
Spiegelberg, L ...... ................ 1 
Acklin, G. M ....................... . 
OATS. 
Quantity. 
Pound.B. 
8,000 
35,000 
60,000 
20, 000 
80, 000 
25,000 
20, 000 
20,000 
10,000 
25,000 
10, 000 
10,000 
5, 000 
4, 380 
Price per 
lUOpounds, ·where delivered. 
$2 75 Bayfield. 
2 75 Brown's Valley. 
2 36 Terminus of F. E. and M. V. Railroad. 
3 92 Southern Ute. 
2 00 Cheyenne River. 
2 00 Crow Creek. 
1 55 Seneca, Mo. 
5 50 Ouray. 
3 97 Blackfeet Agency. 
3 90 Crow Agency. 
3 40 Flathead Agency. 
4 24 Fort B.,lknap Agency. 
5 24 :MescaleroAgency. 
3 45 Pueblo Agency. 
OAT MEAL. 
4, 600 $3 75 Chicago. 
-------------~ --------
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PORK. 
Names. . I Pri~e per I Quantrty. . barrel. J Where del~ered. 
- - -- ---1 ---,---, 
Barrels. , 
990 
1 
$20 50 I Chicago. 
Davis, A. C ......... -. · · · · · · · · · · · · · Armour, R. 0 ...... ················1 258 I 21 75 1 Sioux City. 
RICE. 
I 
I · . • • Price per I Names. Quant.rty. j pound. i Where delivered. 
I -------------------------
J_o_hn_,_G~.A __ ._ .. _._ .. _·_·_··_·_··_·_·_··_·_··_·_·_··-·~~ --·P_o_uft~oo I $0 Oi;i i New York. 
Names. 
.Barclay, A ....................... .. 
Do .......................... . 
Do .......................... . 
Do ................ . ........ __ 
·:F enlon, E .... ... : .. .. : .. ......... .. 
Do .......................... . 
HaywDoo~ !"::.~: :::::::::::::::::::: 
Do ......................... .. 
Do ............. ...... .. .... .. 
Do .............. ........... .. 
Do ......... . .... .. . .. ... ... .. 
Do ......................... . 
:Kountz, W. J ................... .. 
Do .. ....................... .. 
Do ... . ..................... .. 
Mci>Rnnon, J. G ................. .. 
lltillor, William A ... . . ........ .. .. . 
Do ...... ................... .. 
l'oppe[;0 C::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: 
Do ........... ... ........... .. 
Power, T . C .. ..................... . 
Do ...... ....... .. ......... . .. 
Do ........ ........ . ........ .. 
Do ......................... .. 
Do .... .... ................. .. 
Raymond, N . ............ ... ...... .. 
Staab, Z .......................... .. 
Whyland, A. E .......... ... ........ ~ 
Names. 
Dorman, R. A... .. ....... .. .. . .. .. 
Do ... .. ...... .... . ......... .. 
Montgomery, R. M .......... . 
SA.LT. 
Quantity. 
Pounds . 
3, 520 
300 
4, 830 
840 
4. 420 I 6, 000 
3, 500 
44, 070 
1, 000 
1, 000 
30, 1~0 
990 
4, 600 
7, 300 
2, 600 
0, 100 
3, 880 
12, 000 
78, 700 
2, 000 
7, 000 
6, 500 
15, 400 
3, nOO 
2, 000 
l, 500 
5, 000 
4, ooo I 
1, 300 
I 
Price per 
100 pounds. 
$2 40 Bayfield. 
3 150 Brainerd. 
3 50 Detroit. 
1 75 Duluth. 
Where delivered. 
f g~ I ~~!~ogee. 
1 28 , ..\.rkansas City. 
1 3:J Cauld well. 
1 75 Netawaka. 
1 75 Saint Mary 's. 
2 04 Wilcox, Ariz. 
1 75 White Cloud. 
3 96 Southern Ute. 
1 17 Crow Creek. 
1 10 Lower Brule. 
90 Yankton, Dak. 
1 10 Seneca, Mo. 
80 Bismarck, Dak. 
70 :Sioux City. 
3 50 Fort Hall. 
5 25 Ouray. 
5 25 Dintah Valley. . 
1 24 Cheyenne River .Agency. 
2 00 Fort Berthold. 
4 50 Blackfeet. 
7 .85 Flathead. 
1 60 Fort. Peck. 
5 24 Mescalero. 
7 50 Navajo (school). 
SUGAR. 
I 1, 1oo, ooo I $10 49 i New York. 
I 
TEA. 
Quantity. 
Pounds. 
3, 000 
4, 730 
1, 225 
P . I nco per 
pound. 
$0 23 
22 
~3 
Where delivered. 
New York. 
Do. 
Do. 
( 
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TOBACCO. 
Names. Qna.ntity. Price J>er pound. 
Where delivered. 
Inge, L. D .......................... 
Pownd8. 
48,000 $0 37i New York. 
SMOKING TOBACCO. 
Ax, C ........................... .. . 1 2, 815 $0 38 J New York. 
--~---------L----------~---
Names. 
Cramer, N.J ..................... .. 
Do .......................... . 
E~We~~·T~ (i:::: :::::::::::::::::::: 
WHEAT. 
Bushels. 
100,000 
100,000 
6,roo 
18, 000 
Where delivered. 
$2 68 Y a.nkton, Da.k. 
2 68 Santee, Nebr. 
5 75 Uintah, Utah. 
a 40 . . nathead, Mont. 
CLASS No. 1.-MACKIN AC BL.ANKEofS. 
Names. Article. Quantity. Where delivered. Price. 
Dobsiln, John ... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do . .. ........ .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ......... .. .. 
Do ......•.... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do .......... . .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ..... ..... .. 
Do . ......... .. 
2!-point gentian, 54 by 56 inches, 6 
pounds ......... ...... ......... p .. irs .. . 
3-point gentian, 60 by 72 inches, 8 
pounds .......... .... ....... . pairs .. 
at-point gentian; 66 by 78 inches,_ 10 
pounds ...................... .. piUrs .. 
2-point green, 42 by 56 inches, 5! pounds, 
pail'S ............................... .. 
2/r·point green, 54 by 66 inches, 6 pounds, 
pairs . . ............ · ................. .. 
3-point green, 60 by 72 inches, 8 pounds, 
pairs .. ...................... ....... .. 
31-point green, 66 by 78 itiches; l.O 
pounds .... ... . .. : . ........... ~pairs .. 
2-point indigo blue, 42 by 56 inches, 5! 
2t~o~~~itig~- "J)f~~; 54· by~;;- ~c~~~s6 · 
3-~~i:.~db:.;ug;; "li1 ~~; 6o by· 72 · h;~t:;s 8 · 
pounds .................. ..... . pa.irs .. 
36-point indigo blue, 66 by 78 inches, 10 
pounds ........................ pairs .. 
2-point scarlet, 42 by 56 inches, 5! 
21r~;~~ &ci~~i~i.--54· ·Ji;:-66 --;;;~fi:s6-
pounds ........................ pairs .. 
3-point scarlet, 60 by 72 inches, 8 
pounds ......... .......... ..... pairs .. 
3i·point scarlet, 66 by 78 inches, 10 
pounds ........... · ............ . pairs .. 
H. Ex. 77--2 
605 
1,514 
1, 000 
25 
256 
725 
315 
931 
2, 681 
5, 270 
3,179 
310 
1,052 
1, 673 
753 
New York ...... $4 38 
.. • . do ............... . 5 84 
.. .. do ......... ,. 7 30 
. .. ,do ........... 3 83i 
.. .. do ........... 4 38 
.. .. do ........... 5 84 
·---~0 ........... 7 30 
.... do ........... 3 36 
.... do ........... 3 84 
.. .. do ........... 5 12 
.... do ........... 6 ~0 
.... do ........... 3 D3i 
.... do, ........... 4 50 
.. .. do ........... 6 00 
.. .. do ........... 7 50 
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CLA.SS No. 2.-WOOLEN GOODS. 
Names. A.rtiole. Quantity. Where delivered. Price. 
Allen, J. & B .••..• Scarfs ............................. doz .. 
t~~tr:,K-ew.T±~.:: ~~f~s:.'~.:::::::::::::::::·::::::: ·:: :. 
Carrut , J. G ...... Linsey, plaid ............... : ...... yds .. 
Chaffee, E. J ...... Hose, women's woolen ............. aoz .. 
Do .............. Socks, men's, cotton ............... dOz .. 
Do ............. Socks, men's, woolen .............. doz .. 
Do ............. Socks, boys'. •·ottou, sizes 8 to lOl .. doz .. 
Dobson, John..... Cloth, saved list, blu~ ............. yds .. 
Do ............. Cloth savedlist sce.rlet yds 
Ho
0
od,Bonbi'ight & Flaiillel, blue t~1led .... :::: :::::.yds:: 
o. 
Do ............. Mittens, woolen .................. doz .. 
Do ............. Socks, boys' woolen .... : .. ........ do~ .. 
Jaffray, E. S .. .. .. . Flannel, red twilled ..... . ........ yds .. 
Thomas, A. .. .. .. .. Sky blue kersey, 22 ounces ........ yds .. 
Woolworth, E. B . . ·1 Yarn, assorted colors, 3-ply ... .... 'lbs .. 
Do ........... .. Yarn, gray, 3-ply ................. lbs .. 
999 
11,122 
6,944 
69,487 
2, 062 
535 
1, 822 
100 
5, 650 
2 950 
41:94u 
New York .... .. 
.. .. do .......... . 
.. . rlo ........ .. 
.... do ...... .... . 
.... do ......... .. 
• ... do ..... .... . 
.. .. do .......... . 
... do ......... .. 
.... do ......... .. 
.... do ......... .. 
.... do .......... . 
666 .... do .... ..... .. 
1,403 .... do .......... . 
25,~gg ::::~~::::::::::; 
1, 211 ~-- .. do .......... j 
298 .... do ......... .. 
. , 
CLA.SS NO. 3.-COTTON GOODS. 
Buckley, W. T.... Calico, standard prints, 64 by 64 .. yds .. 
Do ................... do ......................... .. yds .. 
Do, ............ Sheetln~r. • brown, heavy ......... yde .. 
:J?o ............. Can,ton-tlannol, bro~, heavy .. .. . yds . 
Clafhn, H. B ....... Calico, standard pnuts,64 by64 .... yds. 
Do ............. Cotten, knitting, white ............ lbs .. 
Do ...... . ...... Cotton-bars, fnll net weight ....... lbs .. 
Do............. H andkerchiefs, large size ......... doz .. 
Do ............. Shirting, calico ........ ...... . ...... yds .. 
Do............. Sheeting, l brown, heavy ......... ~ds .. 
~~:::::::::::: : -~-~~~~~: :: : ::::::::::::::::::::::d~~: : 
Do ............ Canvas, for tailor's nse ............ doz .. 
Hobart, F. B ...... Wicking, candle ................... lbs .. 
Hood, Bon bright & Calico, standard prints, 64 by64 ... yds •. 
Co. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Jaffray, E. S ..... .. 
Do ......... ... . 
Langford, T. H .. .. 
Limas, C. C ...... .. 
Mo.ndel, C ........ . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Milliken, S. M .... . 
Th>bbins, R. A .... . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ...... ...... . 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Denims, blue ................... ... yds .. 
Drilling, indigo, blue ............ :.yds .. 
Drilling, slate . .................... yds .. 
Kentucky jeans .................. do .. .. 
Shirting, hickory ..... ...... .... . do .. .. 
Packing, yarn (cotton waste)' ...... lbs .. 
Shirting, hickory .............. ... yds .. 
Cheviot ........................ · ........ . 
Winseys . ................ .......... yds .. 
Bed ticking .............. ......... yds .. 
Crash, linen ................ ! ...... yds .. 
~~g!!ilt.S~: :::::::::::::::::: :::: : a-~::: 
Calico, standard prints, M by 64 ... ..•.. 
Packing, hemp .................... lbs .. 
Packing, yarn (cotton waste) ...... lbs .. 
Warp, cotton, loom, blue .. ... .. ... lbs .. 
Warp, cotton, loom, white ......... lbs .. 
Handkerchiefs, large, white linen. doz .. 
Cotten hose, ladle's, scarlet, sizes 8 to 
9!,doz .......... .. ................... .. 
Do............. Silesia ............................. yds .. 
~~~\fl::::::: -~·o·t-~d~ ~~~-a~~-~~~·-~-~:-~::~~:: : 
Do_ ............. 
1 
Gingbaru .......................... yds .. 
28, 000 
28,000 
225,025 
1,-ooo 
88,~~ -
1, 9(/0 
1, 632 
6, 850 
1, oqo 
10 
15 
400 
145 
40, 000 
17,715 
17,200 
4,185 
30,430 
5, 240 
140 
5, 000 
7, 395 
3,550 
5, Ot2 
9,350 
27,215 
9, 831 
28, 000 
215 
140 
150 
100 
100 
50 
600 
68,000 
8,000 
27,215 
NewYork ...... 
.. .. do' ........... 
.... do ........... 
.... do .... .. ..... 
.... do .......... ; 
::: .~~: :::::::::: 
.... do ........... 
.. .. do ... .. 
... do ...... ::::: 
do ........... 
: ::.do ........... 
.... do ........... 
.. .. do .. ......... 
.. .. do ........... 
.. .. do ........... 
.... do .... ....... 
.... do ......... . ..... . 
.... do .. ....... ....... 
.... do ·······- -- -
.... do ................. 
.... do .................. 
.... do 
.... do:::::: :: ::: 
.. ~.do ................ 
.... do ···- ···· ·· · .... do .. ............... 
.... do ................ 
.. .. do ···-- --·--
.. .. do ................ . 
do ............... 
.. .. do ... do:::::::::: : 
... do .............. 
..· .. do 
.... do:::::: :: ::. 
.... do ............ . 
.... do ................ 
.... do ........... ........ 
$2 70 
1 49 
62; 
14,l,ll, 
265 
1 08 
2 40 
1 10 
1 271-
1 27l 
34M 
265 
200 
32;.\ 
185 
90 
65 
$0 05:&. 
6-No 
7/lrr 
141'\h, 
53 
29 
10 
851-
4No 
20! 
21 
28i 
lOi 
20 
6,\'n 
14-,'1,\ 
lOt 
07i\,\ 
2lia 
10-i'o\ 
08,V., 
09fi'l, 
ooTa. 
lOt 
12 
1 
O!lM 
os. .... 
43 
02f 
16 
121-
26 
24 
1 35 
3 85 
lli 
05M 
05:(1, 
08/o'\, 
·-
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CLASS No. 4.-CLOTHING. 
Names. Article. Qua.ntity. Where delivered. Price. 
King, A .••..•••••.. 
King,H.W .•...... 
Do ... . ....... .. 
Nnmberg, E ....•.. 
Do .....•...... 
Do ............ . 
Do.~ ......... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ..... . •... ... 
C~ats,s&ck, 38 to 46, satinet or Kentucky 
J~a.ns .....•.......•................... 
Coats, men's brown duck, unlined, 38 
to46 .............. ···················· 
Pants, men's brown duck, unlined ..•..• 
Blouses, lined, heavy, dark colors ..... . 
Coats, sack, blue, men's, for police of-
ficers ...•.•........................... 
Coate, sack, sky-blnekersey,!«officers. 
Overcoats, boys', satinet or Kentueky 
jean ............ : ..................•.• 
Pants, men's blue, for police uniforms .. 
Pants, men's sky-blue kersey, for po-
lice pdvates .. ............. . .... .• . ... 
Season good, L .. , . . Overcoats, men's sack ................. . 
Do:............ Pants, men 'a satiuet or Kentucky jeans 
Simons, L. B. . •• • • . Shirts, calico . . . . . . . . . . . . ......• 
Wallach, H. W ... . Blouses, brown duck, lined, 32 to 46 ..... 
Wallach, Henry ... Blouses, brown duck, unlined, 32 by 46 .. 
Do ............. .. . Coats, men's sack, lfrown duck, hned, 
38to46 . .. .. .... ...... ............... . 
Do. . • . . . • . . . . . . Overalls, brown due k . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Do....... ... . . Overcoats, boys' brown duck, unlined .. 
Do .•• -··...... Overcoats, boys' brown duck, lined ..... 
Do .................... Overcoats, me'n'ssack, brown duck, lined 
Do ................ Overcoats, men's sac.k, brown duck .... . 
Do .......... , .. Pants. men's brown duck, lined ....... . 
Do ............. Suits (coat, pants, and vest),brown duek, 
lined, buys . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 
Do .... .. . .. .. Suits (jackot and pants), brown duck, 
lined, boys . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ..•• 
Do .......... --: .. Suits (jacket and pants), brown duck, 
nnliued, boys ..... .. ....... . ..... .. . . 
Do ... ." ....... . . Shirts, grayflannel ................... . 
Do...... .. .... . Shirts, red flannel . . , .... ... ....... .... . 
Do ..•••.•.•.... Vests, men's brown duck, lined ...•.... 
Do ........•.... Vests, men's brown duck, unlined ..... . 
Do ............. _ Pants, men's blue mackinac . . .. · ....•... 
Do ...•••....... Shirts, men's blue mackinac .••......... 
5, 922 
244 
1,000 
2,536 
97 
814 
721 
107 
954 
3;715 
8, 060 
10,030 
1, 971 
310 
250 
7, 923 
50 
336 
1, 070 
274 
3, 570 
1,094 
977 
an 
15,473 
8,193 
2,955 
512 
214 
214 
CLASS No. 5.-BOOTS AND SHOES. 
Claflin, H. B ..... . . 
Do ............. . 
Mills, W. B ....... . 
Do ....•••...... 
Robbins, R. A ... . 
Do ............ . 
Do ...... .....•. 
Do ..•.•........ 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ...........•. 
Do,. ........ .. . 
Do ............ . 
Do .....•....... 
Do ........ ... ,. 
St . .T ohn, .T • ••• , ••• 
· Do ....•......... 
Do ...........• . 
Do .....•....... 
Do .......•.... 
Willa, W. B ...••.. 
Shoe lacoJS, leather. . . . . . . .... ... gross .. 
Shoe laces, linen ......... . ...... gross-.. 
Shoes, children s Nos. 11 to 13 ... gross .. 
Shoes, misses', Nos.13 to 2 ...••. gross .. 
Sboe Jaata, assorted sizes .......... doz .. 
Shoe pe!i,s. assorted sizes . .....•.. galls . . 
~~~.rt:ne:~:-~~~-~-·-~~~:::·: :::::3~::: 
Boot-trees .... .. ...... ... ......... set:. 
Shoe-clamps .................... pairs .. 
Bristles, aboe ...................... lbs .. 
Sboe nails, brass .................. lbs .. 
Heel balls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . doz .. 
Shoe eyelets .................... boxes .. 
Zinc heel nails .................... lbs .. 
Boots, boys' sizes, 4, 5, and 6 ... .... pairs .. 
Boots, men's, Nos. 6 to 9 ..... . ... pairs .. 
Boots, men's rubber, Nos. 6 to 9.paira .. 
tlhoes, boys', Nos. 1 to 6 ......... pairs .. 
Shoes, mens', Nos. 6 to9 . ..... •. pairs .. 
Shoes, women's, Nos·. 3 to 5 ......... pairs ... 
240 
301 
2, 956 
4,853 
6 
24 
40 
't 
1 
3 
50! 
4 
24 
90 
118 
3,181 
139 
5, 647 
7,000 
9,817 
CLASS No. 6.-HATS AND CAPS. 
Corn, S . . . . . . •. . • . Caps, boyf cass~mere. black ........ .. . 
Do ............. Caps,menscasstmere ................... . 
Foster, .T . . ....... Hats, boys' wool, black . .............. . . 
Hurlburt, W. H .. . Hats, men's police, black ..•.••.......•. 
Du ........... . Hats, men's wool, black._. .•.. ·'········ 
3, 617 
5,060 
6,147 
1,156 
12,557 
New York. 
.... do ................. 
.. .. do 
. ... do .......•••• 
. ... do ...••...••. 
. .. do ...... ........... 
.... do ........ . . . ... 
.... do ........ .. 
.. .. do .. ........... . ..... 
.... do ·-··-------
.... do ... . . . .. .. . 
.... do ...•....... 
... do ........... 
.... do ·------··--
. .•. do ...... ..... 
. ... do . ... ... .. . . 
. ... do ----------· 
do .••........ 
:: :.do ...... . .... 
. .. . do ............. 
. ... do ................. 
... . do ........... 
. ... do ........ , .. 
do ........ .. . 
:::.do ....... . .. . 
.••. do ...... .... .. ..... 
.•.. do ....•••...• 
. ... do 
..•. do::::::::::: 
.... do ......... -•. 
New York ... •.. 
.. .. do . .... ...•.. 
•• do .......• ... 
.... do .......... . 
. .•. do .......... . 
. •.. do ..... ..... . 
. .. do ... . . .....• 
. ... do .......... . 
., .. do· ·- ········ 
... do ..... ...•. . 
.. ".do ... ....•... 
.••. do . ...... ... . 
.• do .......... . 
... do .......... . 
... . do ....•••.. 
. .- .. do .......... . 
.... do .......... . 
. ... do .... ...... . 
. ... do .... . : .... . 
. ... do ...•....... 
. ... do ..•........ 
New York .... .'. 
. ... do .......... . 
. ... do ....•...... 
. .. . do ...• . ...... 
.••. do .. ... . . ...• 
$3 59 . 
1 30 
71 
2 67 
8 43 
6 33 
3 54 
5 09 
3 83 
4 97! 
1 80 
2 
24! 
30 
1 12 
3 00 
47! 
1.68 
2 55 
4 25 
2 34 
1 69 
3 50 
2 00 
1 36! 
73! 
1 12! 
1 12i 
75 
2 50 
2 50 
$0 50 
25 
60 
70 
6 00 
50 
18 
112 
3 50 
50 
5 50 
45 
20 
15 
12 
190 
2 3(} 
- 2 85 
1 00 
1 20 
80 
$0 29 
37! 
37!l 
65~ 
44t 
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Abstract of awm·ds made in Neto York City, <f"o.-Cqntiuued. 
CLASS No. 7.-NOTIONS. I 
Names. Article. Quantity. Where delivered. Price. 
Clafiin, H. B . ..••.. 
Do .•.•.•.•..... 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ..••..••..... 
Do ............ . 
Do ..••..•••.... 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do . . .......... . 
Do . . ... . . .... . 
Do ... ........ .. 
Do ........ . ... . 
Hobart, F. B ..... .. 
Do ............ . 
Hood, Bon bright & 
Co. 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Robbins, R. A .... . 
Do .... . ...... .. . 
Do ...... . . ... . 
Do ... . ..... . . .. 
Do ...... ... .. .. 
Do . ........... . 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do .•........... 
Do ............ . 
Do ............. . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Shumway, F. P . .. _. 
Strasburger, A ... .. 
Do . .. ••••••••• 
Do ...... .. ... . . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Taylor M.S ...•••. 
Buttons, shirt. agate ...•••••..•. gross .• 
Buttons, vest, born ............... do ... . 
Cotton, maitre ............. _. _. __ lbs .. 
Hooks and eyes, white .......... gross .. 
Needles, darning .•.••........... gross .. 
Needles, knitting ...........•••• . gross .. 
Needles, sa.c:ldJers' ... ..... _----- ... doz .. 
Spool cotton, Nos. 20 to 50 ......... doz .. 
Ta.:pe measures. __ ........... ----- .doz .. 
Thtmbles, closed .••••.•.......••.. doz .. 
Thimbles, open ...•...•••......... doz .. 
Thread, linen, No. 30 .............. lbs .. 
Thread, linen, No. 35 .............. lbs . . 
Thread, linen, No. 40 ...... ........ lbs .. 
Thread, shoe .................. · .. .. lbs .. 
Twine, sack---- ......... -.- - ........ lbs . . 
Twine, wrapping .•.••..•....•..... lbs .. 
Pins, brass, No. 2 . • • . .......... packs .. 
Pins. brass, No.3 .• . ....-.......... . packs .. 
Pins, brass, No. 4 ............... packs .. 
Suspenders ...................... pairs. ·I 
Buttons, coat, horn ............. gross .. 
1 Buttons, pants, 'PetaJ ............ gross .. 
1 
Buttons. youths, agate-. ........ gross .. 
CombH, fine, R. H. <fressing . ....... cloz . . 
Gilling twine, No. 30 ..•.•.. : . ..... . lbs . 
Gilling twine, No. 35 ...... . ... .. .. lbs .. 
Gillingtwine, No.40 .............. lbs .. 1 
Mirrors. 8 by 10, German plate.· ... doz .. 'l 
Tape, white, cotton ............ pieces .. 
Buckles, pants .................. gross •. 
Buttons, uniform, brass ......... gross .. l 
Buttons, uniform, brass, small .. gross .. 
Combs, round, rubber ....... doz .. 
Needles, sewing-machine ......... doz .. 
Twine (seaminp:-cord) .............. lbs .. 
Uombs, coarse, R. H. dressing ..... doz . . 
Beads, glass ...... . ... .. . .. ... bunohes .. 
Needles, sharps ...... ... . ........... M . . 
Needles, glovers .................... M •. 
Needles, sack .............. . ..... doz .. 
Needles, harness .............. papers •. 
Gloves, buck, men's No.1 ........ pairs .. 
I, 011 
284 
719 
131 
71 
2I 
7U 
4,496 
81 
472 
I 59 
2, 332 
2, 332 
2, 332 
I40! 
211 
178 
411 
411 
411 
6,414 
185 
515 
485 
1, 381 
1, 525 
413 
339 
• 160! 
2, 732 
4 
12 
6 
10 
38 
4 
1,'391 
2, 130 
276l 
69~ 
61 
36 
1, 393 
CLASS No. B.-GROCERIES. 
Acklin,G.M . . : •.• . 
Do ........ . ... . 
Do •• ••• ..•••... 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... . 
Do ............ . 
Do .......... .. 
Hecker,JG.V ., &Co 
Oa-kley, J. A .. . ... . 
Robbins, R. A .... . 
Smith, W.H 
Wht:~~:.~.-.~:::: 
Do ....... ..... . 
Do . ........... . 
Do ..... ' .. . ..... . 
Do ••••••.•..... 
A llspice, ground . •.•....... .•••.... lbs .. 
CasAia, ground . ............ ... .. . . . lbs .. 
Cloves, ground .. .. .. .............. lbs .. 
Cream tartar . . . ••. . . 1 •• •• ••• •• • •••. lbs . . 
Ginger, ground .................... lbs .. 
Indigo ............................. lbs .. 
Mustard, ground .................. lbs .. 
Pepper, ground, blaek ............. lbs .. 
Soap, toiletfor (Carlisle school) .••. lbs . • 
Baking powder in tins .•••••....... lbs .. 
Soap . .......... ..... . ..... .. .... ... lbs .. 
Bluing ..... ... . .. ... . . ...... doz. boxes .. 
Apples, dried ... . .................. lbs .. 
Candles, adamantine .... . .......... lbs .. 
Corn starch .............. . ......... lbs . • 
Peaches, dried ... ... ... . .......... lbs .. 
Sirup in barrels ... ............... galls .. 
~~:~~h~-~~~~ :::::::: :.·:::: :: ::::~~:: 
136 
64 
74 
125 
I86 
I 58 
173 
359 
25 
67,812 
239,800 
101 
31, 990 
8, 450 
1, 382 
14, 250 
4, 382 
510 
2, 296 
CLA.SS 9.-CROCKERY AND LAMPS. 
Claftin, H . B. .••••• [ Lamp-wicks, No.O . . . . .... .. . .... .'.doz .. [ 
Do .••••.•.••••. 
1 
Lamp-wicks, No.1 ................ doz .. 
1 
Do ......... . ... Lamp-wicks, students, No.1. ...... doz .. 
Davenport, W . W . Casters, dinner ............... . ... . doz . • 
128 
287 
120 
3 
New York ..... . 
. ••. do .......... . 
. .•. do ......... .. 
.. .. do .......... . 
.. .. do .......... . 
.... do ......... .. 
.. .. do .......... . 
.. .. do .......... . 
. ... do ....••..••. 
. ... do .......... . 
. ... do .......... . 
. ••• do .•••.• .•• •• 
.. •. dQ ....... . .. . 
.... do ...... .. . .. 
. ... do .......... . 
.. .. do . .... ..... . 
$0 02! 
2I 
28 
9~ 
32 
2! 
40fa 
I81 
8! 
. ... do ........... • 
8! 
75 
85 
97 
49 
21 
19 
.... do .......... . 
. ... do ......... . 
r .... do ··-----·--· 
~! ::::1~_::::::::::: .. .. do ......... . . . ... do .... .. .... . .. •. do ..... . . .. . . .· ••. do ... . .... .. . 
. ••. do ......... .. 
.. .. do .......... . 
. ... dD .......... . 
.. .. do .......... . 
.... do .......... . 
. •. do .......... . 
. ••. do .......... . 
. •• . do .......... . 
. ••. do ......... .. 
. ••. do ..•. .. ••.•. 
. ... do . ..... . .. .. 
.••. do ...... . ... . 
. ... do .......... ·. 
. ••. do ......... .. 
l 
.... do .......... . 
. ... do •••.•..•... 
New York •••••• 
. ••. do ••••••...•. 
. ••• do .......... . 
•••. do .•••••• •••. 
. ... do .•••..••••• 
.. .. do ......... .. 
. •• do . ......... . 
.. .. do .......... . 
. ••. do ......... .. 
• ••. do ... ..... . . . 
. •• . do ••••••. .••. 
.. . do .. . . .. ... . . 
Saint Louis .••• . 
New York .•.•. • 
•••. do ........ . . 
. .•. do .... . ..... . 
. .. . do .......... . 
.• do ••••••• • •• . 
. ... do .... ... ... . 
I
. ~~do~~~~ ::::::1 
. ••. do ..... . . ... . 
. • •. do • .••• .•.••• 
37 
47 
42 
lSi 
36 
12 
9 
31 
70 
77 
85 
300 
I! 
18 
5 00 
2 50 
65 
15 
18 
33 
6 
I 10 
2 40 
11 
4 
I 16 
$II 21 
27 
33 
25 
11 
58 
13 
I5 
45 
25 
04/., .. 
I7 
061-
14:1'.'\r 
05t 
05! 
49 
59 
04! 
$0 01! 
02! 
051 
11 90 
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Absh·aot of awards made in New Yrrl'k City, 4-c.-Continued. 
CLASS 9.-CROCKERY AND LAMPS-Continued. 
. Names. .Article. Quantity. Where delivered. Price . 
Davenport, W. W .. Crocks, 2 gallon ......... : ... . ..... doz .. 
Do ............. Crooks, 1 gallon ................... doz .. 
Do ............. Crocks, a-gallon ................... doz .. 
Do ............. Cups and saucers, co:flee .......... doz .. 
Do ........... :. Cops and saucers, tea ............. doz .. 
Do ....... . . . . . . Lamps, 1!:/Jlss, burner, and cblmney. doz .. 
Do ............. Lamp-chutmeys, burner No. 0 ..... doz .. 
Do ....... ..... . Lamp-chimneys, burner No.1 ..... doz .. .l 
Do ............. Lamp-chimneys, burner No.2 ..... doz .. l 
Do ............. Lamp-cblmneys, sun-hinge No. 0 .. doz .. 1 
Do ............. Lamp-chimneys, sun-b.~nge No.1 .. doz .. , 
Do ............. Lamp-chimneys, snn-hmge No.2 .. doz .. 
Do. .. .. .. .. .. .. Lamp-chimneys for student lamp .. doz .. 
Do ..... . ......... Lanterns, tin-globe ..................... doz .. 
Do ............. Pitchers, pint, ironstone .... . .... doz .. 
Do ............. Pitchers, quart, ironstone ........ . doz .. 
Do ................ Pitchers, water, ironstone ......... doz .. 
Do . .................... Plates, dinner, iron~tpne. --- ........ doz .. 
Do ............ Plates, pie, lronstone ............... doz .. 
Do ............ Plates, sauce, ironstone .......... . doz .. 
Do ...... ....... Plates, tea, ironstone .............. doz .. 
Do ............. Reflectors, lamp ................... doz .. 
Do............. Tumblers ........................ doz .. 
Do .... ......... Washbowls and pitchers .......... doz .. 
Robbins, R. A . ..... Bowls, gallon, ironstone ...• .•..•.. doz .. 
Shaw, J. M ...... .. Bowls, pint, ironstone ............ doz .. 
Do . .... __ ... __ . Bowls, quart, ironstone ...... __ ... doz .. 
Do ......... . ... Lamps, glass, with bracket ....... doz .. 
Do ............. Lamps, tin, with buroers ...... , ... doz .. 
Do ......... .... Salt sprinklers .................... doz .. 
Do ............. Pitchers, molasses ............... doz .. 
Do ............. Platters, meat, 13 by 20 inches,. ... doz .. 
Woodhouse, J. H .. Lamps, students, No. L ........ . doz .. 
111
1 
New York .... .. 
9f ... do .......... . 
9i" . ... do .......... . 
270i .... do ......... .. 
88ir .. do ......... .. 
12 . ... do ....... , ... 
39 .... do ......... .. 
117 .... do ......... .. 
69 .... do ......... .. 
2 .... do ......... .. 
21 ... do ......... .. 
25 .... do ......... .. 
54 .... do ......... .. 
7t .... do ......... .. 
281 .... do ....... .... . 
58t'lr l .... do ........... [ 
23i .... tlo .......... . 
246 .... do ......... .. 
46i .... do ......... .. 
73i .... do ........... 1 
341r .... do ......... .. 
10~-r .. ::::~~ :::::::::::i 
27-fr .... do ......... .. 
4 .. . do .. : ....... . 
120 .... do .... .. ... .. 
98 .... do .......... .. 
15! .. .. do .......... . 
17 .... do ......... .. 
23 
1 
.... do ......... .. 
4 .... do : .......... 
1 
. 4 .... do ....... .. .. 
50 ... . do .......... . 
.. - -- -------------
CLASS No. lO . ..:.FURNITURE· AND WOODEN WARE. 
.Acklin, G. M ...... 
Composite Iron 
Works. 
Do ........... . 
Convant, W. N ... 
Conover, C. R ... .. 
Crane, L. H ...... . 
Do ............ . 
Do . ........... . 
Do .. ......... .. 
Do .......... .. 
Do .......... .. 
Do ............ . 
~~ds~d;, · -~~;;gi.t:iron · r~~.- ·s1~:i ·I 
Jonf, 4 feet wide.. .. . . .. .. . .. I 
B~d·=~~~: !~~~- ~~~~: ~-~~~ ~~~-~ ~-~~~~. 1 
Desks, office ..................... each .. l 
Handles, pic.k ...... ... ... ........ . doz .. 
Baskets, clothes, large ...... ..... . doz .. 
Baskets, measuring one-halfboshel. doz .. 
BWJkets, one bushel .............. doz .. 
Bowls, wooden, chopping ..... ..... doz .. 
Chairs, reed-s~at . ... .. ...... doz .. 
Chair$, wood, solid seat, low biWll.: .doz .. 
Chairs, wood, offi<'e, solid Reats, 
a.rms . .... ...................... doz .. 
Do ........... .. Desks, echool, seats double ...... each .. 
Do ... ........... Desks, school, with seats, single .ench .. 
Do . .... ..... .. . Handles, hoe ..................... doz .. 
Do ............. 
1 
Handles, plow, l~ft-hand .. .. .... doz .. j 
Do ..... .. ...... Rand I~•- plow. r1ght-hand . .. ... ... doz .. 
Do ....... .... .. MeasiLI"eS, peck. wood.... .. ... doz .. : 
Do ............. Measures, one-half bnshel, wood .. doz .. l 
Do ............. Wringers, clot-hs ................. each .. ~ 
Howell, G. H...... Bedsteads, woorl, G by 4 .. ...... each .. 
Do ..... ........ · B edste:l.ds, wood, single, 6 by 3 ... each .. l 
Hundley, V. G ..... Handles, ax, hickory .. ............ doz .. 
Robt~: .~:. ~:::::: ~[~tl,~=-p·~·;.-_·:::::.::::.: : :::. :~~g~~::: 
Do ......... .... Pails, wood, 3 iron hoops ......... . doz .. 
Do . ...... ...... Rolling-pine, 21 by18 inchea ...... . doz .. 
Do ............. Washboards ..................... doz .. 
Do............. Washing:-ront~hines . ...... ....... each 
Do . ........... Wasb tnos, cedar, No.2 ....... doz .. 
Woodhouse, J. H .. Bureaus, three draw~rs .. . ..... . each .. EO-............ Handles, hay fork ...... ........... doz .. 
Do ............. Hnn.Ues, spade ......... ........... doz .. 
o , .. • .. . .. . .. Washstands, wood ............... eaoh .. 
200 I Chicago .... ... . 
45 NewYork .... .. 
118 .... do .......... . 
19 Chicago ...... .. 
49 .... do ......... .. 
6/r .... do .......... . 
Si ..... do ......... .. 
4
12f-. . .. . do ......... ~ 
4i .... do ......... .. 
13 . ... do ... ...... .. 
2421 .. . do .......... . 
5~ <lo .......... . 
188 ... do .. ........ . 
93 .. . do ......... .. 
9i} . do .. ........ . 
231 .. . ~do . ......... . 
~~ ... do ......... . 
2t6 .. do . ........ . . 
4!• ... rlo ......... .. 
28 .... do --"--· ..... . 
702 . ... do ...... ... .. 
121 .... do ... ...... .. 
1,561~ ... do ......... .. 
219 New York ... .. . 
51 .... do .......... . 
216 .... do ......... .. 
21! . .. . do ........ . .. 
179! .. . do ......... .. 
25 .... do ......... .. 
1541'\- .... do ...... .. .. . 
163 .. do ... . .. . .. .. 
65 .... do ......... . 
13! .... do ...... . .. .. 
f4L , .. .. do ......... .. 
$3 50 
2 25 
4 75 
92 
77 
2 25 
30 
32 
42 
31 
33 
43 
35 
4 25 
1 34 
154 
4 49 
82 
48 
32 
57 
2 75 
27 
9 02 
3 45 
6g 
83 
7 00 
2 70 
50 
3 75 
792 
304 
$2 75 . 
8 50 
7 60 
14 25 
1 10 
7 00 
3 00 
450 
150 
7 20 
5 00 
. 13 88 
3 75 
2 75 
1 03 
1 75 
1 75 
2 35 
2 75 
3 00 
2 31i 
2 35 
1 40 
3 25 
25 
2 29 
85 
1 20 
890 
13 40 
3 01 
77 
164 
90 
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.ttbstract of awarda made in New York City, 9'-c.-Continued. 
Names. 
Hansell, S. F ..... . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ......... . ... . 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ...... : .... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Peters, George ... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do .......... .. . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ....... ..... . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
· Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Robins, R. A ..... . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ....... ... ~ 
Do ........... .. 
Do ...... ..... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........ . .. 
Woodhouse, .r. H . . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do .... ... .... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........ .... . 
Do ....... ... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Cowles, A.A .•••••• 
Crane,S,H ...... · .. 
Do ........... .. 
Howard, E. T.~ .. .. 
Robbins,R.A ..... . 
Do ............ . 
Do ..... .. .. .. .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ........ ... .. 
Do ....... .... .. 
Do ..... ...... .. 
Do .... .-.. .... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ......... : .. . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Do .. ......... .. 
Do .......... . .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do .... ...... . 
Wakeman, H . . T .. . 
CLASS No. 11.-HARNESS, SADDLES, LEATHER, &c. 
Article. Quantity. I Where delivered. 
Chains, halter, with snap, No. 0 ... doz .. 
Hames, Concord . ... . ............ pairs .. 
Rings, halter .................... gross .. 
Wax, saddlers' .. '. ..................... lbEL. 
Wax, shoemakers' ................. lbs .. 
Bridle-bits, x. c. ring ............... doz .. 
Buckles, collar, 1! inch .......... pairs .. 
Leather, calfskins ................. lbs .. , 
Leather, kip ............... . ....... lbs .. 
Wax, saddlers' .................... lbs .. 
Wax, shoemakers' ................. lbs .. 
Inks, pints for leather ............. doz.. , 
t~~~ :~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::: ::~~~:: 
Bridle bits, ·tinned ................. doz .. 
Cinchas, hair ...................... doz .. 
Collars, horse, lar~~:e .~ ............. doz .. 
Collars, horse, med.fum !··-···-· .. doz .. 
Collars, mule ·· -----· ... ......... . doz .. 
Harness, double, with breechiog .. sets .. 
Harness, double, without breechmg,sets . . 
Harness, plow, double ............. ·sets .. 
Leather, harness ... ..... ........... lbs .. 
Leather, lace ....... ... ........... sides. 
Saddles .... .... ......... .. ...... ...... .. 
Surcingles ............ .. ........... doz .. . 
Brushes, horse ..................... doz ... 1 Leather, sole, hemlock ............. lbs .. 1 
Leather, sole, oak .................. . lbs .. 1 
Buckles, harness, j-inch ... . ..... . gross . . 1 
Buckles, harness, !-inch •••..••.. gross .. i 
Buckles, harness, a-inch .. ... , ... gross .. i 
C?ckeyes, 1t·inch .................. doz .. 
1 
Rm~~:s, harness ................... gross .. 
Buckles, roller, harness ~-inch .. . gross .. 
Buckles, roller, harness, a-inch ... gross. -~ 
Buckl<s, roller, harness, l-inch .. gross .. 
Buckles, roller, harness, 1!-inch.gross .. 
Buckles, trace, 1~-inch ........... pairs .. 
Buckles, trace, 2-inch ............ pairs .. l 
Rings, harness ........ : ......... gross • . -
1 
...... do ......................... pairs .. 
Clips, trace .............. : . ..... . pairs .. I 
Rings, breech log ............. . gross .. 
Rivets, hame, No.7 .............. . lbs .. 
1~;1 J_:-_edo ~~~~:::::: 
~ :: ::~~::::::::::: 1 
~g ::::iL::::::j 
~n ~~JL~~~~:~J 
: jl:: ::~~: :::: :.:::;: 
8! .... do ......... .. 
5r .... do .... -..... .. 
5H .... do ......... .. 
12 .... do ......... .. 
6113 .... do .......... . 
21 .. .. do ......... .. 
243 .... do .......... . 
189 .. .. do ......... .. 
44 ..... do ......... .. 
12,fg~ [ : ::·~~ ----: .- : : ::::: 
38 · .... do .......... . 
-9i ... do ...... . .. .. 
18t .... do: ......... . 
1,620 .... do ......... .. 
1,880 .... do ......... .. 
ao .... do ......... .. 
18 . ... do ........ . .. 
6 .... do ......... .. 
1 . ... do ......... .. 12 .... do ......... .. 
31! .... do: ........ .. 
14t .... do· .... ..... .. 
16U ... do ......... .. 
24! .... do ......... .. 
104 .... do .......... . 
73 ... :do ......... .. 
6! .. .. do .......... . 
61 .... do ......... .. 
300 .... do ......... .. 
7 ... do ......... .. 
10 : ... do ......... .. 
CLASS No. 12.-MISCELLANEOUS. 
Clocks, 8-day .. .. .. .... - 1 • .. • .......... .Axle greaaf:\1 cases; 2 dozen boxes each, 
doz .. : ............................... .. 
Eath-!Jrick ........................ doz .. 
Machin(~S, sewing, domestic-cover, &o .. 
Bags, grain, 2!-bushel ............ doz .. 
Bag;s, manila.paper .... ............ . M: .. . 
Bags, mani1a.paper, 2-pound .. . ... . M .. 
Bags, manila paper, 3-pound ..... ... M .. 
Bags, manila paper, 4-pound ........ M .. 
:Ha,., manila paper, 5-pounrl ........ M .. 
Bags, mAnila paper, 6-pound .... .... M .. 
Bags, manila. p~per, 7-pound ... ..... M .. 
Bags, manila paper, 8-ponnd ..... . M .. 
Bags, ma.oilapaper, 10-pound ........ M .. 
nags, manila paper, 12-pountl. ---- - .M: .. 
Bags, ruauilapaper, 14-pound ....... M .. 
Bag•. manila paper, 16-pound ....... M .. 
Bags, manila pap<•r, 20-ponnd ... .. M .. 
Bags, mnnila paper, 25-pound . .. .. . M .. . 
Beeswax . ... ; .... ............. .. lbs .. 
Blacking, shoe . . .... ..... .. ..... boxes .. 
Churns, 10-gallon . . . . . . .... ..... . ...... . 
Brushe•. shoe .. .................. doz .. 
llfachincs, sewlng, Singer, cover, &.c . .• 
27 
622 
13~ 
7 
222 
3, 000 
15, 000 
17,000 
15,000 
11,500 
7, 000 
500 
1, 000 
2,500 
'500 
500 
500 
1, 000 
5,500 
110 
1, 329 
54 
12 
11 
New York ..... . 
.. .. do ......... .. 
.... do ......... .. 
.... do ......... .. 
... do ......... .. 
.. .. do .... ..... .. 
.. .. do . ........ .. 
... do .......... . 
.. .. do .. . ..... . .. 
.. .. do , ........ .. 
.. .. do .......... . 
.... do ......... .. 
.... do ......... .. 
... do ......... .. 
.... do . ........ .. 
.... do .......... . 
.. .. do ......... .. 
.. .. do .. ........ . 
.. .. do ......... .. 
... do ........ .. 
. .. . do .......... . 
· .. do ......... . 
.. .. do . . .... ... .. 
... do ......... .. 
Price. 
$2 99 
74 
1 50 
40 
15 
80 
12 
00 
74 
. 15 
15 
1 25 
7 50 
4 50 
90 
6 50 
13 50 
13 50 
13 50 
18 76 
15 87 
11 22 
33 
55 
9 25 
288 
5 60 
231 
32f 
75 
100 
88 
30 
15 
48 
62~ 
86 
1 16 
7 
12 
29 
32 
4 
1 36 
10 
$2 30 
85 
50 
29 50 
2 00 
1 20 
1 50 
1 87 
2 18 
2 55 
3 00 
3 30 
3 60 
3 90 
5 75 
6 23 
6 75 
750 
8 25 
39 . 
3i 
180 
2 20 
2l 00 
.. 
·' 
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Abstraot of awards made in New York City, !fo.-Continued. 
CLASS No 14.-AGRICULT~ IMP]..EMENTS. 
Names. Article. Quantity. Where delivered. Price. 
Allen. R. H .••••••. 
Cohn, A.B ...... .. 
Conover, C. H ...• . 
Crane, S. H ...... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Seeders, broadcast, hand ............... . 
Corn-shellers ......................... .. 
Pumps, iron, open top, 3-inch oylinder .. 
Ox-bows, 2-inch .................. doz .. 
Rakes, garden, cast-steel, 12 teeth, han-
dled ............................. doz .. 
Rakes, bay, wood, 12 teeth, 2 bows, doz .. 
Scythe-snaths ...................... doz .. 
Seed drills ........... - ... ----- ....... ... . 
Do ............ . 
Do .......... .. . 
Do . ........... . 
Doc ........... . 
Do ...... ...... . 
Do ............. . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... . 
Deere, C. H ...... .. 
Seeders, broadcast, 1-horse ....... · ...... . 
Wheelbarrows, garden ................. . 
Yokes, ox, large, oiled and painted .... .. 
Yokes, ox, medium. oiled and painted ... 
Plow-beams for 11-inch plow ........... . 
Plow-beams for 12-incb plow ........... . 
~l~::~:::: i~~ it~~~~ t~~:k~;8::::::: : 
Plow-beams for 14-inch breakers . .. .. 
Machines. thrashing, 6-borse power ... . 
Corn-planters, han<l. .............. , ... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ....... , .... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ...... ..... .. 
Do ............ ,. . .t"'~ 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ..... ...... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
French .. ........ .. 
Herendeen, E.tW .. 
Kin!(, H .. ........ . 
Com-planters, 1-borse ................ .. 
Com-planters, 2-horse ............. ... .. 
Cultivators, 2-horse .................. .. 
Fanning-mills.----- ... - ... ----·· ......... . 
Plows, breaking, 12-incb ............... . 
Plows, breaking, 14-inch .............. .. 
Plows, shovel, double ................. . . 
P lows. shovel, single .................. . 
Plows, 7-inch, cast-steel, 1-horse· ...... .. 
Plows, 8-inch, cast-steel, 1-horse ....... . 
Plows, 9-inch, cast-steel, 1-horse ....... . 
Plows, 10-inch, cast-steel, 2-horse ..... .. 
Plows, 11-inch, cast-steel, 2·horse ...... . 
Plows, 12-incb, cast-steel, 2-horse ...... . 
Plows. 14-inch, cast-steel, 2-horse- .... .. 
Rakes, bay. sulky ................ doz .. 
Machines, threshing, 10-horse power .. . 
Harrows, 40 teeth ................. .... . 
sea;:_•_•:. ~:~~~: ~~s-~r:-~·-~~ -~ :~ -~~~~~-
Lamson, A. G .... . 
Pearey, .J. S ...... . 
Do ........... .. 
cradles, g•·ain, 5-fi.nger, with scythes .. . 
MachiLes, mowing, 2 dozen knives. .... . 
Machines, mowing, 2 dozen knive~ .... . 
Do ........... .. Machines, mowing, with all fixtures and 
1 dozen extra kilives .. ............... . 
Do ..... ..... .. 
Robbins, R. A .. .. . 
Sise, H. F ........ . 
Machines, reaping, 2 dozen extra knives. 
Feed cutters .. .. .. .. ............... . 
Rakes, malleable iron, handled, 12·teeth 
doz ........ ... ...................... .. 
Wakeman, H. T ... 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Cultivators, 2-horse .. .................. . 
Pumps, wood .......................... . 
Pump tubing, wood, 18 feet sections, 
per foot .............................. . 
Sickles, No.3, grain .............. doz .. 
Wheelbarrows, alliron ....... , .... doz .. 
CLASS No. 15.-WAGONS. 
Hamby, W. R. ..... Wagons, size 2~ by 8! .................. . 
Do-.... .. ...... Wagons, size.3 ......... . ...... ..... ... .. 
Do............. Wagons, size 3~ by lOl .... ...... ...... .. 
Rosenfield, M...... Wagons, size 3 
Stu~t~~; ~;~~: :: ;5~;:: .=!~=-~~ ~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~~ 
Do ............. Wagons, narrow track ................. . 
Do ............. Wagons, size3!,narrowtrack ..... .. .. . 
Do ........... .. Wagons, size 31, wide track .......... .". 
Do ............. Wagons, srze 3l, nam.ow track ........ .. 
Do ........ , ..... Wagons, size 3!, wide track .. ........ .. 
12 
15 
18 
91i 
291 
81 
9~· 
11 
55 
326 
56 
6 
6 
20 
3 
20 
4 
96 
1 
!! 
55 
16 
99 
126 
158 
16 
8 
71 
13 
27 
25 
258 
139 
85 
2 
60 
llOJ 
10 
76 
76 
3 
21 
8 
56 
50 
39 
73 
34 
33 
17 
37 
6 
120 
3 
60 
7 · 
6 
6 
28 
2 
27 
New York .... .. 
.. .. do ......... .. 
Chicago ....... .. 
.. .. do ......... .. 
.... do ......... . . 
.... do ......... .. 
.... do ......... .. 
.... do .......... . 
.... do .......... . 
.... do ...... .. .. . 
.. .. do .... ...... . 
.... do ......... .. 
.. .. do .... . .... .. 
.. .. do .......... . 
.... do .......... . 
.... do .......... . 
. ... do ......... .. 
.... do ... ...... .. 
Chicago, Kansaa 
City, or Saint 
Louis. 
.... do ......... .. 
.... do .......... . 
.... do ......... .. 
.... do .... .... .. . 
.. .. do .......... . 
.... do .......... . 
. ... do ............. . 
.. .. do .......... . 
.... do .......... . 
.. .. do ......... .. 
.. .. do . 
.. .. do .......... . 
.. .. do ......... .. 
. .. . do .. ........ . 
.. .. do .......... . 
.... do .......... ; 
Chicago ....... . 
.... do .......... . 
do ......... .. 
New York .... .. 
Chicago ....... . 
KansJ>s City, 
~i .. i':,~ ~!~ 
and Omaha. 
Chicago ....... .. 
.... do . ........ .. 
New York ..... . 
.. .. do ......... .. 
. ... do ......... .. 
... do ......... .. 
.... do .......... . 
.... do ......... .. 
. .' .. do ......... .. 
Kansas City .. .. 
.. .. do ......... .. 
.. .. do ..... .... .. 
Sioux City .... .. 
..... do .......... . 
.... do ......... .. 
San Francisco .. 
.. .. do ...... .... . 
.. .. do ......... .. 
. .. do ......... .. 
. .. . do ......... .. 
.. .. do .......... .. 
$450 
5 50 
2 10 
2 85 
4 00 
1 75 
~ 75 
47 00 
22 00 
2 90 
3 75 
3 25 
50 
50 
58 
58 
65 
360 00 
1_00 
15 00 
3300 
15 00 
13 00 
12 60 
13 50 
2 75 
2 00 
3 90 
4 25 
4 50 
6 50 
650 
8 00 
9 00 
17 00 
~27 oo 
8 50 
6 43 
18 25 
44 00 
46.25 
44 00 
68 00 
629 
2 23 
650 
250 
07i 
285 
8 20 
$40 00 
42 50 
47 50 
'42 00 
4400 
45 00 
70 50 
73 50 
77 00 
77 50 
84 00 
8500 
• 
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.Abs.traot of awm·ds mad~ in New York City, #'c.-Continued. 
CLASS No. 15.-WAGONS-Continned • • 
Names. Article. Quantity. Where delivered. Price. 
Studebaker Bros... Wagons, s!ze 31, n~rrow track .•......•. 
Do...... ....... Wagons, s1ze 31, Wide track ... ...... .. . 
B~::::::::::::: -~~~~~·:.1~-~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 
Webster, E. A ..•.. Wagons, s~ze ~- ...•.• ;····· .......•.... 
~r:::::::::: : ;m~:: :1~: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Do ............. Wagons, size 3t················· ....... . 
6 Sioux City •••••. 
28 .•.. do ...•....••. 
6 Chicago ..••••.. 
2
6
5 
, Kansas City ..•. 
Chicago .•.•.... 
16 .... do .......••.. 
144. . ... do .......... . 
12 · .. . . do ..•••••.... 
144 Sioux City_ •..... 
CLASS No. 16.-PA.INTS AND OILS. 
Cohn, A.. B ..••..... Varnish, copal ...•............... :galls .. 
Lawrenoe.._ J . J..... Lead, white1 pure, best ............ lbs .. Michael, .J, R ...... Paper, builning .....•...• -~-- ... .. . lbs .. 
· Pag!t J_. __ s __ ··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. Japan ........... • .-..• .....••..... . lbs .. 
JJO Lampblack, in papers .•..... .. .. ... lbs .. 
Do .........•... Lead, red, standard, dry ........ . . . lbs .. 
Do............. Ocher, Rochelle, in oil ............ lbs .. 
Pag!t
0
J_._s __ ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .· Paint, roof ...... ......... . ..... gallons .. 
JJ Turpentine in can~, cased ....• . ... do ... 
Do ............• Umber, burnt, in oil, ground .. pounds .. 
Do· ·····.... ... Whiting ....... ................••.. do .. . 
Do............ . Chinese vermilion .... •.....• ...... do .. . 
Robbins,R.:A. ...... Chrome, yellow, in oiL .•.•...•.... do .. . 
Do ...•••....... Coal tar ......... . ............ gallons .. 
Do ..•.... ... ... · Oil, kerosene, 150 fire test ......•.. do .. . 
Do .•••••.• •:-... . Oil, linseed, raw, in cans .......... do .. . 
Do .•..... ...... Oil, linseed, boiled, in cans ....... . do .. 
Do, ........... . Oil, harness, in cane ...... . .... ... . do .. . 
Do..... . . . . . . . . Paper, taiTed ....................• lbs .. 
Do ...•......••. Chinese scarl<;t, dry .•..... .•...... lbs .. 
Do .•.........•. Drop, black, Japan ................ lbs .. 
Do ..•.......... French green ............ . ......... lbs .. 
Do .•••......... Varnish, coach ................... galls .. 
Do....... .•. . .. Headlight oil. in barrels . . •... ... galls .. 
Woodhouse, J. H .. Oil, lard, goo<l, in cans ........... galla .• 
Do ...•..•....•. Oil, lubricatinp:, mineral, in oans.ga\ls. 
Do............. Oil, sewing machine . ••... ... ..... bot .. 
126 
14, 525 
12,900 
40 
150 
1,300 
395 
935 
529 
343 
2,105 
1-4 
273 
106 
0, 475 
402 
1. 477 
96 15,100 
50 
25 
10 
10 1, 200 
1,003 
962 
36 
New York ..... . 
Chicap:o· ....... . 
New York ..••.. 
. ... do ..•....... . 
..... do ..•........ 
. ... do ..••.•... .. 
. .. . do . .... .••... 
New York .•••.• 
. ... <lo .•••.•.... . 
. •. do .........•. 
. ... do ...•.. .. ... 
. ... do ......••••. 
. ... do ...•....... 
.. . do .......... . 
.. do .......... . 
. ... do .......... . 
. .•. do .......... . 
. ... do .••....... 
.... do ........••. 
Car lisle, Pa ..... . 
. .. do ...•....... 
. ... do .•.••...... 
. ... do .......... . 
l
·::·a~::::::::::: 
. ... do -····•···· 
. ... do •....... ... 
CLASS No. 17.-TlN AND STAMPED WARE. 
Conover, C. H ..••. 
Do, ........••.. 
Do . ....... : ... . 
Do . .•.••.. ..... 
Do .. . .. ....... . 
Do .•........... 
Do .. ... . .. ... . . 
Crone, S. H ....... . 
Do ..•••........ 
Do ............ . 
Do ...••..•..... 
Do ........•.... 
Do ........•.... 
Do······ .••... . 
Do .... .... .•... 
Do: ...... .••••. 
Do .......... .• . 
Do .•.•......... 
Do .•........... 
Do .•.. ......•.. 
Ingersoll, J. E . ... . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ...•. .. ...... 
Do . .. . ........ . 
Martin, E. W .• . •• . 
Robbins, R. A ..... 
Do ...... .•••••. 
Do ....... .....• 
Do ............ . 
Do ........ .... . 
Candle molds, stand of 8 molds .••. doz .. 
Candlesticks, planished tin, 6-inch.doz .. 
Graters, nutmeg .•............•.•.. doz .. 
Match safes, Japanned iron ....... doz .. 
Punches, tinnera hollow ; -inch ... . doz .. 
Punches, tlnn~ra, hollow, f-inch ... doz .. 
Teapots plamsbed tin 4-pmt ...... doz .. 
Boilers, wash ix, tin copper-bottomed 
.....•..........•••..... .. ....•.... .. doz. 
Coffee boilers, 4 quart, plain tin ... doz .. 
Coffee mills, side No.1 .......... . doz .. 
Dippers, 1 qnart, long iron bandle.doz .. 
Dippel'S, 2 quart, long iron handle doz .. , 
Pans, dust, Japan . ..•.... : ......•. doz .. 
Pans; fry, No.4, wrought rron ..... doz .. 
Scoops, grocer's hand,"No. 20 ...... doz .. 
Scoops, ~;rocer's hand, No. 40 ... . . . doz .. 
Shears, tmner's bench, No. 4 ...... doz .. 
Shears, tinner's band, No. 7 ....... doz .. 
Shears, tinner's band, No. 9 ....... doz .. 
Solder .....................••. · ...... lbs .. 
Cups, pint, stamped tin . . . . ...... doz .. 
Cups, quart, stamped tin .......•.. doz .. 
Pans, 4 quart, tin stamped .....•. doz .. 
Pans, 6 quart. tin stamped ........ doz .. 
Wash basins, stamped tin, 11-inch.doz . . 
Buckets, l(alvanized irov, 2 gallon.doz .. l 
Coffee mills, iron hopper, box No. 3. doz .. 
1 
Pans, 1 quart, pudding, stamped · .. doz .. 
Pans, 2 _quart, pudding, stamped . . doz .. 
Pans, dish, 17 quart, stamped . ..... doz .. , 
Plates, stamped tin, 9-inch .. ... ~ ... doz .. 
5 Chicago ....... . 
127! .... do ..•....... . 
3! .... do ••...•..... 
6 .. . . do ...•...... . 
1 . .. . do .•••.•... .-. 
It Chicago ....... . 
20 .. .. do ..... . •.... 
B,'.,. .•• . do ..••.. ..•. . 
15 .... do •• : ....... . 
62H ..•. do .......... . 
3161 ..•. do ..•........ 
52i .• .. do ......•...• 
14 .:. do .•........ . , 
468! .•• do .•.•.. . .... 
21 .... de.! ........ . 
6~ .... do ...... .. .. . 
3 ... . do .... ... ... . 
6 ... . do ...... . ... . 
8 ... do ••.•••.... : 
407 .... do .... .... .. . 
200 NewYork ..•... 
250 .... do ...... .... . 
100 ... . do .......... . 
200 .• •. do .••••...••. 
164 . .. . do ... ....... . 
75 . . do .......... . 
120,'.,. Chicago ... . ... . 
111& ... . do .. ........ . 
239~ .... do .... ...... . 
65! , .... do .... . ..... . 
136 .... do ....... ... . 
$49 00 
49 50 
8750 
91 25 
3fi 00 
39 00 
40 00 
42 00 
44 00 
$1 15 
06f 
031 
64 
08 
06i 
07 
$0 73 
65 
10 
01 
90 
15 
25 
24 
68 
71 
75 
02i 
19 
22 
22 
2 00 
14 
99t 
lSi 
05 
$2 35 
45 
20 
1 55 
4 20 
3 00 
2 25 
H 40 
2 25 
4 40 
75 
85 
80 
1 55 
1 91 
2 93 
4 20 
2 15 
1 25 
14 
40 
49 
89 
1 10 
90 
4 00 
2 95 
68 
90 
4 15 
35 
( ' 
r 
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Abst1·act of awards made in New York. Oity, ~·c.-Continnctl. 
CLASS No. 17.-TIN .AND STAMPED W .ARE-Continneol. 
Name. Article. 
---- - ----- ----- -·----
Quantit.y. Wheredelivered. Price. 
·- ----------- ---· ----
Hoberts, R. A ..... . 
Do ......... . . 
Shepard, H. W ... :: 
Plates, stamped tin, 9-inch dinner .doz .. 
Plat-es, stamped tin 9-inch pic ....... doz. 
Kettles, galvanized iron, stamped 7:qts 
doz ............... ... ................ . . 
Do ...... . ...... Kettle&, plain iron stamped, 14 qts .cloz. 
Do ...... . ...... Kettles, camp(nestof three 7, 14, 11, qts) 
Do ............. , Ke~if:.~:;p(-~e~t ~f'i1;~~~; ;,; ii;~~~4· 
qt.s) plain iron nest .... . .. .. .... . doz .. 
Do . ............ Kettles, gal vanized i~:on stamped, 11 qts 
doz ............ .. ................ .. 
Do ........... . . Kettles, galvanized iron stamped 14 qt-s 
doz . ..................... .. ......... .. 
Do ......... ... Kettles, plain iron, stamped 7 'lts .. doz .. 
Do ............. Kettles, plain iron, stamped 11 qts . doz .. 
Strasburger, A ..... Spoons, table, tinned h·on .. ...... . doz .. 1 
Do ...•.. . ...... _ Spoo_:, .:.e~, ~~ned ir:·~ ._ ........ <loz. ·1 
838 New York .... .. 
75 .... do ......... .. 
52! ... do .......... . 
Hlli .... do .......... . 
896 .... do ......... .. 
756 .... do ........ .. . 
52~ .... do .......... . 
52! , .. .. do ......... .. 
101! i .... do ...... ... .. 
101! •
1 
.... do .......... . 
1, 098 ... . do .. ....... .. 
859 . ... do .......... . 
CLASS No. 18.-STOVJ<}S, HOLLOW-WARE, TIN, &c. 
-- -------- ------
Cohn, .A. B ........ . Caldrons, iron, plain k ettle, 20 gallons .. i 
Do............. Caldrons, irou, portable, fnrnace, 20 gal- i 
Do .. . _......... c~fd',~~~.- i.:~~: j;~{.i~i,i8 '[,;,:,;~;,;.; ·4o ii~1: ·1 
Crane, S. }{ . __ .. ... Elbows, swve-pipo, 5 inch, No. 26 iron , 
each ...... . . .. ..................... . .. i 
Elbows, st.ove-pipo, 6-inch, No. 26 iron ~ 
each ................. . ........... : 
Do ...... 
Do . ............ Elbow~, stove-pi11e, 7-inch, No. 2G iron 1 
each... ... .... ..... . ........... . ... · 
Gonovcl', C. H ...... Polish stol'e ...... .... .. .. . ... ,gross .. ; 
Do ............. Tin, sheet, 10by14, IC .......... boxes .. : 
Do....... .. .. .. Tin, sheet, 14 by 20, IC .. . . .... .. boxes. i 
Do ....... . ..... ~!n, sheet, 10 by 14, IX .. ... .... boxes .. ; 
Do............. Im, sheet, 14 by 20, IX ..... .... . boxes .. i 
Do. ....... ..... Tin, sheet, 14 l>y 60 boiler, IX .. . boxes .. ·, 
Do............. Zinc, sheet, 36 by 84 No. 0.. . ... ll>s. 
Castle, C. H .. ..... Ovens, Dutch, cast iron, 10-inch inside. 
Do............. Ovens, Dutch, cast-iron, 12-inob inside. 
Do ............. Pipe, st<n·e, 5-inoh, No. 26 iron .. joint-s .. 
Do .......... ... Pipe, stov~, 6-inch, No. 26 iron .. joints .. 
Do ............. Pipe, stove, 7-inch, No. 26 iron .. joiots .. 
Do..... . .. Stoves, box, heating, wood, 2G inches 
Do ............ , St~~~::~~:~·::~~~~~~~:-.~o~~:·: ~::i~:~~~~: i 
Do ---- ·. ------ ~ S%~~~ -~~-~~- ~1-~~~i-~~~ -~~~~~-~~--~-c-he: ; 
Do ............ 
1
: Stoves, box, heating, wood, 37 inches j 
Do .... ........ st~:A;;,;~ki~g:·~·.;~.i;o· ;.,;~i:. ; r~,:,;;t~~-~- j 
' complete .. .... ..................... . 
Do ....... ...... 
1
1 Stoves, cooking, wood, 7-inch, lhrnitu••e ; 
oomplete .............................. i 
Do .. ........... , Stoves, cooking, wood~ 8-incb, furniture , 
Do .... . ... _ .... l Stoves, cooking, wood, 9-iuch, furniture 
I complete .. . .. ... ........ . ............ I 
complete . . ...... .. .... ..... . .... . ... . 
Do . ............ Stoves, hea.ting, wood, sheet-iron, 32 
inr.l1es .... ........ . .. .. . ... ..... . 
Kahn, L . . . . . . . . . . . Stoves, cooking, coal, 8-iucb, furniture : 
complete ............. . ................ ! 
Do . ............ Stoves, cooking, coal, 9-inch, furniture I 
complete .... ...... ........ .... .... .. .. 1 
Do . .... ....... . 
Do ............ . 
Robbins, R . .A .... . 
Do ........... .. 
Do ........... .. 
Do ... .. ...... .. 
Do ..... .. ..... . 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Stoves, heating-. ooal , 14-inc'Jt . .. .... . __ .. , 
Stoles, heat-ing, coal, lt)-inch . - - -.. . . 1· 
~'in, sheet, IX, 12 by 24 inches, boiler, . 
boxes.... .. ..... .................. I 
B1H:ketears, No. 2 .............. g•·oss .. i 
Bucket e~trs, No.3 ...... ... ... .. gross .. 
Bucket ears, No.4 · ........... ... gross .. ' 
Bnc ket ears, No. 5 .. . .. .. .. . .. . gross . . 1 
Bucket ears, No. G - -- --· . ..... . gross .. 1 
Bucket, wood .................... gross .. · 
~ -~edo~o:~:::::: ! 
8 .· ... do ........... . 
1 
2S Chicago .. _ ..... . 
I, 223 , .... <l.o ........... , 
16! 1 .... do ......... .. 
I . 
l7.',j .... do .... ....... , 
30 , .. .. do .... ...... . 
24 ... do .......... . 
37 1 .. do ........ ... . 
1
53 1 .... do ......... .. 
3,41~ 1 ::::~~ :::::::: :::; 
734 Sioux City .... .. 
568 . .. do ......... .. 
530 .... do . ........ .. 
6,060 .... do ... ...... .. 
913 . .. . do ......... .. 
68 .... do ........ .. . 
5:. 1
1 
.. do ....... .... , 
17:! .... do .. .. ..... .. 
42 , .... du ........... ,1 
•o l .. .. olo ......... .. 
57 / ... ao .. .. ....... , 
41!2 , .... d•) ........... ;_ 
! I 
:iG l .... <lo .......... . 1 
13
1 
.. tlo ... ...... .. 
1 Chicago ... .. .. . 
21
1 
... do ....... . .. 
2 ... <lo ........ .. 
4 1 .... rlo .... ... .. . 
3 i New York ...... : 
! j::: -~~ :::::::::: : ~ 
-12 ..... do ........... • 
12 J .... do ........ . 
fl ... do ....... .. . 
20 
1 
... do ...... .. 
$0 24 
24 
3 57 
3 7!'> 
1 GO 
1 30 
4 13 
4 G9 
2 35 
3 2!> 
20 
]0 
$2 75 
10 00 
20 O(} 
10 
10 
1(} 
2 50 
6 50 
G 50 
8 50 
850 
2, G 50 
07! 
66} 
78 
15 
18 
20 
4 2[> 
6 00 
6 90 
9 15 
13 00 
!5 75 
19 75 
22 25 
13 00 
20 Of} 
2H 00 
8 50' 
12 00 
9 75 
30 
45 
55 
70 
85 
50 
In addition to ths auove n laro·e nLlml.ler of awarol s wa> rnarl e for hardw:tre, me-
chanics' tools, meilical snpplies, :tlHl transportation. 
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c. 
REPORT OF E. WHITTLESEY ON THE INDIAN TERRITORY. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., December 15, 1882. 
SIR: In ob~dience to your instructions, I left this city October 21, an~ at 4 I?· m. 
reached Carhs~e, Pa:, where I remained two days. Captain P_ratt had JU~t arrived 
from New Mexrco wrth. seventeen raw recruits from the NavaJO Reserva~Ion. The 
contrast between the.m IU blankets and paint and the clean well-dressed, bJ;Ig~t young 
men who have been m the school a year or two is ver;v striking. In t~e ev?nmg, ~at- . 
urday, the whole school. assem bl!ld in the chapel for singing and recitatrons m English, 
and to hear from Captam Pratt an account of his trip to New Mexico and back. The 
scholars were ?rderly a_nd attentive, and presented as fine an appearance as any large 
company of children. The number present was nearly 300. Since that time t~e school 
h3;s mcreased to 380. Sunday morning, October 22, in company with Captam Pratt, 
I .mspected every room, looking at every boy and girl to see that face and hands 
were clean, the dress neat, and shoes blacked· that the beds were properly made up, 
and all a~iclee iii: their proper places. Then ~arne Sunday-school for the young boys 
and the girls, whtch was opened in the chapel with the usual service and then. the 
classes taken to. several recitation rooms by the teachers. The larger b~ys attend an.y 
. S~nd!ly-school m town. that they prefer. Sunday afternoon Professor Lippincott, of 
DICkmson College, preached a simple sermon to the school in the chapel and after 
supper a s?cial meeting _was held, in which several of the older scholars took an active 
part. T~Is, I wa:s told, IS the ~sual method of spending Sunday at the Carlisle school. 
By such rnstructrons and serv~ces moral education ~eeps pace with intellec~ual. _ , · 
On M~nday, th~ 23d, Captam Pr_att took 150 of his students, with several teacners, 
to the bi-centenmal• .at Philadelphia, so that I did not see the full school in their reg-
ular we~k-day exermses, but I spent the morning examining the workshops and farm 
and _their products. I fou~d young men at work, n~der the direction of teachers, 
m~kmg wagons, harness, t~n:ware, shoes, and clothmg. They handled their tools 
With sk~ll, and seemed ambitious to do good work. The articles made, except those 
n~eded m ~he school, are all purchased by _the government for use at the Inilian agen-
cies. Durmg the last year the goods shipped were 1::1 sprin.g-wagons, 1 buggy, 177 
sets of double harness, 160 pairs of shoes, 6,744 articles of tinware, whose value at · 
government contract price is $5,713.84". 
. Many of the scholars who.had spent the summer in private familie~ had recently 
returned, bringing letters from their employers, which, withbut few exceptions, re-
ported well of their good conduct and industry. Some brought iu the money they 
had earned, and had it deposited to their credit. · . 
The industrial Indian school is no longer an experiment. It is a proved success. 
One hundred such schools as this, planted in all the States and Territories, would in 
a few years supplant the indolent depell.dent tribes with an. intelligent self-support-
ing people. But a hundred such schools would cost $6,000,000 per annum! Yes, and 
it would be wise economy to expend $6,000,000 per -annum for such a result. 
From Carlisle I went to Cleveland, Ohio, by the night train, arriving Tuesday, Oc-
tober 24, where I remained three days to attend the annual meeting of the Amc;lrican 
Missionary Association. I served on the committee to wbich was referred the Indian 
school and mission work of the association, and we reported a reselution, which was 
adopted, recommending an enlargement of that work amounting to an increase of ex-
penditure of about $20,000 per annum. That end attained, I went on to Chicago, 
where I delayed one day to see Commissioner Johnson and invite him to go with me 
to the Indian Territory. His public duties forbade his joining me, and I proceeded 
-via Saint Louis, where I rested Sunday, October 29, and the next day went to Musko-
gee, Indian Territory, arriving at 6 a. m. Tuesday, October 31. Muskogee, destined 
to be the capital of a new State, has a population of about 500, nearly all white peo-
ple and negroes. 'I'he office of the Union Agency is here in a small building rented 
for that purpose, it being more convenient and economical to transact the business in 
't.own than at the government buildings, three or four miles distant. At this agency ( 
no sttpplies of any kind are issued, but some annuities are paid in money. The prin-
dpal work of the office seems to be hearing and settling controversies and difficulties. 
Though the agent has no judicial authority, he act,s as arbitrator, and in reality is · 
sheriff and judge and jury all combined. Agent Tuffts, who has held his position four 
years, has gained the confidence of all parties, and very many cases are referred to him 
which might be brought before the tribal or "national" cour'ts. But the:re is great 
need of a United States court in tlre Territory wfth jurisdiction over m:iminal anu civ~l 
-cases between Indians and whites. Now such cases must be tried in Arkansas, and It 
is a gre.at hardship to compel witnesses and ascusers to travel a long distance by st!l'ge 
at great expense of time and money. The result is that many are not tried, and crime 
goes unpunished. The agent being absent on official business, when I ,arrived, I spent 
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the day visiting the schools. In the town I found three, all p:d.va.te schools. T~e 
Ha~rell International Institute is the largest, and is under the c_are of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church South. Ifis kept in the Methodist church, with a small annex for 
the primary department, and has 70 scholars, I was told, though I could see only 49 
present. Nearly all the children are white but nearly all are Creeks and Cherokees. 
'l'h~ Methodist minister, Mr. Brewer, is the prinmpal teacJ;Ier, _and he :'tas one lady 
assistant, I heard some recitations the most advanced bemg m physwlo~. The 
school has been in operation only one' year and has no facilities for very effective work. 
But the mission board or conference propose to build suitable buildings as soon as 
th?y can raise the requisite funds. 'fhe charge for tuition is $2 per month, and by 
this the school is supported. I n~t visited the colored school, taught by M; · Gregory • 
who received his education at St-raight University, New Orleans. He had JUSt opeJ?-ed 
the school and had 16 scholars, all in primary studies. . The order and the teachm_g 
were good, Mr. Gregory will build up a good school if he can be supported. He IB 
paid $1 per month for each scholar and has no aid from the J?l,lblic funds. 
The third school in the town is a white school taught by Miss Fulton, and supported 
by tuition like the others; the charge being $3 per month. I heard several recita-
tions, one tu algelH·a, which w~re. wdl conducted. _This school is. under the care of 
the Presbyterian Church, and It IS .Proposed to build up a boardmg and day school 
and open it to Indian as well as to white children. · 
After dinner I drove 7 miles northwest across the Arkansas River to the Tallahassee 
Mission, where I met Mrs. Robertson~ who has spent her l_ife in teaching the Cree_ks. 
The mission building WaB burned ahout two years ago; smce that a small boardmg 
school has be!ln maintained by the Presbyterian Board of Missions, but they propose 
to abandon the place and establish a new mission school among the uncivilized Creeks 
about 40 miles west. 
Wednesday morning, November 1, I took the stage to Fort Gibson, 8 miles northeast1 
in the Cherokee country. The road ran over prairie land SE\veral miles; then across 
the Arkansas River near the month of the Grand or Neosho. Along the river bottom 
the lands are very rich, but only here and there a cultivated :field. 'Fort Gibson is 
on the Grand River; the military post is on a hill near the village, and_has buildings 
which would well accommodate an industrial school as large as that at Carlisle. It 
has been once or twice abandoned, but just now is occupied by two companies of 
United States infantry. Should they be ordered away and the post again abandoned, 
the site and buildings could be put to good use by the Interior Department. 
I called on Chief Bushyhead, a strong, well-educated Cherokee, who spent eighteen 
years in California, and of course learned some lessons of industry and thrift. He 
has a comfortable house, a farm of 200 acres, and raise~ stock. In the town I found 
one public school, with 50 names upo)l the roll and 26 scholars present. The teacher, 
Mr. Gibson, fro111 Kansas, seemed well qualified for his work. · Nearly all the scholars 
are white, though all are Cherokees. All speak English. I asked those who could 
speak Cherokee to raise their hands; none were raised. The most advanced class 
had reached division of decimals and could read in the :fifth reader. They recited 
promptly and well. On the whole, this is a fair common school with a poor house, 
and very few of the modern famlitit's for teaching. The salary of the teacher is $40 
per month, paid from the Cherokee public fund. 
After dinner I went on 20 miles east over a very rough road, or trail, t.o Tahlequah, 
the caphal of the Cherokee "Nation." (I observerl that all citizens emphasized the 
word "Nation.") The country is part prairie, part oak timber, and part rocky: hills. 
On tht' way I counted 25 houses, nearly all oue-room log-huts, some with stone chim-
neys, more with chimnevs of sticks and wood. About these houses small fielfls were 
fenced, averaging, perhap~, 15 acres to l:'ach. A few larger houses and farms were 
occupied by white men, adopted citizens with Cherokell wives, or "renters." I saw 
two small fields of wheat, some patches of ·cotton· and corn, very badly worked, the 
weeds and grass beinl{ as high as the cotton. There was no appearance of good farm-
ing, except where white men lived. 
At Tahlequah; a village of about 500 people, is the capital, a brick building with 
the various offices of the government, one comfortable hotel kept by an Indian, and 
several large stores. On the evening of my arrival I was fortunate in meeting Mr. R. 
L. Owen, a bright young man educated at the University of Virginia, and now secre-
tary of the board of education in the Cherokee "Nation." He infonned me that the 
Cherokee s~hool fund, amounting to about $80,000 pPr annum, provides inst.ruction 
f?r all the Cherokee children (white aurl. colored children are not atlmit.ted to the pub-
he schools). They have one male and one female seminary, both boarding schools, 
free to the younger scholars, and open to all olrler pupils who pass the examination 
and P~Y $5 per mouth for board and tuition. They have also an orphan asylum with 
15~ C~Ildren, and 100 common schools with nearly 4.000 pupils. The common school 
b~Ildmgs a~e furnished by the people, and many of them are rude log huts without 
wmdows, without desks, and having only puncheons, or split. logs, for seats. The 
teachers are paid frvm the public fund from $30 to $40 per month. Teachers are ape 
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pointed !Jy the board of education for a period of one term of five months. Natives 
have the preference, and through political influence frequent changes are made and 
much favoriti~m shown.. ~'he result is many very poor teachers, and often bitter con-
troversies between part1es m t~e school diijtricts. . 
On Thursday, ~ove~!Jer 2, m co~pany with Mr. Owen, I visited the male semi-
nary. T!-Ie bm.ldmg, ~~t~ated on a hill a mile and a half from t.he town, is a large, 
plam, bnck ed1fice, With.mom for 120 scholars. It is much out of repair, and by no 
means clean. The dormitory rooms are large with beds for four or six boys in each. 
A little Hampt~m ~H Carlisle discipline would greatly improve the appearance of these 
room~. .The prmCJpal teacher, Mr. English, a graduate of Oxford, Eng., had only just 
begun b1s work here, but expressed confidence that he would soon have a good high 
school. l found 90 boys prese~t. The advanced ''form" were stuclying Latin1 alge-
b~a, and g,~ometry. Mr. Enghsh s~id be had 61 in Latin, 45 in algebra, anc11~ m Eu-
clid. He ?ould coac~ SO!fie of them for college in one year." The clay bemg de-
voted to wntten exammatwns I heatd no classes recite. 
We the!l drove 4 ~ilea to th~ female seminary. The building is precisely like the 
m~le s~~mnary, but .m .better condition, and the grounds about it better improved. 
M1ss '\\ tls<;m, the pnnCJpal, is a competent tea~her, and maintains very good order. 
She )lad ~~;mety-two names on her roll; I saw eighty-nine present. They are br ght-
~ookl!lg g1rl.s, well dressed, nearly all white, though all Cherokees. I ~eard a class 
10 anthmet1c, a~<l. four young ladies in algebra; both recited "'ell. 'I he.se schools, 
take.n out of pohtwal control and endowed with the funds now used for then support, 
the mcome of which is $23,000 per annum and placed in charge of some permanent 
b~ard, on condition _of supplying addition~} funds and organizing for ooch an indus-
tnal department, nnght be made much more nsefnl and efficient. 
Returning to Tahlequah, I visited the town public school, taught by Mr. Dobson, 
with Miss Butler as assistant. On the roll were 100 names; 41 were present. I beard 
several classes, the most advanced in grammar. The scholars seemed to understand 
well what they were reciting. The teacher is competent to teach, but gives no at-
tention to order and discipline. Scholars were moving about the room, playing, going 
out and in at will. 
I ;next we~t to the Baptist mission school, in a poivate dwelling, wit.h small, un-
suitable rooms. h has 60 scholars, some in advanced studies, Latin and.geomet.ry. 
The principal, Mr. Bacone, is a vigorous, clear-headed man, and when convenient 
buildings are built be will make this a good school. 
I returned November 3 to Muskogee, stopping at l<'ort Gibson to call on Hon. Wil-
liam P. Ross, who has a comfortable home and a farm about one mile from the town. 
Colonel RoAs is a graduate of Princeton College, a lawyer by profession, and a man 
of progressive spirit, too progressive to suit the majority of the people. 
From interviews with many intelligent people, Indians, and others who have re-
sided long in the country, I received the impression that the Cherokee school system 
is far from perfect. The money expended, more than $20 per annum for each child of 
school age, ought. to snpport good · schools for all. But the wretched buildings, the 
method of appointing teachers for short tt~rms, resulting in frequent changes-for ex-
ample, in the male seminar,v there have been seven principals in three years-and the 
political party influence that affects their management; all these things stand in the 
way of rapid progress. But in spite of all, the present secretary of t.he board of edu-
ucation, Mr. Owen, is hopeful of grt~at improvement in the near future. And if the 
national council have t.he wi8dom to keep him in the office which he now holds, I 
trust his hopes may be realized. 
Saturday, Novem!Jer 4, I spent iu the office of Agent Tnffts, at ·Musko~ee, exam-
ining the latest school reports, bn t they are too defective and meager to furnish !lollY 
satisfactory information. 
On Monday I rode wit.b Major Tnffts 7 miles to see some colored schools, bnt found 
them closed on account of small-pox in the neighborbooil. We passed several small 
farms cultivated by colored people. They appear to be the industrious class of this 
region. The teams that bring in cotton and corn to market are nearly all driven and 
owned by colored people. The testimony of intelli~ent men here is that the negroes 
work while the Indians live by renting lands to wh1te men. 
- On our return we stopped at the Union Agency buildings, on a bill :H miles west ?f 
Muskogee. One is a stone building of ten rooms, and one a frame building -of stx 
rooms. There is also a stable, good cisterns, a large garden fenced, and abundance 
of good land neat• by. All these are now unused, the agency office being now ~ore 
conveniently located in town, and they wonlli furnish admirable accommodatiOns 
for an industrial school for the girls of colored people, of whom about four thousand 
live in the Creek country. I ato~ce wrote to the Baptist mission board, and urged 
them to open and maintain a first-class school here. . 
Novembt~r 7 I left Musco gee, nt 7 a.m., for McAlister, 61 miles south. The railroad 
runs through a wide prairie, all unbroken. In the 61 miles I counted 22 small houses 
besides tlwse at the railroad station, a few patches of corn and cotton, and some small 
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d f ttle not more than 150 head in all. No other use is made of a fertile conn-
her s o c;O mhes in e:Ktent. . 
t~f>M~hster r visited the Choctaw school, taught by Mr. Ross, a ~ap~ist preacher. 
h h chis the. scho?l·house .. It was very dirty and the school I !I disorder. ~ut 
'[he t ~~er is an intelligent white Choctaw from Mississippi, and hiS classes recited 
~I ea He bas on his roll 35 names, with an average attendance of 25. I saw 2.1 pr~s­
wet ~ majority as white as boys and girls in a northern school. The teacher IS patd 
en t' of the Choctaw school fund $2 per month for each scholar who attends not less 
~~an fifteen da~s. · Mr. Ross informed me that a teachers' institute had just been 
formed from which he hoped great good. .. · 
I ne:Kt visited a colored contract school under the Baptist Home Missionary Soctety, 
about 1 mile from tow!!. This is taught. by Mr. Banks, who was educated at Wa~­
land Seminary, Washmgton, D. C., a bnght man who knows how to teach. His 
classes recited well, and by well-put questions he drew out what they understood of 
each lesson. The school-house is a neali church painted white, with green window 
shutters a cupola and bell; all furnished by a colored mail, "Uncle Billy Yates," who 
keeps a ~estaurant at McAlister. The teacher is paid for teaching and preaching a 
salary of $550 per annum. · · 
l'focnring a horse, I _rode 3 miles to a coal-mining village of about 1,000 people, 
mlny from Pennsylvama, some from England, Scotland, and Wales. A private school 
of 100 scholars is maintained here .by tuition and by a tax imposed by the mining 
company. It is taught by Mr. Lyter, from Pennsylvania, in a new, comfortable 
school-house with modern desks and )!eats. The school was under good discipline, 
and would rank as a fair primary and grammar school. 
I then rode on 2 miles farther .to see a colored contract school under the African· 
Methodist Church. I found the house, a rough board structure, but no school. I was 
told that the conference had ordered the teacher to another station. The coal mines 
at this place are worked by the Osage Company, which pays a royalty to the Choctaw 
Nation amounting to about $75 per day. They take out and ship 60 car-loads of ex-
cellent coal per day. I saw at the depot three Indians at work handling freight. 
At 8 p. m. I went ou to Savannah, 20 miles south, and the next morning, November 
8 visited a Choctaw school taught by Mr. Kilgore from Iowa. He has 47 names on 
h'is roll, 33 Choctaws, the rest whites. For the Choctaw children he is paid $2 for 
each scholar, and for the whites he charges tuition $1.50 P"r month Mr. Kilgore has 
buLI:t the school-house of rough boards and fnrnished it with the best kind of desks 
from Chicago at his own expense. The school wa8 opened with Bible reading, 31 
scholars being present. I heard classes in reading, spelling, and geography. The 
children appeared bright, and recited well. The class in geography were very prompt 
in pointing out localities on outline maps. Mr. Kilgore is a competent teacher., and 
maintains good order; but the appearance of his school~oom would be mucn im-
proverl by the occasional use of a broom which I saw in tbe corner. 
I went on by rail the same day to Atoka, 35 miles south, and found there a Choc-
taw school taught by Miss Patterson from Washington; D. C. She has 40 names on 
her roll, 2:3 of them Choctaws, and is paid, as in other cases, $2 per month for each 
scholar who attends fifteen days. I heard classes in reading, grammar, geography, 
and history. The recitations were prompt and correct. Miss Patterson is a good 
teacher and works very hard to improve her school. But the system of supporting 
the Choctaw schools is every way bad. It destroys discipline; for if a scholar is re-
proved or punished he leaves, and the teacher loses her pay. Then the local board 
of directors who appoint. the teachers are elected for political party purposes, and 
they take very little interest in the school. The building is very poor and shabbily 
furnished, not even a chair being provided for the teacher. Nothing else than a mis-
sionary spirit can keep a refined, educated lady in such a position. My "Visit, Miss 
Patterson said, was the first indication of.interest or encouragement she had received. 
I next visited the colored contract school under the African Methodist Church. The 
building is made of rough boards with no desks. The presiding elder, Mr. A. J. Mil-
ler, told me. that he sometimes bad 80 scholars, but they were very irregular, the 
par«:nt~ feelJDg no interest in education. I found 11 scholars present, all primary, just 
begmmng to read. The teacher hail just been ordered to a new station, and the school 
was not fi1lly organized. 1 
At Atoka and Savannah coal mines have recently been opened, and are worked by 
the .Atoka Company. 
I reached Ca~do, 10 miles south, the same evening, and November 9th proceeded 
b~ stage, that Is, buckboard, to Tishomingo, the capital of the Chickasaw Nation, 35 
mil~s west ~f Caddo. Th\1 road or trail was over a prairie, bounded only by the 
honz~m, a silent, waste country, with only two houses in all that distance. The next 
m?rnmg, November 10, I visited the Methodist contract school, 2 miles from Tisho-
~mngo, to whi?h I walked, as .I could find no conveyance. I fQund a small log house 
10 tl:ie woods, hghted and ventilated by the cracks between the logs, with no desks, the 
seats rongb boards, 6 inches wide. The teacher is Mr. Talbot, from South Carolina, 
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a well-educated, gentlemanly young preacher. He has 15. scholars on his roll; ~3 
were present. He has no books nor other facilities for making a good school. It lB 
wrong to put such a man in such a position. IL may be a good missionary fielll, but 
not a hopeful field for a government school. 
I borrowed the teacher'~ pony, and rode :.! miles to the male academy, supported 
by the .Chickasaw Nation at a cost of $9,000 per annum. The council let it out. on 
contract to a native. He agrees to furnish board and tuition to 60 boys. The budd-
ing is of brick in front, with a long frame extension, the whole much out of repair. 
Tlie dormitories are taken care of by the boys (or supposed to be), and all were very 
untidy. The. school1 n<?w numbering 54, is taught by Mr. Perry, from Georgia, with 
Mr. Conner, from Illwms, as assistant and muslc teacher. Mr. Carter, the contractor, 
told me I would find his school equal to any high school in the States. I found a fair 
common school iu a poorly furnished room. I heard several classes, one in arithmetic 
and one in Appleton's Fifth Reader recited well. A class just beginning Latindecliued 
correctly nouns of the first and second declensions. C• nsideriug the means furnished, 
I think Mr. Perry is doing quire good work. But the gent>ral appearance of the 
establishment does not commend the plan of conducting boarding-schools by contract. 
Returning by stage to Caddo the same evening, as I rode over the lonely, uninhab-
ited prairie, it was ha.I:d to realize that I was near the center of a populous band. A 
part of the way I bad the company of an intelligent Chickasaw farmer. He said be 
"had selected good places for himself and for ·his children, knowing that a change 
must come before long.'' Other intelligent men, both Indians and whites, expressed 
to me the same expectation. Ma,ny thinking citizens hope for a change, and are ready 
and anxious for the organization of a State government. It will be weak and cow-
ardly statesmanship to put off much longer the Indian Territory problem. 
On Satnrday, the 11th, we had an experience of a genuine "norther," the mercury 
falling from 80° at noon to 30° at night. 
On Sunday I had an opportunity to see and to address a well-organized Sunday 
school at the Congregational Church, where I fourld the llest chnrch edifice that I 
have seen in the Territory. · · 
November 13, remaining at Caddo, I visited four schools: the first, taught by Mrs. 
Hotchkin, has 40 scholars on the roll, with an average attendanee of 35. I saw :.!8 
present, the severe' cold weather keeping some absent. The school-house is of rough 
boards, with two old-fashioned long desks, three rude tables, a.nd one wide board sup-
ported by old shoe boxes. The local directors take uo interest in the Rchool, leaving 
the teacher to provide fuel and take care of the room. After the opening exercises of 
Bible and catechism le~sons, I heard classes in reading, spelling, and geography. The 
last class wa.s quite familiar with the geography oft.he United States. Oa the whol~'>, 
though the order was not perfect, the school is a fair primary school, and Mrs. Hotch-
kin is an earnest and faithful teacher. · 
Another school in Caddo is taught by Mr. Faulkner, who has 28 on his roll, 14 being 
present. The house is much like that of Mrs. Hotchkin, and the t.eacher takes care 
of it and furnishes the fuel. The school was in good order, and the recitations in read-
ing, spelling, and mental arithmetic fair for beginners. 
After some inquiry1 I found the African Methodist colored contract school; that is, 
I found the building, but no teacher or scholars. The building is a wretched room, 
with no desks, with rough board seats without backs, and abundance of dirt.. The 
colored population of Caddo ·is large, and a good school should be organized there. 
I next visited a third Choctaw school, tanght by Miss Shoop, who has built her own 
school-house, a rough hoard building, with some long plain desks. The floor was cov-
ered with mud, and the desks besmeared with tallow, the remains of an evening 
writing school. Miss Shoop has 29 on her roll; 19 w ere present. She, like the other 
teachers of Choctaw schools, is paid from t.he public funds, $2 per month for each 
scholar, and collects what she can for white children. The whole system, I repeat, is 
loose and bad. Any one w bo will find or build a room can get a permit from the local 
·board to open a school. Thns there a.re three Choctaw schools in this lit.tle town, 
where there should be one good graded school. . 
The next day, November 14, I went on by rail t o ColbPrt, 25 miles south, near the 
lJOrder of Texas. After a walk of 3 miles into the woods I found a Metbodi~t Episco-
pal colored contract school, in a log .bouse, 14 by 16 feet. Some cracks were covered 
by shooks. It had no window; but the. t eacher, Miss Sweeny, said the people had 
promised to make one. Miss Sweeny is from Kentucky, a well-educated, gentee1 young 
lady, competent to teach. She had 24 on her r oll, with an average attflndance of 20. 
I saw 19 prebent, all primary scholars, just beginning to read. With a ~uitable build-
ing, Miss Sweeny would have a g0od school. • . 
I next visited a Chickasaw school, taught by Mitis Thornton, in the Baptist Church, 
a clean, comfortable house, though not provided with desk~. Mba Thornton has a 
fair primary school, but maintains uo discipline or order. 
The same evening I•returned to· ~I uskogee, where I m<·t Major Haworth, the United 
States inspector of schools, with whom, and Agent Tufft.s, I spent the next day. 
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On Thursday November 16, in company with Major Haworth, I left Muskogee, and 
drove 40 miles ~est to Okmulgee, the capit.al of the Creek Nation. On the way we 
saw a few small farms cultivated by colored men. At Okmulgee we met Mr. Perry-
man the treasurer of the Creek Nation, Mr. Porter, the governor's private secretary, 
and 'Mr. Kramer, the United States postmaster. From them we learne~ that there 
are now 30·pub.Uc schools among the Creeks; 8 of these for colored children. The· 
teachers are paid $400 per annulll. There is also one Presbyterian and one Methodist 
mission school, with about 120 boarding scholars each. For the support of each the· 
Creek council appropriate $5,600 per annum. There is also a Baptist mission school 
ofliO scholars. In all these the mission boards appoiut and pay the superintendents,. 
matrons, and teachers. 
The next day, November 17, we drove on 50 miles to the Sac and Fox agency. Th& 
road ran through an uninhabited country, except a small house here and there, occu-
pied by Indians, with a few acres of corn, which our Indian guide said were· cultivated 
by Creekt1; the cultivation seeming to have been confined to planting the corn, and 
letting it alone to struggle for life with weeds and grass. Tbe .Sac and Fox Indians. 
are nearly all uncivilized in dress and mode of life. Agent Carter was busy the next 
day paying annuities. Every Indian, young and old, received $42.60 interest on funds 
in the United States Treasury. This gives to a family of five $213, aud abou14 six 
months ago they received $53 each, or $265 to a fami.ly, making $478 during th1_1 year; 
enough to suppor~ them in idleness. They do no work, wear blankets and trmkets, 
keep no stock, except ponies, though they have a splendid grazing country all about · 
them. A few noble.exceptiontl to this statement can be found. Keokuk, one of the 
chiefs, an intelliS"ent and good man, dresses like a man, lives in a comfortable two-
story house, worKs his own farm, and bas a herd of about 700 cattle. Some others 
are following his example, bnt nearly all prefer their old style of living in tents of 
b:u·k or mats. Their money in the treasury is their greatest curse, and will be until 
they are educated to make a better use of it. 
On Sunday, the 19th, a snow-storm caused a small attendance at Sunday school and 
service in the chapel built here by the Baptist Home Missionary Society, which sup· 
ports the missionary, Rev. Wm. Hurd, an Ottawa Indian. The.Sunday-school super-
intendent is Mr. Pickett, one of the traders, who exerts a good influence over the In-
dians at this post. At the evening service Keokuk made an earneBt address in his own 
language. He has taken a bold stand, far in advance of his people, and sets them a . 
good exampltl of enterprise and right living. . 
We spent the whole of Monday in the boarding-school. The principal teacher is 
Miss Carter, the ag·ent's daughter; the assistant teacher is Miss Beals, from Kansas. 
They have 37 names on the roll-29 boarders and 8 day scholars; 33 were present . . 
The school is well g(}verned, and the t.eaching well done. We heard all· the classes. 
All the scholars are quite young al\(i all are in primary studies. The chart exercises. 
and object lessons for beginners were specially interesting. Th~s school is supported 
by an appropriation of $5,000 per anmim out of the Indian funds. An industrial 
teacher and farmer, a matron, a seamstress, and a cook are employed. The boardin~­
house will not accommodate decently more than :iO children. The main building 1s. 
of soft brick, 48 by 27 feet, with a very poor back building. The kitchen, dining-
room, laundry, and stortl_-room are in the basement. The first floor has rooms for the 
employes and a sewing room. On the second floor are dormitories for the children. 
Twelve boys sleep in one room, :!4 by 14 feet. To make a good industrial school, the-
house should be repaired and enlarg&d so as to accommodate at least 75 scholars. 
Then the school-house, which is a good brick building, wonftl need the addition of a 
recitation .room. The Sacs 'have money enough, if they can be persuaded to use it, 
to build up a first-class school large enough to educate all their children. 
November 21, John Early, Wm. Hurd, and Joseph Wind, Ottawas, consulted me 
about the allotment and patenting of their lands in severalty, saying that all the Otta-
was. desire it except, perhaps, throe or four. They number 12:.!, and have 14,860 acres, 
which they bought in 1868 at $1 per acre. I advised them to send a petition tOo 
Congress, and at their request I drew up the following: 
"To the honomble the Senate and the HouBe of .RepresentativeB of the United StateB in Con-. 
gresB aBBembled : 
. "We, tb.e undersigned members of the Ottawa tribe of Indians residing upon lands. 
m the In<han Territory sold to the said Ottawas by the United States by treaty pro-
claimed October14, 1868, do hereby respectfully and humbly petition that our lands may 
be surveyed, and allotted and patented to the members of our tribe in severalty, with 
such restrictions as to alienation •as may be deemed wise. We were made citizens. 
of the United States by the treaty of July 28, 1862, and have ever remained loyal 
to the Government of the United States. Since our removal to our present home in 
the Indian Territory, we have improved our Jandt! and have built houses. But inas-
much as .we have no funds or annuities, we are unable to pay the expenses of survey-. 
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ing and allotting our lands. We therefore, humbly pray that.this work may.b~ done 
at the expense of the United State.s Government, and by such agents or commiSSioners 
as your honorable body may appomt." 
This petition has been signed by 81 of the 122 Ottawas, and forwarded to my care 
to be presented to Congress. 
At 2 p.m. the-same day the Indians1 desired us to meet them in council. We met 
first the Iowas, of whom 89 are living here on the Sac and Fox Reservation. They 
came from the Great Nemaha Reservation in Nebraska. They complained that for three 
years they were paid no part of the.annuitie!l due them, but this year they have been 
paid and are content. They want a home in this Territory, and have selected a tract 
()fland northwest of this place. They say that all the full-blood Iowas in Nebraska 
will join them here, but the half-breeds and white men oppose the removal. We 
promised to report their wishes, but did not approve their leaving a good home in 
Nebraska to encounter the hardships and the unhealthy climate of the Indian Territory. 
Then the Sac and Fox chiefs carne in and we talked much to them about the neces-
sity of work for their living so as to save their annuities to buy stock and build houses. 
We also advised them to give more of their money t,o enlarge their boarding-school 
and -to educate all their children. One old chief, Chickaknk, replied, "You tell us 
that the game will soon be gone, and advise us to work. Now, in order that we may 
get to work soon it would be a good plan to kill all the game. So we want you to 
tell our agents to ~et us plenty of guna to shoot the game." Then the old fellow 
looked around ana. winked; as much ali to say, "I made a good point then." The 
talk continued till 10 o'clock p. m. · 
November 2'2 we rode with Agent Carter to Shawneetown, about forty miles south. 
On the way nothing of interest occurred except one upset, which did no serious dam-
age. Going a little out of our direct course, we visited the Kickapoo station, where 
there is a good school-house, a l)lacksmith's shop, and ;t commissary buildin~, but no 
!~diana. They have moved away, and are living in camps some :five to mne miles 
distant. 
After careful inquiry and consultation with Agent Carter, we decided to recom-
mend the abandonment of this station by transferring the blacksmith to Shawnee-
town, the col1ii:nissary stores to the Sac and Fox agency, where they can be issued by 
the agent, and the discharge of the superintendent of Kickapoo station. We wrote 
to that effect to the department, and the change has been ordered, making a large 
reduction of expenses. 
We reached Shawneetown at 6 p.m., and devoted the next day, November 23, to 
examining the boarding-school. The boardin~-house is overcrowded, and many ap-
plicants have been refused. The building IS too small; the new part, is in good 
condition, bnt the old fraine part is very rotten and not worth saving. There are 
11 beds for 27 boys in a room where the plastering is ofl' and the roof leaking badly. 
The girls sleep in the new'and better building, but for 25 gids there are only 9 beds. 
The school is taught by Mrs. Wells and her sister, Miss Davis. They have 59 
names on their roll ; 52 were present. The children are all young and in primary 
studies. The teachers are competent and zealous, patient and kind, yet :firm in 
discipline, preserving good order. They ought to have a better school-house. It is 
old and rotten, and, like the }Joys' dormitory, not worth saving. There is good 
nucleus here for a large industrial school. The land near by is fertile, and a few of 
the l;trger boys now woJ# on the farm and some of the girls assist in housekeeping. 
The superintendent, Mr. Cox, and his wife, the matron, and all the employes are 
well fitted for their positions. The whole establishment is clean, and as comfortable 
as possible, considering the limited accommodations. We agreed to recommend to 
the department larger buildings, with room for at least 125 children. The Shawnees 
and Pottawatomies will fill it at once. They are a working people, self-supporting, 
and doing far better with no annuities than the Sacs with all their money. Several 
chief~:~ called on us for a "talk.'' We advised them about their schools aud their 
work. Among them was Peter the Great, chief of the Pottawatomies, who lives in 
the south part of the reservation. He said they had JOO children there and want a 
school. There is a boarding-school, "The Sacred Heart Mission," but the charge in 
that is $160 per annum, and no Pottawatomies are able to send their children there. 
Two young men and one young lady applied to us for admission to Hampton or Car-
lisle, offering to pay their own traveling expenses. But those schools are full, and 
we advised them to wait till the J)eW school near Arkansas City is organized next 
spring. _ 
On our return, November 24, to the Sac and Fox agency we gave our attention to 
some troubles which had arisen in connection with the school, and reco=ended some 
changes to settle the difficulties and reduce expenses. These changes have been ap-
proved and adopted by the Commissioner. 
November 25 we left Sac and Fox agency for the Pawnee agency, 60 miles north-
west. Owing to heavy roads caused by rain we were obliged to spend the night at 
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Whistler's Ranch, but we reached the agenc.v on the 26th, in ttme to 1!-tten a servtce 
at the boarding-&ehool conducted by Mr. Wilson, the assi11tant teacher. . th 
We spent the 27th at the school which has 74 scholars, taught by Mr. Da.vts, e 
.superintendent, and by Mr. Wilso~. Sixty-two of the scholars are boys, some of them 
grown youn_g me;u; _only 12 are girls, all quite young. The school was opened prom_Pt.ly 
.at 9. a.m. w1th smgmg, ~cripture reading, and prayer. Hal~ an hour.was th.eu gtv~IL . 
-to silent stndy, aft"lr whtch recitations were heard in readmg, sv.e~lmg-, a~tthmet!C, 
!Lnd geography. T~e cl&!lses appeared well, those under Mr. Davis s JD!,Jt~·u~~ton ~spec­
Ially well. All are m pnmary studies the most advanced class just begmmng stmp!11 
-division and geography. The order ~as "'OOd and the· school-rooms clean and com-
fortable. We saw the scbol~r~ at dinner,"'whicb consisted of soup and bre~d. The 
afternoon school was a repetitiOn of the morning exercises. The Pawnee chtldren do 
not appear as .br~ght. as some we ~ave seen.·. They need more simple obje~t lessons. 
The school bn1ldmg ts a substantial stone edt-free. The main school-room 1s 42 by 30 
feet, and bas two recitation rooms adjoining. The dining-room is :lfi bv 30 feet, with 
-cooking stove and cauldron .at one end. Meat and vegetableR are all cooked together 
in the cauldron, the soup bem~ S!)rved for dinner and th9 meat colu for supver and 
breakfast. In the rear IS a store-room and bakery. Bread is baked twice a week. 
()n the second floor, bes!des room~ for the superintendent and other employeM, there 
is a store-room for clothmg, a sewmg-room, and one dormitory for boys, 36 by 40 feet, 
in which are 22 beds on old broJ::en iron bedsteads for 62 boys, and a dormitory for 
girls, with 9 beds. We have adVI~ed _somE_~ cbanget1 by which the girls may be pnt into 
three small rooms and both dormttgnes gt ven to the boys. The sohool is supported by 
-tribal fonds a~ a cost o.f about. $8,000 per a~n.nm. It has a farm of RO_ acr~s, rrwnaged 
by Mr. Coberhck, an mdnstrwns, euterpnsmg man, who has a <latly detail of the 
larger boys to assist liim in the work. This year they have cnltivated 60 acre~> raising 
300 bushels of corn, making 300 gallons of sorghum syrup. Half of this should be sold 
and the proceeds. divided among the .boys who work, for their_ encouragement. If seed 
wheat ·were furnished they would ra1se all the wheat needed 10 the school, the a~ency 
having now a good flour-mill. The _school has also 15 cows, which are milked by the 
bo:vs, who also cut the wood. · The girls do some sewing and Msist in housekeeping, 
lmt none are taught to cook. This agency is now irr charge of a competent clerk, Ca1h 
tain Pickering', but he should have the power and authority of au ageuf.. The .con-
•solid.ation of several .agencies far apart under one agent is a n•istake. ' 
The Pawnees appear to have made no progress since their removal from Nebraska: 
The climate has been fatal to them. They uumberecl about 2,300 when they left Ne-
braska. By the census just taken the number is now 1, 160. They Reem discouraged. 
They do but little work. They cling to their old si1perstitio.l!.s. • They send their boys 
to the boarding~school, but the girls are too valuable as bP.asts of burden and articles 
<Jf merchandise. If the stipulations of our treaty with them were rigidly executed, . 
that is, if school accommodations were provided for all the children and then all 
~ompelled to attend, a change for the better might, in a few years, ue effected. 
On the 28t·h we went on to the Otoe Agency; arriving there at 2 p. m., we visited 
at once the boarding-school taught by Mtss Fanny Skiner. She bas 53 scholars, all 
the Otoe children of school age, ~2 boys and 31 girls, but very few of them full-blooll 
Indians. All are quite young and bright-looking children.· The school house is very 
neat and comfortable, 30 by 24 feet. The order ise:8:cellent, the singing and recitations 
good. The primary reading classes were taught from charts (made by the teacher), 
each child being called up to point out words, then to read simple sentences. A large 
dass is thus taught together, and by varying the exercises interest and attention are 
kept alive. The most advanced class had reached t-he fourth reader. Miss Skiner 
shows good training in modern methods of teaching, and her school will not su-ffer in 
~omparison with good primary schools in the States. 
The boarding honseis a cheap frame building, comfortable but too small and crowded. 
At supper there was not room for all to. sit at the tables. The dormitories are too 
small; one room 30 by 24 feet has 8 beds for 24 girls; another the same size, has 7 
beds for 2'l boys. The house is badly planned. The only room where the children 
can sit morn~ng and eve!ling, is the dining~ roo~, there being no play or study room. 
The only white person m the house at mgbt ·1s the matron, an excellent woman, 
whose room is on the lower floor, while all the scholars sleep above wit.b no one to 
look after them. We agreed to recommend: First, that an addition be made to the 
building for a large dining-room and kitchen on the lower floor, and a separate dor-
mitory for boys on the second floor, or that the house now occupied by the clerk in 
ebarge be used as a boys' boarding-house; second, that the industrial teacher, who is 
not t.be right man for that poRftion, be discharged and a superintendent be appointed 
and req aired to room in the boarding-house and have charge of the boys at night; 
third, that the matron have a room on the same floor with the girls, and near enough 
to have constant oversight of them. TheRe changes will much improve the I.JOarding 
~stablisl1ment. , · 
H.Ex:n~ 
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The Otoes, like the Pawnees, h~ve a poor, unhealthy country. No family has 
escaped chills this season, and uurmg t~e year the deaths have exceeded the b'irtb 
We spent the morning of November~\! m the school, ~nd after dinner drove 15 mil!~ 
to the Ponca Agency, the headquarters of A$1:e_nt Woodm1 who has charge now of th& 
Pawnees, Otoes, Puncas, and Nez ~erces: Thts a~ency IS _well located on the north 
bank of Salt Fork, with a reservatiOn of the best 1an~ which I saw in the Territory. 
The Indian~ have c?mfortable houses, and are makm~ good progress in farmin • 
They have. raised thlK year 1,954 l.lllshels of. whea~ besides lari!'e qnantities of cofo 
and vegetables. Th11y seem to be contented m theu present home. 
We examined the Itext !lay, November 30, t.he new Ponca school building a brick 
edifice SO feet square .. On the lower floor are large school and dining room~, besides 
recitation anll receptton rooms. On the second floor are dormitories sufficient for 70 
scholars and for the teachers. The accommodations will be sufficient tor all the Ponca 
children; and Mr. Standing, who bas had .. much experience in teaching, is on the 
ground to superintend the furnishing, and to organize the· school on the 1st of Jan-
uarv, 18::l3. · 
'r'he sam,e evening we drove to the Nez Perces Agency, 12 miles north, and met; 
Archer Sawyer, t.he Presbyterian preacher; James Reuben, the teacher, and Kns-es-
kiet (Bald-head), one of the chiefs. The latter was the first of Joseph's band to throw 
off the blanket. He said his past life was bad, but he bad learned the better way. 
He had worked and raised a crop, and saw that Indians could live like white men. 
But the Nez Perces are not happy in the Indian Territory. They suJl'er much from 
the unhealthy climate. Many have died, and some are now sick. They complained 
of their physician as ignorant and inefficient.. They long to get back to their mount-
ain home. I reported their condition and wishes to the Senate committee, and Sen-
ator Dawes offered an amendment to the Indian appropriation bill providing for their 
return, but it was defeated. Therefore, .they must remain another year and be sup-
ported by the government, while in Idaho thev would be kindly received by tbei.r 
peopTe and support themselves. • · 
December I, after looking at the saw-mill, storehouse, and stable1 we visited ~e 
~;cbool taught._by James Reuben, He has 3ri n~mes on his roll, and ::s3 were present, 
all Indi~ns. We heard classes in reading, arithriletic,, and history. The lessons were 
well recited, and the work on the blackboard was qmck and accurate. The children 
are bright, and have made rapid progress. Two years ago they could not spook a. 
word of English; now they read and speak and sing well. The school-bouse, built 
in part by the employes, itl a plain frame building, 3ti by 24 feet unceiled, and cold. 
There are 70 children <In the reservat.ion, and more would attenclschool but for sick-
ness and want of clothing, the annuity goods not having been received. 
The same day we left fur Arkansas City, 35 miles north. On t.he way we visited the 
site chosen by Major Haworth for the new industrial school at Chilocco Creek. 
Twelve hnndred acres of :.:olling prairie, bordering upon Kansas, have been set apart 
for this purpose. The land is fertile, good for corn and wheat, and all kinds of prod-
uce. Several springs of clear water flow into the creek about 1,000 feet from the site 
of the school building. The location is excellent. .Supplies can easily be procured 
at Arkansas City, five miles distant, and the farms in Southern Kansas will afford 
places for vacation :work to some of the older students. 
On Saturday, December 2, I left Arkansas City at 5 a.m., and after many delays 
by failure of t.rains to connect I reached Vinita on a freight train at midnight. 
Sunday, the 3d, I attended two Sunday-schools, Methodist and Congregational; the 
~;cbolars and some of the teache~s being Cherokees. The next day, December 4, I 
visited the Worcester Academy, just opened under the care of the American Home 
Missionary Society. It is superintended by Mr. Scroggs, the Congregational mission-
ary, and taught by Misses Durham, Webb, and McNair. They have already 43 pupils 
and expect a large increac;e after Christmas. Tuition is charged at the rate of $5 per 
term of three months. The school building is a handsome frame house, 40 by 32 feet, 
with three rooms on each floor. The citizens of Vinita have given$1,000 towards its 
cost. I heard good recitations in reading, arithmetic, and algebra. When fnlly 
organized t.his promise t.o be an excellent academy. The principal teacher, Miss 
Durham, is admirably qualified for her position. I also visited the Cherokee public ( 
school, taught by Mr. Adair, with Mrs. Stephens as assistant, both Cherokees. They . 
have 50 names on their roll, 43 were present., nearly all in primary studies; but one 
class had advanced to fractions in arithmetic. The school is a fair comm9n school, 
but the building, like other Indian school buildings, is very poor. 
At 10 p. ru. I took the train for Kansas City; but owing to delays and failures 1;(} 
connect did not arrive till 10 p.m. December 5. The next morning, December 6, I 
proceeded to Lawrence to make some inquiries respecting 1t proposed industrial school 
near that city. 'l'he citizens of Lawrence and vicinity. have_ offered to purchase a 
t.ract of land for such a school. I found on consultation with Mayor Bowersock, 
JndgeTbatcher, and President Marvin of the State University, that the site has not 
yet been chosen, nor have the funds for ~ts purchase all been ~ised. BuG they are 
confident of succeHs. 
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' I return11tl to Kansa.~ Ci.t.y the s<lme f'\"ening, saw Rev. Tii~wth,\" Hill~ D. D., clistrict 
secretary of tile Presl>\"t('rian HorriA Mission }Joa,rd, in relat.J<lll r.o a IIIJHsJOH;l.r,V much 
needed a.mong theOto~ and Ponca In<lia.ns,ancl t.I1e next mornin!!, December 7, startecl 
for >yashington , an<l arril·ecl Deceml>er 9, haviug hf'.erl ab.•ent fifty clays. . 
W~t.h ~orue.genA!'lll remarks r!'~pecting the c:ouclition aucl prospects of the Incluw 
TPrntory I ~·11J hnng 1.nv report to a. close. • 1 . . . , . , ,, TilAquestwn most freqnently asl;ed was, "\\hat •lo .1·on t..unk of om conn.t~ · .. 
A_n,ll.I l•;;1med ver,v soou to repl,r, "I think ynnr connt:·.v has vast room and vast pos,I· 
bJhties: Its prairies, its forP-sts, its river~;, its coni tields are vast, a1~<l thes~ are dP-. 
positR for a great fntnre. \Vilen the rich river l>nttoms prodnce tlteH max1mum. ol 
cotton antl com, when thA npland prairies feed herds o{ cattle in~te~.d of devonrmg. 
fir~s, w!Jen the forests and ~wift running- streams become power m the hands of 
Rk1llfnl artisans, then the Territor.\" will be one of the prosperous and wealthy. 
States of the Ut~ion. It iR making some progre8R to1vards that condition. Some of 
the people, whites who have become citizens bv marr'l'itw Indian wh·ces. half- breeds, 
and a few fnll-blo~d Indians, are cnltivatinp; fai·m~ or· rai~ing stock awl enjoying the 
comforts and refinements of civilized life. .But many still cling to their •>ltl ic\c-a that 
it is unmanly to work, and live hy renting their lands to white men. Tlte law>~ of the 
several nations, however, forbid leases for a longer periofl than one year, and t.he 
result is t.hat no permanent improvements ttre mach·, and enterprising, skillful fn.nnerH 
find but litt.le encouragement to remain in the conn try. The grazing lands, ot' vast 
'"xtent., are made a source of profit to a few half-l>reedH or white adopted citizens. 
Thev select a "ranch," and then contract witil cattle men to fence and 11se the Hlll'-
ronndilw range. In this wa,\' several large tracts ha\·e alread.v been incloHed, a.ncl 
projects"are now on foot b~· Texas and Northern companies to fence mn.ny thousand 
square miles. If this process goes on it is evi.dent t·ha.t \n a :sho_rL time ~ile wilol_e Ter-
ritory, except the small part actna.!ly occupied L>,v Inqtaus, WJll be vtrtnally m t.he 
possession of great monopolies. It is not st.range that snell a prospect should excite 
alarm. At the last session of the Cherokee council, in November, the ~nhject recei ve<l 
earnest attention, and it wa.s enacted "t!Jat all fencing of wilatever character, done 
or that may be done on the Cilerokee doma.in, '\Vest of the ninety-sixtl.t meridian, for 
the purpose of pasturage by the citizens of the Cherokee Nation or persons claiming 
to be citizens ofthe same, or in the names and on acconnt ofsnch persons hy citizens 
of the United States, under 'IVhatever pretense, are hereby declared to be illegal an<l 
unanthorized." The act further provides for the confiscation and sale of such feneeH 
if not removed by the owners within six months, lL!ld for the absolute eoufiscation of 
Ench materials for fencing as ha.ve been taken from land~ of t.he Cherokee Nation. 
The Ia"· also subjects to taxes all st.ock grazed ou the said lands. The purpose of 
the law to break np tile monopoly of the public domain is good, bnt its terms are so 
rigid and sweeping as to arouse hostility, and there is no power in the " Nation" to 
execnte it. It will be necessary to appeal to the United States for a military force to 
expel the "intruders," or let the law lie dea<! upon the statute buok. The discussion 
of the snbject. may be one of the causes tlta.t will lead to the change that mnst come 
sooner or later in the goverument. of the Indian T erritory. 
A vague expectation of a corning change seems to prevail to a considerable extent 
in an parts of the Territory. One party fears it, preferring to let things remain as 
t.hey are. Another party hopes for it, being discontented with their present condi-
tion. This progressi1·e party lacks leaders strong and wise enough t.o devise and 
formulate a plan that shall meet the wants and promote the best interests of all. 
One thing is clear: the new order of things must include the abandonment of com-
munism and seclusion. Great progress and improvement cannot be expected without 
individual ownership of the soil. A permanent home, and a right to all the val1le 
that lal>or may give to it, form the great incentive to effort and enterprise. The 
Indian needs that incentive as much as t.he white man. The citizens of the Indian 
Territory need it now to lift them to a !Jigher p lane of civilization. When every 
head of a family and every adult Indian shall ilave received a t.itle to all the laml 
he can nse for cultivation or pasturage, there will be left a vast domnin, the avails of 
wilich can be expended for public improvements, for the constrnct.ion of roads and 
ln·idges, and for education. Bnt this public domain ha~ 110 real value so long as the 
policy of seclusion is maintained. It offers a tempting field for the operations of 
timber thieves and cattle men on its borders, and many tilousands of white men, 
some of the worst class, criminals and refugees from justice, have already crept into 
the Territory . What is needed is a government strong enough to protect the public 
property from deprec\n.t.ion as well as to secure t he persona.] rights of tile citizens; a 
government extell(ling over the who!<~ Territory in place of several nationa.l coi1n-
cils, each too weak to enforce its laws, and having no common bond of union. The 
organization of such a g-overnment, which might be initiated by an enabling act of 
Congress in strict accordance with the treati eM of H:!u6, wonld contemplate and l ead 
early to the admission of the Territory into tile Union as a State. Ita unoccupied 
lands "·onid he offered for sale to hardy, industrious settlers, who would improve the 
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soil and deveiop the rtlBources, and make the ~ow unpro~uctive wa~te the home of a 
wealthy, prosperous people. Sue~ a peovle mmgll'ng ~Ith the Imhans would teach 
by example les!!Qus of thrift and mdus~ry and enterprise. 'Ihey_ would improve the 
system of public education, aud th_e chtldren of all classes, growmg up together and 
tau ht in the same schools, would m the en~ b_ecome o~e pe~ple. 
T~e Indian Territory cannot always remam m seclusiOn, Impeding commerce from 
ocean to ocean. .The rapid growth of 1he country will ere long demand that it fall 
into line and join in the march of human progress. 
Respertfnlly, · 
E. WHITTLESEY, 
. SeCJretary. 
Hou. CLINTO~ B. FISK, 
Chairma11. 
D.-REPORTS OF RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES. 
The amounts expended during the last year by the several religious societies for 
education and miSllions, so 'far as reported, are as follows: 
Baptist Home Missionary Society .. -~ ............................•...... · . . 
Congregational Foreign Mission Board . : . .........•..................... 
Congregational American Missionary Association ....•.................... 
Protestant Episcopal Misbionary Society ........................... .. .. . . 
Presbyterian Foreign MiBBion Board .................................... . 
Presb,vterian Home Mission Board : .................................... .. 
Friends, Orthodox .......... . .......... -- · : ·· . ... ..................... . 
Several societies have not reported. 
AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME MISSION SOCIETY. 
INDIANS. 
$'?,551 96 
20,596 59 
2,020 00 
41 66ti 44 
23:7136 70 
51,540 00 
8,01!5 37 
In the Indian Territory 12 missionaries have 'been under appointment, 9 of whom 
are natives. They report 58 baptisms, and an attendance of tl96 members in their 
churches, and also 1,148 attending the Sunday-schools under their care. Over 100 
have been gathered into the churches, about two-thirds by baptism. The board has 
aimed to 'develop the contributions of the churches toward the support of their pas-
tors by the proft'er of a small amount on condition that they raise a given sum for,the 
same purpose. · 
Through the generosity of a lady, whose gift secured the erection of a chai'el at 
Tahlequah a year ago, anot.her chapel like it is in process of erection, and another 
soon to be begun. 
The" Indian University" at Tahlequah reports an attendance of 69, among whom 
are four studen ta for the ministry. A change of location has been deemed desirable, 
in order that the institution may be more easily accessib1e to students from all sec-
tions of the Territ~ry. This is the more important, as this school for higher .. Christ-
iau education is establi!!ht;d, not for one nation, but for all · the Indian nations and 
tribes. Last fall the Creek council pallsed an act granting permission to this society, 
through trustees appointed, to found "au Indian university which shall be to the 
Indian. Territory, as nearly as practicable, all 'that State universities are to the several 
States in which they are located, and sh11ll be open to the reception of students from 
the Creek Nation, and other Indian t-.ril>es or nations." A board of trustees is named 
and their powers defined with this special provision: "All the acts being subject to 
the approval of the executive board of the Anierican Baptist Home Mission ~ociety, 
so loug as the said university derives any of its support from said society." Theo-
logical instruction may be given to tho!!e desiring it. The use of !!Ufficient land for 
industrial purposes Is ~ranted. A ·beautiful !lite has been selected aiJout midway be-
tween Muskogee and .E ort Giuson. The -enterprise now await8a generous patron wbo 
will erect Auitable buildings for instruction and the reception of students. Properly 
conducted this school will mark the beginning of better things for the Indians of the 
Territory and of the country at large . . It is expected that the aid of other nations 
will be given towards its support and success. The latest statistics (somewhat im-
perfect) give 100 Baptist churches, 9.2 ordained ministers, . and 6,100 members in tbe 
Territory. _ · · 
) 
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· Rev. Wm. Hurd. has labored with acceptance at the Sac and Fox Agency, where a 
parsonage has been erected for his use. . · . 
A ~i~sionary has been appointed to Wadsworth, N~\·., t? devote .a _P~rt of hts tlm~ 
to. rehgwus work among the Indians on the reservatwns m that v.tetm~y. At Pyra 
mtd Lake, the Indians according to tht>ir promise if the rematns of the. beloved 
agent t;pencer were bu:ied there, have adopted the' civilized mode of burtal at the 
agency. · · 
The attention of the "Overnment has been called to the long-neglected b?t noble 
and peaceable tribe of Yuma Indians in Arizona, for whom it is hoped somethmg may 
soon be tlone. 
The board of the Nort.h Pacific coast have requested the board of this society to 
engage in missionary work in Alaska, where !In Indian population of 60,000 have been 
neglected by the government and by most of the missionary societies of the countr;r 
since the purchase of that country from Russia. To this appeal the board cou~d not 
make a favorable response, but it is hoped that th.e day is not remote when thts can 
be 'l:lone. Special facilities for communication with Ala.~ka are now afforde~, and the 
Baptists of this country shouJd not longer rest under the reproach of neglectwg these 
pagans in our own borders. · 
The following report of the committee on Indian missions was read at the annual 
meeting by T. J. Morgan, D. D., New York: 
"Your committee to whom was referred the subject of our mission-work among the 
IndianA, beg leave to report as follows: 
· "1. The .so-called 'Indian prol5lem,' that i!l, the question of what shall be done 
with the red man, involving as it does the welfare, .if not the very existence, of over 
three hundred thousand of the descendants of those who once held undisputed sway 
over this whole vast continent, and involving likewise the peace and prosperity of 
our Western borders and the honor of our national name, is one that calls upon states-
men a;nd philanthropists alike for a speedy and wise solution. . 
"2. The vast influx of foreign immigration, and the steady progress of this great 
tide into the Western wilds, narrowing more and more the realms of the savage, forces 
upon us as a nation the necessity of either destroying the Indian or of incorporating 
him into our.-Dationallife. 
"3. It is a matter of congratulation that the public sentiment of t.be conntry has 
steadily resistt>d and thwarted the effort.s so persistently mad" to subject the Indians 
to the entire control of the War Department, and bas so cordially favored the so-called 
peace policy, which looks to the ultimate civiUzing and Christianizing of tl!ese wards 
of the nation. 
"4._'l'bat thera is a growing conviction of the feasibility of accomplishin~ this 
great end is evidenced by the widespraad public intPrest in the matter, by tne en-· 
Jarged contributions for schools ;wd missions among them from the various religious 
denominations throughout the country, and by tha increa~ed facilities for training 
the younger Indians in the knowledge of books and the arts of civilized life, which 
ara now afforded by the general government. 
"5. That it is possible to civilize and Christianize the Indian is shown beyond all 
cavil by what has already been accompli!lhed among t.he civilized tribe!! in the Indian 
Territory, l>y the schools at Hampton, Carlislll, and Forest Grove, and by the success 
of the various teachers and missionaries at work among them. · 
"If it should be said that this work is slow, painful, costly, and discouraging, it 
sho\lld be rememl>ered that it took a thousaml years to convert and civilhr,e the sav-
ages of Northern Europe. 
''6. Your committee would therefore urge upon this ~ociety, which has already 
born~ au honorable part in this great work, and whose missions to-day are so full of 
promtse, that they take no steps backward. We earnestly recommend: 1. The en-
largement and more thorough equipment of our Indian school at Tahlequah. 2. The 
sending of missionaries as soon as prao.ticable to labor among the Indians of Alaska . 
.' "7. Your committee would respectfully invite attention to the able report on this 
subject presentlld and adopted at Indianapolis, and published m the proceedings of 
this S"<'iet.y for 1881." · 
Dr. H. L. Wayland, Phil.:i.clelphia, preaented the following address to the President, 
the Renate and the House of R~presentatives of the United State!!: 
"To the President, and to the Senate and House of Representatives of the United StateH: 
· ·~The American B.aptist Home Mission Society begs leave respeetfnlly and most 
eartlt'stly to represent as follows: . 
"That the conduct of the American uatiou toward the Indians has been marked 
by a series of broken treaties, of wrongs inflicted, leading to needless and \'l'icked 
wars, in which our snccess has brought only shame and guilt. That at the present 
moment thousa.nd8 of Indians are in danger of starving because of the failure of Con-
gress to make appropriations for the enpplies which have been promised to the In-
• 
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d.ians, and w?ich formed p~rt o~ the consideration for which they cedcol their Jar.•da; 
~nd the ~ffiCials .of the Uu~ted ~tates are ca.lling for troops to prevent the ln~hans 
from le.avt_ng t~e1r .reservatiOns m quest of food aud to compel them to starve qtitetly; 
an~ this sttnatwn IS the forerunner of massacres, the guilt of which will be upon the 
natwn . 
. "We therefore m?st t;arnestly req u~at your bodies promptly to make the appropria-
tiOns demanded b.y JUStiCe, by huruamty, and by the national honor. We also repre-
Ment that the Jndu~n~ o~ght not longer to be kept in a position of dependence and 
tutelage, and that It IS time tqat the wards of the nation became of age. We there-
fore u.rge that they be no longer pauperized.. but be enabled and encouraged to be 
self-sup~orting; that. they be suppli.cd with the imJ>lerueuts of lah?r and with cattle; 
that thetr lands be gtven to them m severalty and be made inalienable for tw.enty 
years; that they be made citizens of the United States and that the Indian Territory 
be constituted a State." ' 
The addres~ was adopted, and the chairman wa.~ requested t.o send it, duly signed, 
to the President, the Senate and the House of Representatives, and alMO to the 1:\ecre-
tary of the Interior. 
MISSIONARY SOCIETY OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHUHCH. 
[Tenth annual report of the missionary bishop of Niobrara.) 
STATE Olf THE MISJSIOX. 
I will not report in detail of the different parts of the fiel.d, for the work has been 
tP;e past year substantially the same in character a~ in former yeai:s. It has gone ou 
Wlth unabated usefulness, and there has been decided progress; and yet at moMt of the 
stations it has not been marked by any event of especial note. 
SISSETON MISSION. 
At one of our convocations, that held in 1877, we were all touched by the appear-
ance of a travel-worn band of deputies, who had come some ten day's jot!rney to urge 
the claims of their people npon the church. They had heard of its work. They knew 
something of its ways, and, with n persistency which could hardly be 1·esisted, they 
urged their plea that they no longer be neglected. The government was at that time, 
however, holding the several missionars societies to the tacit bargain that they would 
not undertake W<>rk on reserves which had been· committed to the special care of an-
other religious body, and for t.his reason, as well as others, among them the want of 
funds, a favorable rt'ply could not be given the petitioners. In the spring of l&:H, 
however, in answer to repeated messages from -the Indians, I had an interview with 
the ·agent, who expressed the opinion that the establishment of our mi~sion among 
t.he people who had not been reached as yet by the gospel was much to be desired; 
the authoritie~ of the Congregationalist mission raised no objection, and the govern-
ment anthorize(l the inception of our work, and gave the ageut authority to set aside 
a piece of laud for the uMe of the mission. 
A memorial gift of$500 from a lady in Lowell, Mass., afforded me a basis on which 
to appeal to otl1ers. An~wers came from the Worunn's Auxiliary of Rhode Island, 
from a lady of Saint Jamtl!' church, P}liladelphia, from a lady in Washington, and 
froru others. And on my visit to the field, ten mouths a.fter the missionary's settle-
ment there, I had the happiness of finding house anll church erected and in use, every 
vestige of building material cleaned up· by the indefatigable industry of the misKion· 
ary, and planted on a gentle slope carpeted by the greenest grass of June, and look-
ing for miles and miles over a beautiful valley , two as neat and tasteful structures 
as one could wish to see, and all within the sum of $2,200. 
The congregations' are good, the mis>ionary has baptized 3 adults and 21 infants, 
presented 6 personA for confirmation, and has found it necessary to begin work at two 
out-stations to meet the ueeds of the people. · 
SI TTIXG BULL'S BAND. 
The celebrated war-chief Sitting Bull·, and some fifty of the leading spirits of his 
party, 150 souls in all, were broul$ht down to Fort Raiidall last August., aM prisoners 
of war, and encamped under mihtary custody near the post, and within 15 mil .. s of 
:Saint Paul's school. After some delay I succeeded in gaining permi8siou fmm the 
proper authorities to receive 5 of the children (3 boys, 1 of them Sitting Bull's owu 
son, and 2 girls) into our schools. They fell into the wayR of the ~chools with wonder-
ful alacrity, and made decided progret!B. One of the gi rls h~d been injured by a falt, 
( 
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as was ·afterward discovered; the malady made raJlid progress, and, though she was 
most tenderly .nursed anrl, uotwithstandiniZ her sufferings, was · sing?-larly happy and. 
eon.tent; she died about the last of June. The other four went tot.beupeople to spend 
their vacation, ar;.d, as we have learu.ed have had much that was pleasant to tell them 
of school life. ' 
. The people have been in monthly expectation of removal to some permanent loca-
tion, but such se:vices as it bas been possible to give t.hem have been held among 
them by a catechist under the direction of the Rev. Mr. Cook. 
Our boarding-schools have met the past year with an unusual measure ~?f success. 
The average number at Saint Paul's bas been 40, the average number at Samt Mary's 
hal! been 35, the average number at Saint John'!! has been ;:JO, the average number at 
· Hope school has been~. the average number at Mr. Fowler's has been 6. 
Although quite a number of applicants for admission were refused, all the scbootR 
have been overcrowded, and had serious general illness broken out in any one of them, 
the officerd would have b~en embarrassed, perhaps, to have dealt with the evil, but it 
was imposssble to reject some of those who put in a plea for admission after the school!! 
were comfortably filled, so peculiar in certain cases seemed their claims, or so earn-
-est their pl~a. 
The scholar!! l1ave condnctecl themselves with commendable propriety, and have 
manitesterl on the whole a desire tn learn, which has made it a pleasure to teach them. 
In the three elements which ought to rank of the very first importance iu boarding-
t~chools for the Indian population, viz, moral and religious toue, conversational u~e 
-of the English language, and the :p.ractical knowledge of tbe uaeful industries of the 
bouse and farm, these schools are worthy of warmest commendation. The measure 
<>f success which they haYe reached in these things could not have been ac}lieved but 
for the unwearied patience, desire to ex<'el, and love of the work which have marked 
-their respective officers and teachers. May their labors lle graciously ac9epted and 
l'ewarded by Him from love of whom they spraQg. 
. -
FRIENDS, OTHORDOX. 
To the Bom1l (1 Indian CommiB8ioners: 
The Associated E;x:ecutive Committee of Frienrls on Indian Afl'airs report: 
There have been three agent~ in office the past year who were nominated by this 
<~ommittee, viz, John D. Miles, of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Agency; L. J. Miles, of 
the Osage Agency : and Ja<'ob V. Carter, of the Sac and l!'ox Agency. Superintemlents 
have been sNpplied, and also the :teachers, wholly or in part, to six government board-
ing-schools and to two day-school~. also to another day-school, partly sustained by 
funds from the Indians, partly by those of the committee. 
A building basju~t been erected in connection with White's Manual Labor lust itute, 
-of Wabash Indians, to accommodate 20 Indian youths. To these a training in farm-
ing ancl stock raising, and household work for the girls will be given, besides school 
a.ud religion~ instrnction. The cost of the build ng and furnishing it waa $3,350. 
Friends of Philadelphia sustain an excellent boarding-school at TunP-BaSila, Catt.a-
;raugus County, New York, for Seneca Indians, at which :iS pupils (23 girls and 5 boys} 
have had a good training in industry aud sc"bool knowledge. The expense for t.ho 
~seal year was $2,775.37: 
Five missionaries have been engaged within four agencies, and there are 150 mem· 
hers of the congregations under their care, an increase of 42 over last year's report. 
, Q1wpatv .AgenMJ.- The health of the Modocs has con tinned to be better than for some 
years after their removal to the Indian TE>rtitory; they number·96. Their day-school 
llas been under good teachers; enrollment, 18. One Modoc is at Carlisle. A night-
;Scho,.l has bet>n kt>pt open for adults with very good results. ·The Modocs improve in 
the farming of their fields or patches; they have had 300 acres in corn, besides some 
potatoe~, vegetables, &c. They now occupy small houses. 
The Wyandotte, Seneca, and Shawnee boarding-school has had 126 pupils enrolled; 
av.erage attendance, 86. The management of the school has been excellent and prog-
ress of the pupils good. Supplies sent to the school and to aged Indians; support of 
missionary, $95o. · ' 
Mission stations and schools have been kPpt up at Blue Jacket station and at two 
~ther points in the Cherokee country for Shawnees. The schools have been partly 
zmatainerl by Cherokee fund8. • 
Sac and Fnx Agency.-Two government boarding-schools, one for Sac and Fox In-
<lians, the other for allseutee Shawnees, and a day-school for Pottawatomies have been 
supplied with efficit>nt teacher!'. A missionar.v has a congregation of 2tl members 
among _the P?ttawa!omies. Aid sen~'•. $950. The Indians of thi~ agency steadily in-
<~rease m theu farmmg and stock ratswg. although the progress IS slow .. 
Osage.A.gency.-An epidemic of measles, followed by one of small-pox, occurred duri_ng 
•. t ! 
.. 
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t~e past year among the Osages, and thE'y !Jave not only lost many members of t~~· 
.tnbe thereby, but it has interfered with their industries. The attendance at the1r 
boarding-scho?l h~s also been much reduced by these causes. Yet, over 90 hous~s 
have been bmlt smce last report, and all but a few, who decline to settle down Ill 
hou~es, would have been supplied with them but for the si~ness. Nearly every 
fannly now has a field and they raise sufficient corn and vegetables for the winter. 
!hey have taken better care of their cattle than formerly1 have had more stock cattle-Jssueu to them ~rom .their o~n funds, have hauled a.l) theu government supplies, and 
have had no r&tiOns Issued smce·the dosE' of the last fiscal year, June 30, 181:52. Lately 
t.hey have built com-cribs and stables, and have· whitewashed many of their houses • 
Arrangements have been made to set ont peach and other fruit trees for them this. 
spring, and hope springs up that a brighter year is before them. • 
The Kau:s.-Are steadily decreasing from constitutional diseases. Their boarding 
school has had 81 enrolled and an average attendance of 57. In some respects the 
Kaws are doing better than a few years since. A missionary baH labored among the-
Osages the past year. 
Cheyenne and .LJ.rapanoe Agency.-John D. Miles, agent. There are 3,940 Cheyennes. 
and 2,098Ar&pahoes. The band ofNorthern Cheyennes ar..- likely to be returned, at 
their earnest request., tot heir former home in Dakota. 'l'his will be doing them jus-
i;ice, and a constant .cause ot unset.tlement. among the Indians of the agency will be 
r<lH'OV~d. , 
During the past year the Cheyennes and Arapahoes have transported in wagons of 
their own 2,000,000 pounds of freight for themselves andJhe agency, and about 400,000 
pounds f,,.r tradus ~~,nd oth .. r parties, and have hault'd and chopped 500 cords of' 
wood. They constantly ask for more work of like kind. 
Their crops last y .. ar were a total failure from drought, and as this has been the 
almost constant experience for t.en years pas·, it is evident that b .. rding must b., their 
chief resource. . • 1 
Agent Miles recommended that for them; he government shoul<l expend $60.00{) 
in stock cattle, to be put in charge of an experienced cattle man, who should employ 
the young men trained at the reservatio'n schools and at Carlisle as herders; that, 
meanwhile, as "the game is nearly all gone, the families of the tribes should be settle1l 
in houses near the rivers, so that they can raise a little corn and vegetables; that 
when the herd sha.ll have become sufficiently large, and a number of Indians have 
become expert as herders, a portion of it should be isHted to those Indianij who ha.ve-
proved themselves trustworthy, and they required to snb~i~;t themselves from its in-
crease. 
But this proposal was not acceptable to the dPpart.ment, anrl a contract has recently 
been made with certain .white men, who l~ase 3,000,000 acres of the reserve at jt cents 
per annum per acrE', one-half to be paid in money and one-ha.lf in stock. The con-
tractors arc to employ Indians, and ex1Ject to sur~onnd their territory by a wire fence, 
whicl1, with any other illlprovements, is to revert to the Indians at the expiration o:t 
the lease. 
The reservatious occnpieu by the Cheyennes and Arapahoes have only been assigned 
,by Executive orders which have not bee.u confirmed lly Congress, and this is a ~ource 
of uncertainty as to tlwir future. 
There are two hoarding schools. The C!Je~·enne boarding school ba~ been well 
managed. There have been 134 pupils t':tJrolled during the year, 80 males and 54 fe-
males. Average attendance, 114; 83rea{) anrl write English intellig-ibly; 58 studied 
geography; tiO were in the first four rult>sofarithmetic and 14 beyond t.hem. There are 
25 girls and 40 boys wl10 can form short, tasy sentences in English, so as to be under-
stood by any one.. Their behavior bas been goml. The boys cut anrl drew all the 
wnod _for the school, anrl farmed 20 acres of /.\Tonnd, in corn, sorghum, millet, potatoes~ 
and vegetables. 'I he corn, owing to drongLt, prooucerl ouly fodder, which wasprop-
·erly cut by the boys and ferl to 10 cows, the 1•• operty of the school, and which were 
also milked and tenued b,y them. 
ThP l!irls ha>e done housework of all kinds, cut and sewt'd the rags for 60 yards of 
carpet, &c. . 
The pupils have been carefully taught in the Bible daily, anrl at. the Bible school 
· on Fir~tdays, where about 50 camp Indians al~o attend. W. J. Hadlt'y writes: "1 
confidently believe tl1at a numLer of our childr .. u have arct>pted Christ as their 
Sa.vior, and are willing to follow him to the best. of t.heir knowledge." 
The Arapahoe school has bad 122 pupils enroll~tl. As the Arapahoes have a Men-
Jionite lnissi.onary 11tationed among tht>m; the ~ll) · eriuteudent now in charge of the-
school i~ of that deuomination; 73 children are at Ca1lisle, aud 2 at Lawrence, being-
educated. Somt1 <Jhildren have been put out amon11: good Christian families in Kansas. 
Ervin S. Taber acted as a mis~oionar.v among the Cheyennt>s for a part of the past 
year, and is now superintendent of the Cheyei:me boarding school. 
On behalf of the commit.tee. 
JAMES E RHOADS, Clm·k. 
PHILADELPHIA, Sccondmonth. 12, 1882. 
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FRIENDS. 
To the Board of Indian Commissioners, Washington City: : 
RESPECTED FRIENDS: The Society of Friends have to report of their labors in be-
half of the Indians for\be past year a~ follows: 
During the early spring the Great Nemaha Agency in Nebraska, and the Pottawat-
owie age~cy in Kansa~, were consolidated, and H. c. Linn, forme~ a~ent of the. Pot-
tawatomies, was appomted agent of the combined al>ency, thus rehevmg the F.'nends 
of the care of t!Ie Great Nemaha Agency and its Indians. 
The only Imhans now unde1· the care of the Society of I<'riends are those of the com-
bined Santee and Flandreau Indians, and a band of about 160 Poncas in Dakota, who-
have ?een placed under the eare of the agent at Santee. 
Lev1 K. Brown, a member of our committee on Indian affairs visited the Santee· 
a-gency, also the Poncas in Dakota.,·during the past summer. 'He spent some days. 
with those engaged in agriculture, and made a very satisfactory report of the condi-
tion and progress of these tribes in civilization. 
Isaiah Lightner, agent at Santee, also gives us an encouraging report. He states the 
Indians have cultivated this year (i47 acres to wheat, ,.z acres to oats, 1,586 to corn, 
2N to flax, and 78 to potatoes. The season has been favorable and their crops are aU 
good, and all are greatly euconraged. He gives us data to shpw the great improve-
ment made by these India.ns in agriculture during the past ten years, Vf'hicb is truly 
encouraging. . " , · 
At a convention of delegates representing our Society, recently field in Baltimore, 
the prevailing sentiment seemed to be that under existing circumstances, Friends 
could best aid the Indians by the establishment of a manual labor school for the 
education of their children at some point in one of the Western States. A committee 
was also continued to endeavor to procure the pa~sa.ge of an act, allotting la.nds in 
severalty to Indians and securing them permanent titles to the same, inalienable for 
a term of yearR. . 
· On behalf of the executive committee on Indian affairs. 
\VASiiiNGTON CITY, Fir.tmonth 16, 18t;3 .. 
RICHARD T. BENTLEY. 
LEVI K. BROWN. 
CYRUS BLACKBURN. 
AMERICAN ~USSIONARY ASSOCIATION.' 
THE INDIAXS. 
Though the Indian once h~d the continent to himself, be y~t &eems to be." the man 
without a conntry." And the Christian missions which have sought to identify him 
with his nativ11land bave with him been driven along before the advancing tide of 
the w bite man's migration. So has it been from the days of J onatban !<;d wards, John. 
Eliot, and David Brainard down to these times of the Riggses and Williamsons. The· 
Indian missions of this association l1ave fared in the same way, tho8e at Northfield" 
Mich., and those at Cass Lake and Red Lake, Minn., which were served by some fif-
teen missionaries, among tlwm Revs. S. G. Right, J. B. Bardwell, and A. Barnard. 
Of these the venerable Mr. Wright still abides in the service, being now at Leech. 
Lake. Ret-urning this year to his field, he writes: "We were very happy to find the 
little company of earnest, devoted Christians, whom we left two years before, still 
faithfully pursuing t.heir work for Goo. They are truly the salt of :the earth, burning 
lights in this great darkni'SS, the spiritual power in the place." Again be says: "I · 
wish I could attend ~be annual meeting. l should love to give'tbefriends a short his-
tory of the conversion and rich Cbri~tian experience of numbers of those around us.'~ 
Our church at S'Kokomish, Washington Territory, .Rev. Myron Eell~, pas~or, during 
the year has swarmed, seven of its members having taken letters to unite with four· 
other Christians of the Clallam Indians to form a Congregational Church at James-
town. One infant-was baptized. A half-dozen white neighbors came in,and com-
muned with them. Mr. Eells says that the services wt're held in Chinook, Clallam, 
English, Chinook t.ranslated into Clallam, and English translat-ed into Clallam, a Pen-
te~ostal gift of tongues.. The work of the mother church bas been more encouraging . 
th1s year than t:6e last. l<'ive have unit.ed with the church on profession of filith. Th~ 
service of the agents at the S'Kokomish, Fort Berthold, and Sisseton agencies has. 
been about as usual in routine and in outcome. The work that i~ now going on at tile 
Hampton Institute in the educational and industrial training of 89 young Indians of 
both sexes is truly encouraging; not only as to its immediate accomplishment, but as 
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-to its future bearings upon the welfare of t~e Indians, an~ upon t~e In<liau question 
itself. At the last commencement, t~e Indta.n classes clrumed thetr full share of at-
tention, and showed an improvement m the g~neral character of the pupils over last 
year. One noted speech was_ma~~ by au Indtan you~h. Rev. Bartend, referring to 
·that speech in his address, satd: Two hundred and fifty years ago there came float-
ing into this beantifnl harbor vessels from the ol~ count~y. l\'llat was their object7 
What was their hope f The prayer that ~~;ro:'e f_rom thetr ~ecks was this: 'God give 
us strength that we may educate. and. Chnstramze the lndta~.' William and Mary 
{Jollege, now almost ready _to pensh, ts the monu~ent. of thetr end~avor. They did 
not see the an~wer to thetr prayer. God works m H1s own way, m His own time, 
with His own men. Could they s<>e what we to-day behold, they would sav, as do we 
.speed on. Gorl speed this glorious school." Although the association, which founded 
and developed the Hampton, has surrendered its control to a board, yet besides aidmg 
in the support of the pastor, who cares for the three races, associated in the one 
-church of the place, it also makes a special appropriation toward the Indian depart-
ment of the Institntjl. The association will be ready to co-operate with the govern-
ment under its new Appropriation, using some of its own institutions for the instruc-
-tion and training of Indian yonth. It has been proposed that the aBI!Qciation take up 
a new mission among a neglected tribe in the deep Northwest. General Armstrong, 
by his recent tour among the several Indian tribes of that region, has been able to 
llllake judicious suggestions which will be duly considered. 
We make the following brief extract from the report of Indian education at Hamp-
-ton, Va.: · · 
"There are at present 81 Indians in the school-27 girlf• and 54 boys; 7 have been 
·.-t>turned during the year to their homes for ill-health, 1 has died, and 2 have left for 
~ther reasons; 47, more than half of the number at the school, are Sioux, from Da-
·kota Territory, the tribe for whom Hampton's previous work has chiefly been dune. 
Five more Indian student-s are expected soun. · 
''The distinguishing feature of this year has been the ·return to their homes in the fall 
~f a party of 30-25 boys and 5 girls-after three years' training, and the reception 
-of a new party of 45-31 boys and 14 girls-gathered from the same agencies. 
"The effect -upon the school of the return of: these scholars to Dakota has been of 
_great value. The rerroaining 11cholars have faced the fact of their own return. Tkey 
watch the reports from Dakota with interest, and seem to be stimulated by the fai:-
lUres, as well as by the successes, of their former comrades. 
"The more accurate knowledge of Indian lift>, gained by those who took the party 
back, has been valuable, from the li~ht -thrown un the work to be done, and the moral 
-effect produced upon the scholars, who are now certain that the conditions of their 
~ld life are known. • 
"The new party was carefully selected, and has proved of excellent material. Its 
members ar!l, for the most part, physically strong. There are many minds among 
·them surprisingly quick and retentive, and, in· general, a determined, patient, and 
earn('st, spirit characterizes both their work and their study. They have made better 
-progress in the school-room than any previous party." 
Mr. Frissell, the pastor, adds: 
"We have kept up two Indian meetings <luring the week, in which a verse of tb.e 
Bible is read in English by one of the t~t.udents, t.hPn by all who can read Enj.tlish in 
-concert, then by one in Dakota. Then it is explained. Aftt>r t.rying several ways, 
t -his seemed to be the most satisfactory. Prayers are offered in Dakota, iu Arizona, 
and in English by students. 
"A meeting is kept up by the English-speaking_students among themselves in order 
-to fit them to take part when they go back to their homes. 
"Our communion on Snnday wa~ very interest,ing. There were added to the church 
four colored students and three Inrlian boys. These three are representatives of three 
-different tribes. One of them was an Apache. He came to us t!ixteen months ago with 
no knowlllllge of "Christ, and non!\ of God, with the exception of what he had gained 
·from an old medicine man. He told rue that God was like the wiud that carne in at 
·one window and went out at the other. He has been very earnest in his studi: of the 
"Bible and has come to my study night after night when he had had a bard days work,. 
.and an evening study honr that he might read the Bible with me: Not long ago he told 
me he wi11herl to pray in meeting, and asked me if I would write out what he wanted 
to say. So I took my pen, and after long pauses h e told rue what he wanted to say 
to God. I wrute it down just a.s he gave it to me. He has carried it away to learn 
so that he may ta-ke l'art in our weekly meeting-in English. The other t-wo boys haye 
. <'orne to me twice ht'fore and asked to join the church, bot I have told them to wait. 
But now it seemed aR th01igh they could wait no longer, and they were glad to profess 
their faith in Christ.'' · 
S' KOKOMIS II AGENCY. 
On the 1st of July, 1881, all.the workingmen emplo.ved at this agency for the l_ast 
fifteen or twent.y years were dismissed byor_der of the Commil!sioner of Indian Affatrs, 
• 
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and ihe!r places filled by InrlianH; young nten who had e:rown up at the agency, at-
tended .Its school8, worked iu it8 shops as apprent.ices, and were thus pre.pared to take 
t?e White men's .places. The agent writes: "The experiment, for such 1t may be con-
Sidered, has pro\·ed measurably successful. The voung men have performed their 
·duties with fair success. Taking all the circumstances into consideration1 t,J;ey have 
d<me ll:ll well as the same number of white boys would have done of stm.Ilar age, 
-educatwn, and surroundings." This indicates the advance which these ludtanshave 
made in the past ten or twelve years., 
. ~he church at S'Kokomish n.umbers 3L The average attendance at Sab?ath school 
tS 4,, on church prayer meetings 311, on other prayer meetings among the ludtans, 36; ou 
public worship, 67. Families undl'r pastoral care, .5.2. Total contributions for bene:-
oQlence $451. 05. A church of eleven members waR organized at James town, Aprtl 
30. Here the average attendance ou Sabbath school is 35; on public worship, 50; 
<>n prayer meetings, ~; families under pu.storal care, 40. There has been consider-· 
able religious interest among the Indians. The Indian!! on other reservations have 
been more interested than usual, and intercourse with these has caused a similar in-
tere:~t here. Then the moRt severe sickness which has visited the reservation since 
my residence here came. upon us last wfnter, and awakened serious atte'Q._tion in the 
:minds of many. This additional interest has causedincreal!ed work, so that I now 
l1old prayer meetings at twu logging camps regularly. Some ot our young people are 
taking hold of tile work, an<l at times conduct meetings with the Indians during my 
uer.essary abl!encto. 
New hymns have been made in the Twana and Clallam langna~tes,Jhe native lan-
guages of the Indians. Hitherto, we ha .. ve used ~ynms i~ ~he Chinook language, 
which is generally under~t~)(>d,by moMt ot the I_ndtans, yet 1t 1s by no means so good 
a language to convey reltgwus truth as the natn·e languages. 
l<'ORT BERTHOLl> AGENCY. 
[From the agent'• report.j 
The number of Indians engaged in rloing farm work is constantly increasing. 
In issuing wagons last fall, I requil ed t.hat each man receiving a wagon should farm 
tive acres of land for himself. or forfeit hit> wagon. All, with one exception, com-
plied with this condition. Agency lndia.nt~ farmed this year 832 acres; they pre-
pared the ground iu tile spring under tlle <lirection of my farmer in excellent manner, 
and sowed 146 acr .. s of wilent, from which I estimate a yield, from two days' thresh-
ing now in pro~ress, of 2,600 buMht.>ll! of very good quality. This is the tirst etiort 
oQf my Indians tu raising wheat, and t.hey are greatly 'elatefl with their success, and 
many are already ask in~ for more land for next spring sowing. This improvement 
in farming by the Indians is gratifying to myself, as two years ago an Indian 
rarely cultivated to exceed from ontl-half to three-quarters of an acre; now some-
have cultivated this year 20 acres, others from 4 to 12, and ask for more laud for next 
year. Twenty Indian men, heads of families, have consented to go this fall 2;.! miles 
west of the agency, build houses, and remain to farm 133acres of laud which I llav·e 
ha<l broken this summer. 
These Indians are peaceable and friendly; many would assume the position of citi-
zens and compare favorably with the average white man if they could have lands in 
severalty aull the protection of law. During May and June last I had ftoming gear-
ing put iu position in the agency noill for grinding wheat raised at this agency: last 
year, anrl manufactured 44,000 pounds of tlour of goorl q1ialitv; there were also sawn 
<.luring the year llt the agency saw·mill20,812 feet of lumber: . 
SISSJ<:TON AGENCY. • 
[From the agenfs.report.j 
The cilanges most noted here are in the mode of dress, tho work performed, the 
tr«:atment by the men of their wives and children. The estimaterl amount of wheat 
riU!!ed in Hi78 was 11!,000 bushels. In 1869 I put forth a.Jl the efforts I could1 ttnd it 
~·esu!ted in 17,QOO bushels; in 1880 it was 25,0nO bushels; last year40,000, and this year 
lt wtll reach 50,000. When I came here to take cilarge of this people they had issued to 
~h~m 2i. or 30 per cent. of all the food they needed from the warehouse. Now nothing 
'1S _tssued in this way except to the schools an<l the apprentices. The number of ma-
~hmes the Indians have bonght for themselves is large; reapers and mower combined 
m the last four yeam, about 60; sulky plow:s, ::.! ; funning mils, 20; horse· rakes, 6.; and· 
<>ne man has a twin bituler-r .. aper, and this year he cut grain for white~:~, just off the 
.res.erve. At least ten of onr young men ilave ,purchased a part of the material to 
bmld themselves houses, and one or two have funrishetl all the materiaL 
LEECH LAKE, 1\'IINNII:SOTA. 
[From report of, Rev. S. G. Wright.] 
Twenty-seven children were boarded and clothed about eight months of tlle· year, 
and 15 attende<l very regularly as day scholars. The text books used were elemcn-
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t~rv speller. model reader, first, sl'concl and third readerF, mental arithmetic. ::;everal 
of the most. anvanced pupils arA also familiar wit.h the four ground principlPs of writ-· 
ten arithmetic. Nearly all made good progres~ in their studies. There is no lack of 
ability in the Indian chi.ld t.o comprehend any uranch of learning. The only obstacle 
in his way is t.hat all hts knowledge. of hooks must. be acquired through a strange 
la.n"'nage. The lessons must be explamed . all through the second and third vea;rs of 
his ~chooling in his own tongue; ot~erwtse he gets no new ideas from his books, 
though he may read and npell and wnt.e ever so well. I explain the mean in of the 
words they spell1 a~d tra:nslate the lessonR read in the <).ifferent readers. Mu~ relig-
ions instructwn.lS gtveu m the school-room. and in the morning and evening worship. 
I returned to thts pl~ce a year ago, after bemg absent about two years and was verv 
J;t~PP:V to find t~e lttt~e company of earnest, devoted Christians who:n we left still 
_fatthfully pursumg then• work for God. 
SP OKANE l!'ALLS, W ASHINGTON TERRITORY. 
[From report of Rev. H . T. Cowley.] 
• 
With hut few exceptions I have heM services twice every Sabbath for worship a nil 
scriJ?tural instr~ctioo, and on Thursdays and Saturda~s are the regular prayer antl 
·conference meet111gs. In the day school, I teach the scholars of whom there are 16, 
singing and Biulical history. The celebration of the Lord's' Supper is greatly hon-
oreu arnong thi!Se people, and, as I find it to be a means of spiritual help to all the 
tribe, the oc~a~ious are. mo':'-t.hly nnd diligently attended. The number ordinarily 
present at reltgwus servwes1s fl'om 2:. to 40 but on communion seasons from 75 to 150. 
The committee ou Indian missions wonld' report: · 
· "First. That the work Qf this association among the Indians-a work so small that 
the expenditure for it is only about one fifth that for the Chinese in America-has 
been prospered during the past year. The blessing of the Master rests upon it, and 
our thanksgiving and prayers shollld be stimulated thereby. 
"Second . . We heartily approve of 'its plan to combine an industrial wit.h a lit-erary 
education, that the- boys aud girls may take the lead in Christian arts as in Christian 
culturo>. Yet the experiment of training them in schools far from home should be 
carefully watched·, lest there be formed ~ gulf of separation between the tribe and 
its educated youth, a gulf so deep that those returning from Hampton shall, through 
social longings, lapse into the-cnstomf! of their fathers, or else shall stand aloof from. 
their people in cultured isolation. We should sul;lordinate individual advancement 
to tribal advantage; the benefit of the few to that. of the many; and for this pur-
pose schools are being established nearer home. HenctJ we recommend the careful 
study of the results of the experiment .. 
"Third. We would earnestly pres!! the ev·angelistic work among the Indians. 
They are to stay with us. They are soon to be of us, citizens with ns of this Repu b-
lic. So much is written ·in the providence of God. To etlncate them is nnt enough. 
The Federal Government is increa~in!:(ly engaged in this. Bnt its Comrnis~ioner of 
Indian Affairs, the Hon. H . Price, in hls forthcoming report, sayn: 'Civilization is a 
plant of t>xceeding slow growt.h unless supplemented by Christ.ian teaching and influ-
ence.' - • Iu no oth.-r manner and by uo other means, in my judgment, can our Indian 
population be so speedily and p ermanl'Il' ly reclaimed from barbarism, idolatry, .and 
savage life as by tlte erlncational and missionary operationsoftbeChrit;tian pt'ople of 
our country.' ChriHtianized education in the watchworrl, the vitalizing of all the 
truth of God with the love anrl spirit of God. This wea.nR more than ·schools; it 
means Christian schools and ChtistJan churches. ~'or this very work this association 
has been ord~ino>d of God, and it should enlarge its work to the <lemauds of the hour. 
The proposed exchange with t,he American Board means, for this societ.y, enlarge-
ment. The rapid progress of the Indian to\Vards citizenship demanrls enlargement. 
God calls this association to en largo itR Inrlian missions that it mfty prepare both 
the negro and the _Indian for citizenship a1Hl G9d. 
"Fo!trth. We believe t.ha t the welfare of the Indian dema.nds t-he aholition of both 
tribal and rl'servation r elat,ions, the allot.rnent of their lands in severalty, their amen- ( 
ability to State and Federal laws and courts. And while we recognizewithgratitude 
the past attempts of our national government in these direct-ions, we n oJed to press 
upon Cougrens the duty of rene wing its endeavors and enlargi.ug its appropriations 
for schools, that it nuty speedily turn these wards into industrions citizenA. Aucl ~or 
this end we would recommeud tha.ta committee of nine be appointed by this assoma-
tion to memorialize Congress to place the Inuian by the side of tho negro and otht'r 
.ciLizens in the right to bny, owu, and sell propert.y, real and per~onal, to work at 
what be pleases, atirllive where h e plenses, tobave the same standing hefore t?e law, 
to vote and hold office, in short to pos~ess all the right s and obligations of citizens of 
the Republic.'' 
_ On motion, tho report was adopted .. 
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AMERICAN BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS FOR FOREIGN MI~SIONS. 
The condition of the Dakota Mission as a whole during the year, has boen favor-
able to active, effort in the fields occupi~l. Our opportunities neyer have been better 
than now; while as missionary fields t.he older stat.ions are commg to be able to ~0 
6omewhat alone, they are furnishing Christian workers for the newer. fields. T e 
recent gathering in of Sitting Bull's people opens a wide field. At Stan_dmg Rock we 
should be ready 1o preach and teach salvation; not only ready ufar off, but read.y on 
the ground, and doing our Lord's work. Then with the increased number of lndtans 
.at Cheyenne River Agency comes larger opportunity than heretofore. 
FORT BERTHOLD STATION. ' 
"July 1, 1881, found us," writes Mr. Hall, "with a new chapel and a bell, the gift 
Clfthe Broadway Tabernacle Church of New York City, and with an increased gather-
ing on the Sabhath. Six of our Indian youth who had been under ~eligious in!!truct~on 
here united with the church at Hampton, where they were attendm~ school. Durmg 
my ~bsence of three months at Devil's Lake, Mis~ Pike and Miss ~ ard kept up Sab-
bath meetings, with the allSistance of Major Kaufman, the United States agent at 
Fort Berthold. At Devil's Lake I succeeded in getting the church members together, 
.and in putting up a log chapel. October 7, Captain Browne brought back from Hamp-
ton seven cbililr~n, who had spent thtoo years there, and took with him on returning 
aix other children, making nineteen in all who have gone there. Nine children have 
been sent to the school at Santee, to stay three years from Novem Ler t:l, ll'ltll. There-
-turn of the seven youths from Hampton had a marked effect upon the Indians in 
making them feel the advantages of an English education and the benevolent inten-
-tions of our people. · 
"From October to May the attendance at our Sabbath services averaged fort.y-two. 
Three languages are used tuore or less in giving Bible lessons and explaining the 
hymns, wliioh were mainly in the English language. Th~re wer\ltthree meetings Sun-
day, and one other during the week. A day school was kept up from September to 
May, and an evening school from November to April. The scholars were nearly all 
Man dans and Gros V entres, only a few RtJes attending either our school or that of the 
government. The average for the nine months was twenty; children attending a few 
days at a time made the total number enrolled sixty. Better work was done than 
the year before, when the number of scholars and the teaching force werA ~reater. 
"In addition, the ladies had a sewing school once a week or oftener, VIsited the 
:sick, and aided those who came to the house for help and ad vice. I kept up my work 
elf putting portions of the gospel into the native languagE'; and believe much seed 
was sown. We have evidence of a greater interest in our work, and of a kindli& 
-feeling towards us on the part of the people. We hoped to organize a church with 
four of the Christian Indians who had returned from Hampton, but were prevented, 
because three of them fell back into the prevailing sin of theMe Indians, and the fourth 
went 70 miles away to live. Two very promising Uhristian girls still remain at Hamp-
-ton,. and we hope after a few years they will do efficient missionary work among their 
·people. We have like hope of some who h.ave gone to our Santee school." 
FORT BULLY STATION. 
Rev. Thomas L. Riggs reports the general progress of the work good. The Indians 
now claStled at Cheyenne River" Agency he says, number aQ<>ut 4,000, about 1,300 of 
thein are of the late h.oBtiltJ8. "Our people are widely scattered and are becoming 
more so each year. Their farms extend along the Missouri, 50 mile.~ down and 60 .miles 
up the river, and also out on the Bad River; while on the Cheyenne River settlements 
have been made 75 miles distant from the agency. The present tendency, especially 
·On the part of the wild element, is aw:;ty from the Missouri, out on the Cheyenne River. 
"Constant changes in population make steady effort among the people very diffi-
-cult .. The station at Chan tier Bottom, for instance, fairly well equipped, is likely to 
be useless, as the people have gon!) away. . . . 
"What we have attempted to do has been twofold: (1.) To reach new points for 
work. (2 ) To develop the ground 'already occupied. The schools have been moder-
ately attended, in some cases giving a good deal of encouragement. The January 
~nrollrnent was 102 pupils, witli an average attendance· of 45; February gave us 134, 
.and an average of 64; March, 162, and au average of 86. Previous to January the 
6chools were smaller, and from March to the middle of.May, when they closed, there 
w~ a steady decrease. Four schools have been in operation all winter: one on the 
<::Hil5yenne River, one at Chantier Bottom, and two at Peoria Bottom. During the 
latter part of the winter there has been an additional school on the Cheyenne River. 
: . . 
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Most grati(ving of all, yerhaps, bas been the school for gro~u women, a few children 
also attending 011 Peorta Bottom. 
,, The d~t·elopment of Chri~tian cha~actttr 'in the church has. had steady gr~wtb and 
·there has appeared a pleasmg readmess to assume the dnttes and responstbilides of 
Chriatiau life on the part of onr church members. The Shiloh Church has now Ju 
30, 18;2, a membership o! 24,, 1~ males ~nd 12 women. ~wo have been added duri:e 
t.be year 011 profe@sing ~atth m the Savwur; t~·o ltav~ dted. Four infant children 01} 
\be church have al.so dt.e~. There have been stx bapttsms, two of adults and four of 
infants. Growth m gl\·mg for the support of the ~ospel has greatly plea.sed us 
Together with t,he fnmls ratsed by the ~oman's Misstonary Society, an ag<>rf'gate of 
$165.56 has been. colle~t~d and use~ as due:cted by the church; of this $60 £.ave been 
given to the nattve mtsstonary somety. Smce January I, 1882, $33 50 have been col-
leered and paid to a native pastor. Stephen Yellow Hawk was elected by the church 
to preach the firllt three months, and David Lee for the second, both men doing theil" 
work well and gi dog proof of earnest stndy and thought. For the half year remaining 
the church has dected Stephen Yellow Hawk to supply the pulpit, and an effort is to 
be made to raise $50 for such service. In the main the workiug of this movement has 
been in the banos of the chnrch members. There has been some steady opposition to 
it; however, I think a good start is mad!'. In addition, voluntary contributions were 
made during the winter of woad for heating the chapel. · 
"Besides bolding and developing the work already in hand, we have endeavored to 
reach out. more effectively to the/more heathen element. Pastors Renville and Hop-
kins have had occasional preachin~ services away from their stations. Misses Collins 
and Irvine have spent a portion ot the winter at the station on the Cheyenne River. 
A new station for school and preaching has been started on the Cheyenne above the 
othe:.: station.. At least four more snob stations should be established. The Standing 
Rock enterprtse suffered by not being begun earlier in the winter. As it was, a mis-
sionary teacher, a good man, with his wife, spent three months in the Hunkpapa 
camp. Spending the greater part of these three months with them, I could see a. 
great opportunit.Y for earnest, continued work. A missionary family should be put 
there at the.earltes~pportunit.y. There is great need, and there is great hope in such 
a movement.. We cannot expect a native helper to do his best work aloue. 
"To ns of the ~ort Sully station the coming of the visiting committee of the board· 
was a most pleasmg experience. That this visit may prove to be but the beginning 
of a revolution in our Dakota work, a revolution which shall stir up men's souls 
everywhere for Christ and bring these Indians into His kingdom speedily, is my desire 
and prayer." 
SANTEE AGENCY STATION. 
The churcl:i numbers the same as last year; though there have been several addi-
tions, other names disappear from the rolls. There has been a gratifying increase in 
contributions, the t,ol.al being $292.87, which is nearly $2.25 for each resident member. 
The amount secured for pastor's salary was $100; for missions, $101.57; for relief of 
the sick and other purposes, $91.30. The missionaries who are connected with the 
church of course assisted in these contributions. The pastors and elders made a 
thorough visitation of the congreP.;ation, during the winter, and looked up the scat-
tered members. Regular services nave been·held at Bazil Creek every Sunday, and 
the communion has been administ.ered there at the same time as at the home church. 
The young men of that. out-station started a Sabbath evening prayer-meet.ing, and 
kept it up until summer. 
.,.. 
Rev. A. L. Riggs reports the number of boarding scholars in attendance in the Nor-
mal Training Sl)hool as H7, and of day scholars 11, making a total of 98; advanced 
scholars sent away, 7; in the Theological Institute, held during the week of th'tl an-
nual mission meeting, :34. "Of the 9t! students reported, 4:1 are from other agencies." 
"The grade of scholarship," says Mr. Riggs, "steadily improves. In much it is, of 
cou'rse, far behind that of the schools of old settled communities with whi<e scholars. 
But measnriug from their own stand-point, t.hese scholars have made 'remarkable 
progress. The industrial instructio-n in the four "homes" and in shop and field has 
been carried on satisfactorily. The shoe-shop has more than fulfilled our expecta- ,.-
tions. The !'BligWI£8 tmining of our scholars is the controlling idea. The idea of each .. 
of these separate "homes" is to have in them so many Christian homes where the law 
and love of God shall be an atm()sphere favo.ring their inmates' growt.h as children of 
Christ, and lea.ding them to know Him, and the Lord has blessed these efforts and 
given results far beyond our imperfect labors." 
SISSETON AGENCY STATIOX. 
The special report from this station has not yet come to hand. The numb~ re-
ceived .to the c}mrches exceeds by one-third the number received the year before, 
· which is one indication of prosperity. Some of tbtl pastors have been doiug mission-
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ary work outsid~ of their congregations, and while these .labors ~ave be.en great.Iy 
blessed, there have been conversions also in their congregatwns dnrmg then: a~sence. 
Th~ contributions for various purposes, es.pecially for the nati:ve Inrltan 1thsswnary 
SoCJety, have been very gratifying. The Goodwill congregatt?n have.co.rnpleted a.. 
?ew and commodious meeting-house. The number of soliolars In the missiOn board-
mg-school has be!ln larger than during the previous year. . 
!<'rom itH organization, the American Board of Foreign Missions plaune~ fo~ work 
among the·North A~rican Indians and has continued it to this day. W1thm twOo 
and seventy years more than twenty tribes have shared its labors: Cherokees, Choc-
taws, Chickasaws, Creeks, Osages, Chippewas or Ojibways, Ottawas, Wyan~?ttes~ 
Munsees, Senecu, Tuscaroras, Cayugas, Onondagas, Stockbridges, Pawnees, l::houx, 
Nez Perces, Flatheads, Kayuses, Cahnewagas or Iroquois, and Abenaquis. From 
first to last, up to 1877, the board had expended on the heathen at home more t.han a. 
million and a quarter of dollars, supported among them more than a thousand mis-
sionaries and teachers, and organized more than fiTty Christian churches, into which 
had been gathered between four and :five thousand communicants. The first great 
successes of the board, in the est,ablishmeut of schools and churches and conversions 
of souls, were in our Indian missions. While the work dragged slowly in the East, 
and it was doubtful whether our missionaries could gain foothold in Asia., the deepest 
interest of the Christian public in tbe new Board of Missions was awakened and sus-
tained by thrilling ~a.rratives o~ heroi~ sacrifices of Indian mi~sionaries, and wonder-
ful movements of dtvme grace m Indtan converts. Samuel Worcester, the first sec-
retary of the Ameriean Board, made his grave in the Indian country. Jeremiah 
Evarts, the second secretary, displayed his marvelous abilities in pleading for Indian 
rights and managing Indian missions. Elias Cornelius, the third secretary, poured 
out his semi in the most tender strains of his eloquence when preaching to the Indians 
sermons which were blessed to the conversion of many. The first converts gathered 
iB.to churches in the history of the board, and the largest number for a long period,. 
were Indian converts. The interest now manifested by men in high places in Indian 
industrial education bears no comparison in proport10n to the enthusiasm of that. 
early period, when men traveled hundreds of miles through the wilderness to visit. 
the grand missi9nary stations of the American Board in Northern Georgia, where the-
Indians were taught farming, blacksmithing, and wagon-making, and where South-
ern rivers were first damme.d and water-power waa utilized for grist-mills and saw-
mills. The Secretary of War of the United States placed funds at the disposal of the-
board. General Andrew Jackson, in command of the United States troops, visited 
the Indians and urged them to support the Mission School. l'resident Monroe, in his. 
tour through the South, pushed through the woods and appeared suddenly one morn-
ing among the toiling missionaries, to their amazement, for everything was in undress:; 
he inspected their schools and asked about their work, and when they showed a plan 
for a modest inexpensive new building, he told them to put up a finer structure, of 
brick, and in the most substantial manner, .and he would see that it was paid for. 
Despite all disappointments, and notwithstanding the fading away of ancient 
tribes, that is a oright page of history on which is recorded what the Holy Spirit of 
God has done for the Indians of this country through the American Board of Foreign 
Missions. 
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Special interest has also been awakened in the condition and wants o( the Indiam 
tribes. The labors of the General Assembly's Commission have undoubtedly don& 
much in giving from to pulllie opinion by having obtained a clear conception of what it. 
was necessary. to do, and then by distinctly making known their views to the Presi-
dent and both houses of Congress, and thereafter t.o the people at large. . 
The government seems determined to give better opportunities and furnish better 
facilities for the education of the Indian children, and a better chance for Indians tOo 
learn the white man's ways and how to earn their daily bread. Our work among the 
lndjans has been continued and enlarged during the year, but we have not been able 
to do all we intended, because we have found it impossible to find suitable teachers 
and superintendents for the schools. -
INDIAN TERRITORY. 
~he Indian Territory constitutes .a most important, most difficult, but most inter-
estmg mission field. The difficulties are many, but will be readily understood when 
the statement is made that about thirty different languages are spoken ; that th& 
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greater part of the population is Indian, with white men anQ. negroes living among 
them, a~d frequently mtermarrying with them; that society ranges all tbe way from 
the savage Indian, with a blanket Jor his dress and pa~anism for his religion, to men 
of culture and .collegiate education, and earnest Christianity for their relig~on. . 
In thi~ Territory are tive regularly or~a.nized Indian governments, entirely mde-
pendent of each other, and within certam limits independent of the Uqited States 
Government. It will be necessary, for a good understanding of this work, to look at 
-each of these and some others separately. . 
The Cherokees have been under direct Christian influence foY. more than fifty years, 
.and are probably at the head of all the Indians of the continent in civilization. We 
have now three organized churches among them, with two missionaries; it would be 
well to add one more. ~ 
Th~ Cre~ks have w:ithin their territory three churches, but one of them, that of Musco-
gee! IS m~It;~lY a white man's church. Tht!Y have two missionaries and one ordained 
native m1mster. 
The Seminoles are but a small tribe, and closely related to the Creeks in language 
.and character. 'Vith them is a church, a missionary, and one ordained native. Both 
the Creeks and the Seminoles are under the care of the Foreign Board, with the ex-
-ception of the missionary at· Mnscogee. 
The Choctaws were once sufficiently under the care of the Presbyterian Church to 
have a Presbytery and some sixteen churches. This Presbytery and its churches are 
now a part of the Southern. Church, but they at:e greatly neglected and run down, and 
the Southern Church is doing nothing whatever for them. There are indications 
which show that many of the former missionaries are ready to return, and the Choc-
taws are anxious to place their highest educational institution nuder the care of the 
Presbyterian Church. Some three or four men should be sent into that country at 
-once. 
The Chickasaws are well advanced in civilization. A large number of white people 
are residing among them, and they are now left nearly dtJstitute of all religious in-
struction ; one man should be sent them at once. • 
From these civilized Indians we turn to smaller and less impo1;tant tribes. The 
Kaws are a remnant fast fading away; the full bloods will all soon be gone. But we 
have a church-of some twenty rnemb'ers among them which needs carl3, and may thus 
live and grow for the half-breeds and white men who will occupy that country. 
The Poncas have had a large share of public ~~ottention. They are a pagan people, 
but we have a good missionary among them who is devoting his time to them and the 
Kaws. · 
The Nez Perces are a most deeply interesting people. Prisoners1 and homesick i>ften unto death, they have listened-to the Gospel as no other Indians m the Territory 
have ever done. A church of ninety-three members, full-blood Indians, has been 
recently formed, and is now under the care of an ordained native minister. South 
-of the Poncas are the Pawnees, a pagan tribe, with no missionary of auy name among 
them. A few sermons have been preached to them by our men, and they have ap-
pealed to us to care for them. . 
It is now probable that the Otoes residing in Nebraska will soon be removed and 
located bet:ween the Poncas and the Pawnees.. They are a semi-civilized people, with 
some men of education and wealth among them, and some who are Presbyterians who 
have been educated in Highland University. It would seem quite important that 
they be taken under the care of the Presbyterian Church. The p&sent indications 
are that we shall have access to all that Indian population, and the prospect for doing 
good is very fair. 
An important question ari~es here iJj connection with this mission work, which is 
the question of schools. In-the past history of mission work there nearly all the,~uc­
cess has been in some way connected with the work in the _schools, and to-day these 
peQple are more anxious tor sch.ools under the care of the church than for preaching. 
The Choctaws offer to place their largest school, the Spencer Academy, under the care 
of the l<'oreign Board. The· Tallahassee school building was burned last winter, and 
will be rebuilt some distance back in the interior. . 
Many of the warmest friends of Indian edncation and advancement think it very 
desirable to build a school-house and establish a school of high order for Indian girls, ( 
near Muscogee, and have it under the direct control of-the Presbyterian Church. 
The government is now building a large school-house among the Poucas, and it is 
hoped that the school may be placed under the care of one of our men. 
The Nez Perces also greatly desire and g~eatly need a school, and nothing could be 
done that would benefit them more. 
The other scattered tribes do. not directly appeal to us, but would be open to us if 
we had men .to ~end among them. This is especially true of tlle Sac and Fox and 
Ppttawatonue tribes. 
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MISSIONS AMONG THE INDIANS. 
The ~eneral outline of m!ssionary wor!t in these missions continues as heretofore, 
consistmg mainly ofp~e~chmg and teacbmg. 
In the case of the missiOn to the Sen.ecas, the oldest of our Indian missions,. the time 
must be near at hand when whatever IS done for them by the church at large should. 
be done on the usual basis o_f Presbyterian action, l!'nd .the agency of the Board for 
them be hapJlilY ended. Thts res_ul~ m.ust be kept m vrew; probably it might soon 
take place. They are now a Chnstu~mzed people for t.he most part, and so far ad-
vanced in civilization, 1!-t lel!-st many of th~m, as to compare frwor!ibly wi_th many of 
the white people in their neighborhood .. Co~ld. they but own the•_r lund m severalt-y 
b ennanent tenure instead of occupymg It m common by a title not perfect eel, 
t? ~condition would be much better; indeed, this is the urgent thing in t.heir con-
d'~~on The Board earnestly wishes that the friends of t.hese Indians in Western New· _ 
Y~rk ~ay soon adopt such measures, t~rough the legis~ature and. the courts, i~Jua_c­
ticable as will secure to them the undisturbed possession of their land by a trtlo In 
fee Thus t.he risk of their re1apsing from theu present condition and becoming a 
bu;den to the commonwealth would be removed, and they would ·stand on tbe same. 
foot-ing with other citizens in all respects. . . . . 
The Chippewa boarding-school has but a nommal extstence, for the reason gtYen 
in the last report. It will be discontinued if scholars cannot be obtained from other 
reservations. The Oma.ha boarding-school is prospering, ~nd an e':ening ~clJo?l 
has been opened with much encourage~ent. Among the W1nneba"oes, lllr. Martin... 
was persuade<l by the Indian agent, with the consent of the Board, to take charge· 
of the government school for a time; but his connection with it ended April!, and 
his time will all be given to the work of the mission. The Creeks are rebuild-
ing the boarding-school, so long under the Board's charge, at Tallahassee, plMing·_ 
the new building at Wealaka, where they are erecting a large and handsomo- · 
school-house. I~ will cost over $20,000, and will be ready for its scholars in a few 
months. In the mean time, 25 boys are taught at Tallahassee, in the outbuihlinga . 
that e.scaped the fire, which were made available for school use. Mrs. Robertson, MrR ... 
Craig, and Miss Green will· be welcomed at Wealaka when the school is _reopeued:. 
there, under the superintendence of Mr. Loughridge. The Seminole school has cu.---
joyed unusual favor among the Indians, and every vacant place in it is now filled; more· 
would gladly enter if there were room. De11p religious interest was ev-ident among: 
the scholars, and several are rejoicing in hope. Tl!e Choctaw boarding-scbool ' for 
boys and young men under eighteen, known as Spencer Academy, and formerly under 
the care of the Board, has been again taken under its charge, and the Rev. 0. P. 
Stark appointed as its superintendent. It had been conducted for several yoars by 
the Southern Presbyterian Bc·ard, but relinquished by it some time previously. As a , 
new building in a different location was considered highly desirable, measures wer~J· 
taken for its erection by tbe Choctaw trustees. The school will be reopened in a few 
months when this building is completed. In the mean time Mr. Stark finds much good ·. 
work waiting for him in preaching the Gospel at neighboring places. The Omaha. 
school is in part support-ed by the government. In both the Creek and the Uhoctaw-
schools the expense for the board of the scholars is defrayed by the Indian conncil~rr 
and also t.he Seminole school in a great de!P'ee· The government and the council funds 
thus used are reported to the proper offimals with vouchers, and are not brought into 
the accounts of the treasurer of the Board. The Dakota schools of the older part of 
the•mission make very Ratisfactory reports. At Poplar Creek poculiar difficnlties stand 
in the way, ov.:ing ~o the wild condition of most of the Indians; but a beginning has. 
been made whiCh g~ves hopes ofpro!!l'ess. The Nez Perce schools, nuder the instruc-
tion of the Misses McBeth, are both doiu~ a noble work for that tribe of Indians; for 
particulars reference is made to the missionary perio~cals. 
In the Seneca schools, which are connected with t~ common-school system of the 
State of New York, complaint is made that teaobers are sometimes appointed through 
t-he infiu.ence of politicians-a danger to which State schools are too often liable. In 
no mission hav:e better results been gained than in the men's and women's schools for the 
Nez Perces at Kamiah-as witness the ordaiued minister and licentiate preachers all 
of whom ~ere. edu?ated largely by Miss S. L. McBeth, so that th11y passed sati;fac-
!ory e~ammat1~ms m th~ presbytery, and are now men of u~ful promise, not merely 
m. theu· own tnbe,, b~rt hkel;v: to carr:y the Gospel to other t~Ibes. The women under 
~Iss~· C. McBeth s Instruction are·hkely to be fully equal If not superior to th~ men 
m their own sphere. 
:r'hesa brief notices of the educational w?rk <!f the missions, imperfect as tl!ey ·are, 
Wlll show that a gooll, even a great work IS qmetly goin" forward. Its happyres ·Ilts 
will be abundantly manifest in after years. o · · 
H. Ex. 77-. -4 
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E. 
JOURNAL OF THE TWELFTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE WITH REPRESENTA-
TIVES OF MISSIONARY BOARDS. 
WASHINGTON, January 16, 1882. 
The conference of the Board of Indian Commissioners with the re>presentatives of 
religious societies engaged in missionary work among Indians convened at 10 a. m. 
in the office of the Board of Indian Connuission~re. There were pres~nt Commis-
sioners Clinton B. Fisk, William H. Lyon, John K. Boies, William McMichael, Albert 
K. Smiley, and E. Whittlesey; Rev. Hcmy Kendall, D.D., secretary of the Board of 
Home Missions of the Presbyterian Church; .Rev. M. E. Stricby, D.D., secretary or the 
American Missionary Association; Richard T. Bently, of the Society of FriendB; J. 
M. Gregory, LL D., superiJ!te.ndent of. educat~on for the Baptist Hon;e MisBion Societ}l'; 
.Hon. John Eaton, CommJSSJoner of Education : Rev. J . C. Lowue, D.D., secretary 
Board of Foreign Missions oft.he Presbyterian Church; Rev. C. C. Painter, Rev. Rnsh 
R. Shippen, J. T. Johnson, R. M. Wolf, R. B. Ross, Cher0kee Q.elegatcs; and J. M. 
Haworth, superintendent of Indian schoolf!. The meeting was called to order by the 
chairman of the Board, Clinton B. Fiijk, and opened with prayer by Rev. Henry 
Kendall. 
General FisK. I believe most of }hose present are t·ntirely familiar wit.h the order 
{)f these meetings. · We come to our fourteent·h annual meet.ing of this Board, and it 
has be~n the custom .to devote the morning session to receiving the reportll of there-
ligious bodies who are doing work aruong the different Indian tribes, and confer with 
each other respect.ing the work done during t.he past year. We will give this fir~t hour 
to the friends here representing different denominations. Mr. Johnson come~ to us, 
for the first time, from the Indian Rights Association, who~e headquarters are. in Pllila-
de]l)hia; and I understand that organization is doing a good work, and ext ending 
.such information as may be useful among the people at large. ·We will follow the 
;4Isual custom and hear what our friends have to say. 
Dr. STRIEBY. The American Missionary Associat.ion has heretofore had a small 
l;fC.ttion of the work among the Indians, but we have arranged to greatly enlarge our 
· work the next year. I have no specific report to make, because there are matters of 
"'<letail which have not yet been entirely settled, and, besides the information we have 
_given in our published annual report, I havo nothing more to say. 
Mr. Bl~NTLY. I am exceedingly glad to meet you all again. I was appointed in 
<1E'69, from om· society, with some ten or twelve others, to this Indian work, and I 
·- now stnnd here the sole member left from those then appointed. We now have but 
-few of the agencies we formerly had. I have a few statistics here; if you will allow 
· me, I will read them. They are iu com·parison with our work of 1872. and that of 
-1882. Onr Indians had nn<ler cultivation, in 1872, 450 acres of ground; in 1882 they 
: had 2,!iil6 acres. In 1872 t.hey raised about 1,000 bushels of wheat; and in 1882 they 
raised 7,000 bushels. In 1872 they raised 3,000 bushels of corn; and in 1882 they had 
-raised 30,000 bushels. In 1872 they had not raised any oats, but in 1882 they raised 
·· 2,800 bushels. In 1872 they raised 3,000 bushels of potatoeij, and in 1882, 6,240 bush-
··oels, and a great many otht:r products. This, I think, is certainly very encouraging • 
. General }'ISK. Now yon have but one agencyf 
-Mr. BENTLY. Tllat is all. 
' Geueral FISK. Had you other agencies formerlyf · 
-Mr. BENTLY. Yes, sir; but gradually they slipped away from us. 
•Gcunal ~'JSK. Dr. Strieby, who are the agents now under your control¥ 
. Dr. STRIEBY. We have a few of the agen~ now that we formerly had. 
+Gelll ral FISK. You have had no occasion during the year to nominate any agents f 
-Dr. STRlEBY. We have had no-encouragement from the Secretary of the Interior to 
·flo am tiling of that sort., and we have tali:en no interest in the matter. 
Dr.· KENDALL. We have enli;liged our work somewhat during the past year. We 
have set to work two married ~nverts, a man and his wife, and another one has gone 
into one of the volunteer positions. Our expenses in the last ye&r have been greatly 
' increased, and we have gono into debt in putting up a new school. We have a mis-
sionary in Washington Territory; we have nothing to do with the sc.h~ols there. In 
Nevada we had a school among the W estern Shoshones; we have given that up be-
cause it seemed impossible to keep the children together. Mr. Price says the t eacher 
has made about as good a record as any man in the country. We have abandoned the 
work among the Pueblo Ind.ians, and transferred the t eacher to the Navajo Agency; 
we were instructed to do t.hJs by Inspector Howard. I saw him afterwards aud asked 
him if there was any improvement in the school, and he said, "I think there is no 
doubt bnt whai it Wll<l a good thing to be done." \Ve entered upon this school work 
about two years ago, and we r ented the building for two years, and now we have 
rente<! it for a third year and ha ve added to it very great improvements. We have 
about ,,no hundred pupils and a .most accomplished superintendent. 
t 
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General WHITTLESEY. Where is thi&-school f 
Dr. KENDALL. At the Navajo Agency. 
General FrsK. What.is the scope of that school f . . 
Dr. KENDALL. It is to teach the plain industries of civilization. It is a little dtffi-
~ult there, as the plot of ground bas been bought for the new building two miles 
.away· But our superintendent hired a piece of land last year where the boys_ worked, 
and took some of the prizes at the Industrial Exposition for products wh1ch they 
themselves raised. In the Indian Territory we have somewhat increased our work. 
We have st.arted a school at Mnscogee; one among the Poncas. We have a preacher 
and teacher among the Nez PerceM in Idaho, and we have done some work among ~he 
old tribes in Michigan. We have assisted in sending some children to the CarliSle 
School from the Navajo Agency. Captain Pratt wrote that he had no funds to pay 
the expenses of these children to the school, and our society paid for them. 
General FISK. That was very good missionary work. 
Dr. KENDALL. We hav~ abandoned the school at the Uintah Valley Agency. We 
tried it two years withuut success, and ·had very great confidence in the agent, Mr. 
Critchlow. He is an excellent man. 'We sent him a man who had been among the 
Western Shoshones, but they had a quarrel among themselves and we told him that 
if he could not live with the agent without quarreling he must not stay at the agency. 
We haye a successful school at Albuquerque, and hope to have an industrial school 
there for three hundred scholars. That is about all. · 
Generall<'ISK. Have you had occasion to have any correspondence with the Secre-
tary of the Interior touchmg the namination of ~gents 1 . 
· Dr. KENDALL. I have not. A part of my busmess here 1s to talk with hiin about 
Thomas· should he be removed and a Roman Catholic appointed, then I do not think 
that we 'can maintain a school in New Mexico. 
Dr. GREGORY. I am sorry to .say that I am not prepared to make any statement to 
you. I have just reached this city from Chicago, and have not received from Dr. 
Morehouse any instructions. My work is a very recent. one, and my time is very much 
occupied among the departmenta. 
General FISK. Will Mr. Johnson give a few statements in regard to his workf 
Mr. JoHNSON. We are a new organization. Our president is Ron. Wayne Mc-
Veagh; Hon. George M. Dallas, vice-president; Effingham B. Morris and Herbert 
Welsh, secretaries. Many prominent gentlemen in Philadelphia are members of the 
association. Our labors so far have been very small. We have had some meetings, 
and it is proposed to hold a public meeting the latter part of this month and have 
General Armstrong and Bishop Hare, from Nebraska, present to give us some remarks 
upon Indian education and the right policy to be pursued. Our idea is, of course, 
not to do anything out of harmony with th•l department, but to help in the work 
of civilization. We propose to urge the giving of lands in severalty to Indians, 
and to work for the advancement of education. We shall keep up correspondence 
with the agencies, and uphold the hands of good agents, who are often unjustly 
assailed. One of the first matters that attracts our attention is the commission 
to treat with the Sioux for the cession of a part of their- lands. We wish' to know 
what their present treaty rights are. In general our object is to raise the tone of 
public opinion and to excite public feeling on behalf of the Indians by means of pub-
lic meetmgs and through the press. You may be interested to know that we had 
Captain Pratt with us at the bi-centennial with 150 children. It was my duty to 
make arrangements for the visit, and I must say that it was rather difficult to obtain 
quarters .for so many at once, but I finally succeeded. They came on and made a very 
interesting spectacle. The contrast between the students and the newly-arrived 
N a vajoes attracted much attention. One of these N avajoes was .a son of a chief, and 
after being provided with supper, consisting of oyster soup, it was noticed tha the 
had drank the soup and left the oysters in his plate, and being aske!l why he did that 
he replied that he did not like to eat small animals. They were asked what they 
thought of the city, and said they never thought there were such houses all piled one 
upon the other, and so many white people on the face of the earth. The impression 
of the visit was good, and gave a ne;vv interest to the cause of education among the 
great multitude of strangers then in Philadelphia. 
General FISK. Your association is endeavoring to do what this Board has been trying 
to do for the last ten years. Dr. Reid, o£ our Methodist Board, is now in India, and 
it was not possible for Dr. Fowler to leave home, and. as a member of that society I 
may ·say that the object we had in view has been somewhat discouraged by the way 
in which matters have been done at the department. I learn the Secretary does not 
indorse the policy heretofore pursued, and will not in the future consult the religious 
bodies to fill any vacancy occurring, but if they have an.v advice to give he will be 
ver.v glad to receive it. :{ will read you a letter from Dr. Rt'id, in which he expresses 
himself as being very much discouraged. The occasion of the lettt>rwas the resigna-
tion of Father Wilbur. The letter is as follows: · 
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' MISSION ROOMS, July 31, 1882• 
sm: My associate, Rev. C. H. } owler, D. D ., addressed you a letter on the 20th r 
June last nominating, as was our custom und.,r your predecessol's in office Rev W 
H. Brock~ay f?r the Ind.ian agency in Michigan, m~de yacant by the deatl; of Agent 
Lee. I have smce seen m the newspap~rs the liOID!nat~on .of General Milroy for the 
agency at Yakama, andisuppose theind1an agency m M1ch1gan to have been filled b 
some other person than Mr. Brockway. Y 
Allow me therefore, most respectfully to address you with a view to ascertai · 
precisely what the department may wish from this society. This is importanf1~~ 
sev·eral reasons : . 
First. That Methodist applicants whose papers are here o·n file (they having under-
stood that the initiative was always with the religions societies) might, if they 
pleased, transfer these papers to your department. 
Second. That we might be relieved of the anxiety and correspondence entailed by 
our relations hitherto sustained to the department, if our vomination is to have ll() 
bearing on the question of appointment. 
Third. That the public might be advertised·that we are relieved of all responsi-
bility .in connection with the Indian agencies that have been supposed to be under our 
supervision. 
There are other minor reasons which I need not mention here. 
Suffer me most respectfully to state to you that it was at the earnest solicitation of 
· the government (,hat this society conJ!ented to have any part in what has been called 
the peace policy. Our work among the Indians has in former years been very ext~n-. 
Bive, and we had expended large sums of money in Indian work in various parts of 
the country; but the action of the government m repeated cases ruptured our work, 
llcattered our schools and our churches, antagonized our ministers to each other on 
questions rll!!Jlecting ihe true policy of the tribe, &c. We are aware that no right to 
nominate could be conveyed to us; that the agent must be an officer of tbe govern-
ment, and that our .relation was somewhat anomalous, but we hesitated chiefly be-
cause we believed that the public would, in the end, expect more of us than we could 
possibly accomplish. Your records will show that we only yielded with extreme re-
luctance and in deference to the wishes of President Grant and the Department of the 
Interior. 
We never have had a de~ire to supply any man with any place which the govern-
ment has had to bestow, nor will the society expreBB the slightest wish in this direc-
tion for any man as agent. The request of the government that we should nominate 
for vacancies occurring iu certain agencies has never been withdrawn, and we have 
not supposed that the change of administration, without such withdrawal, relieved 
us of the responsibility. But if our nominations are not to be respected at· all as nom-
inations, we feel that the department ought to relieve us entirely of responsibility in 
the premises. , 
Yon will permit us to say that the progress in civilization and the diminution of 
. Indian wars and ravages, and the smaller degree by far of dishonesties that have 
marked the peace policy as contrasted with that which preceded it, have made us glad 
tO bear the burden which the department imposed apon us. Yakama Indian agency 
is a most illustrious example. Under the administration of an agent nominated by 
this society, deeply devoted to his work, often assailed and as often fully vindicated, 
these Indians have proceeded from their blanket condition to one of quite advanced 
civilization. An informal allotment of lands in severalty, the erection of homes, the 
raising of crops, the education of the children, the founding of schools, the building 
of churches, aud the employment of several natives as preachers of the gospel, all at-
test the remarkable character of our successes at Yakama. The Methodist church has 
great interests there, and it seems to us that we could have been profitably consulted 
with respect to the agent to be appointed. All honor to the veteran soldier wl10 now 
fills the place, but, from iudicatiQns, I apprehend that much which has been done 
will be scattered to the winds by agitations t.bat must unavoidably ensue, or, by the 
want of interest on the part of the agent in the great schemes that we badin progreBB, 
Yakama may enter into circumst.ances in w.hich the policy of the government maybe 
ruinous to the great civilizing and Christianizing work of the church. 
We present those thoughts most respectfully, but most gravely, because tho heart 
of the church is concerned in the matter. I write you thus after an informal consul-
tation with a limited number of members of the board of managers, because the board 
has suspended its seSBion for a month. · · 
· I shall await your r esponse to this communication with great anxiety, and will com-
municate the same to the board, of which I am secretary. 
I am, sir, most respectfully, yours, 
Ron. H. M. T E LLER, 
Secretary of the Intel'ior, Wa~kington, D. C. 
.]. M. REID, 
Cm·responding SecreiM·.If. 
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The Secretary of the Interior made the following reply to Dr .. Reid's letter: 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, .A ugURt 5, 1882. 
DEAR Sm.: I have your letter of the 31st ultimo, con~erning the poli?Y of this de· 
partment With reference to the appointment of Indian agents. On takmg cha!g.e of 
the Department of the Interior I announced that I should not consult the rel•gwus 
bodies who had heretofore been 'allowed to name the persons to be appointed Indian 
agents. 
I have been for many years a careful, and, I think I may say, conscient·i.ous. ob-
server of the Indian policy of the government. It has been my fortune to hve lll a 
section of the country peopled largely by the so-called wards of the government. I 
have had many opportunities to observe the workings of what you are pleased to call 
the peace policy of the government, and the system of appointment of agents by the 
religious bodies of the land. I know no reason why government officials should be 
selected for one class of government employment by religious bodies and not for all. 
The Indian a~ent is the business manager of the Indians and the government, and 
while it is des1rable that he should be a man of Christian character, it is also de-
sirable that he should be a good business man, and he must have other qualities be-
sides goodness of heart. Since the religious bodies have been allowed to select agents, 
some of. the grossest frauds have been perpetrated on the Indians and. the governm.ent 
known in the history of Indian Affairs. The frequent changes made m these a:ppomt-
ments is sufficient evidence that mistakes were frequent, and my own observat1on has 
convinced me that no benefit accrued to the service by this method of selection. You 
say if your nominations are not respected the depart.ment on~ht to re_lieve. :you of 
responsibility. You are correct in that, and I do not th1nk there IS any dispositiO~ to 
hold the church organization to any degree responsible for the conduct of the Indmn 
Office. Yon speak of the Yakama Indian agency. Father Wilbur r!!signed his office, 
and General Milroy, who is reported to have been a good soldier, and who is a good 
man, was appointed his successor. I think the appointment was a good one. 
It is true that the Methodist Church has great interest in the care of Indian civili-
zation and education, not only at Yakima, but at other points, and it is not impossible 
that it might have been profitable to have consulted your Board as well as other 
church bodies. But the Indian Office appearE>d to be well informed as to the charac-
ter of General Milroy for the position, as he had been in the Indian service for some 
time, and as it is the policy of the department to make the selections for Indian agents 
in the same manner as th11 other officials are selected, I did not consider it necessary 
to make inquiries of your Board. I shall be pleased, however, at any time, to receive 
any suggestions from yonr Board concerning any questions upon which you may have 
information not possessed by this department. ' . 
I trust yon will not think I am moved to take this course because of any hostility 
to your church or other religious bodies. I believe it to be the duty of the general 
government to provide the means and take the proper steps to secure as speedily as 
possible the civilization and the education of the Indians, and I do not believe that 
the government has discharge its duty when it shall have made its appropriations 
and then turned the matter over to the churches of the land to deal with as their 
different interests may d'ictate. The agent will be responsible in a great degree to 
the power that appoints him, and if in effect the religious bodies make the appoint-
ment, the agent will, in the nature of things, owe fealty to that body and not t~ the 
g-Overnment, and in his efforts will be controlled, not by what is the policy of the 
government, but by the policy of the eburch organization. The civilization of the 
Indians is not a small work, and it is large enough for the government to take hold 
of it, and uni.ty of action among its officials charged with the great undertaking is 
indispensable to success, which cannot, in my judgment, be had under the former 
system. 
You mention the peace policy of the government as if it was connected with and de-
pendent on the system of selecting agents. I do not think there is any connectio4 
between the two. I do not know what you mean by the peace policy of the govern-
ment, and therefore I am unable to say whether I agree with you on that point or 
not. If, however, you mean that peace is better than war, and that civilization and 
labor are better for the Indian than his past and present condition, I agree with you. 
Still, we mi~ht differ as to the method to be pursued to accomplish the desirable ob-
ject of civihzing the Indians. I believe in doing exact justice to the Indian and 
the white man alike; to punish with certainty and promptness all outrages co=it-
ted on the Indian by the white man, and the keeping and maintaining on our part of 
all the treaties so far as the changed condition of affairs will allow. On the other hand, 
I w~mld punish with equal certainty and promptness all outrages committed by the 
l~d1ans on the white people of the border. I would disarm the Indian and compel 
him to abandon his nomaaic habits, sapplying him with means of subsistence until 
he shall be able to take care of himself, and in the meantime I would put as many of 
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the Indian chi~dren as possible under t~e influence of g';10d men and women iu lab 
schools. If this can be d~ne, we may m !"few years di.spense with the lar e a r~~ 
priations we are now makmg for the Ind1ans, and avOid the repetition of th Pld· 
graceful scenes so re~ently enacted !n the Territo~y of Arizona, which, if not spe~di\s-­
arrested will result m the destructiOn of the Indians of that section of the count y Y 
· V~ry respectfully, r · 
Rev. Dr. J. M. REID, . 
Corrt!8ponding Secretary of the Missio11ary Societ.l/ 
of the Methodist Episcopal Ch.u1·ch, New York City. 
H. M. TELLER. 
' 
General FisK. After receiving this communication, we considered ourselves mus-
tered out of service, and since this time we have had no correspondence with the Sec-
retary. 
Dr. KENDALL. I want t.o ask if the Methodist Church or any other church has any 
such arrangement as we have t We have schools partly supported by the govern-
ment. . 
General FISK. I think nearly all of the denominations have. 
Dr. KENDALL. Wonld not that necessitate correspondence with the department f 
General FISK. I said we have had none touching agents. . 
Mr. BENTLY. I want to ask if the Commissioner and the Secreta.ry are in accord in. 
this matterY . 
General FISK. You. notice in the Commissioner's last report he says: "One very 
important auxiliary in transforming men from savage to civilized life is the infl.uenc~ 
brought to bear upon them through the labors of Christian men and women as edu-
cators and missionaries. This,. I think, has been forcibly illustrated and clearly 
demonstrated among the different Indian tribes by the missionary labors of the vari-
ous religious societies in the last few years. Civilization is a plant of exceeding slow 
growth, unle&s supplemented by Christian teaching and influences. I am decidedly 
of the opinion that a liberal encouragement by the government to all religious de-
nominations to extend their educational and missionary operations among the In-
dians would be of immense benefit. I find that during the year there has been ex-
pended in cash by t.he different religious societies for regular educational and mis-
sionary purposes among the Indians the sum of $216,680, and doubtless much mor~ 
which was not reported through the regular channels. This is just so much money 
saved to the government, which is an item of some importance, but insignificant in 
comparison ·with the healthy influences created by the men and women who have.. 
gone among the Indians, not for personal pecuniary ben(lfit, but for the higher and 
nobler purpose of helping these untutored and uncivilized people to a higher plane of 
existence. In no other manner and by no other means, in my judgment, can our In-
dian population be so speedily and permanently reclaimed from barbarism, idolatry, 
and savage life as by the educational and missionary operations of the Christian 
people of our country. This kind of teaching will educate them to be sober, indus-
trious, self-reliant, and to respect the rights of others; and my deliberate opinion is 
that it is not only the interest but the duty of the government to aid and encourage 
these efforts in the most liberal manner. No money spent for the civiliz:ttion of the 
Indian will return a better dividend than that spent in this way. In urging this point 
I do not wish to be understood as claiming tha.t all the good peoJ;lle are inside the 
churches and all the bad ones outside; but a little observation, I thmk, will convince 
any one that a very large proportion of those who sacrifice time and money for the 
good of others is found inside of some Christian organizatian. If we expect to stop 
sun dances, snake .worship, and other debasing forms of superstition and idolatry 
among Indians, we must teach them some better way. This, with 1iberal appropria-
tions by the government ·for the est.ablishment of industrial schools, where the .thou-
sands of Indian children now roaming wild shall be taught to speak the English 
language and earn their own lhring, will accomplish what is so much desired, to wit, 
the conversion of the wild roving Indian into an industrious, peaceable, aud law-
abiding citizen." · 
This is very strongly in favor of the religions societies, and I think with Commis-
sioner Price that no money spent for civilization will return a better dividend than 
among the Indians. Stilfthe position taken by the Secretary is very strong. I do. 
not know why we should nominate one class of govHnment officers aml have them 
appointed, rather than others. · 
Commissioner Eaton, the Commissioner of Education. who has all t.he tribes in his 
care, we are glad to welcome with us this morning. . 
Commissioner EATON. I did not come in to talk, but to listen. I havo no responsi-
bility or authority in this·matter; but I have been in the way of collecting informa-
tion, and my duties have very close relations to the movement in respect to the In-
dians. I have been listening with great interest to what" has been said. You, of" 
course, understand, after all your experience in this ma,tter1 that the IUO\ement haa 
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been a compromise of average forces; that is about all we get in this life. Yours has 
been one useful force, and there has been a great yariety of forces. Now, there s~ems 
to me a general agreement that out of this union of forces the result is vastly differ-
ent from :what it waa when these organizations were instituted. Now, if I "!l~derstand 
the questiOn before you, I have very clear viewtl with reference to the.po~1t1on of the 
Secretary. I have no special information to communicate, yet in my mCJdentalrela-
tion to .t~e depar~l!lent, and to the general subject of education, I h~ve seen the S~­
r~tary. IS m a. pos1t10n to be easily misrepresented. I have had occasiOn to .speak w•th 
him directly m many w·ays upon Indian matters, and I can most emphat1~ally sta~ 
t~at I ne':er saw any dismclination to treat respectfully yol!r recommen.datwns. His 
v1ew of h1s own duty is clear and yet he does not intend to Ignore any facts that you 
may bring to his attention. 'And he is very anxious that all t.he great .moral forces 
which have co-operated to this great change shall still be active, and .he IS v;ery much 
displeased that his estimates for money with whi'llh to increase educatwnal work have 
been materially cut down in Congress. While the early action of your forces w:as. 
needed to overcome the cocruptipn that existed in Indian affairs, now the speCial 
reaso~ for co~sulting religious bodies ha~ passl'd away! an?- largely b,Y reason of :y:our· 
orgamzed actwn. 'fhen comes the quest10n of denommatwns; confhcts have ansen.-
between them. -
General FISK. There are some denominations here which we know have . had no 
conflict with other denomin'l~tions. There have been, ever since this policy was 
adopted, certain conflicts along the border, not very large, but still some between, 
Catholicism and Protestantrsm. 
Commissioner EATON. I am very glad there has been so little. It is, perhaps, sur--
prising that there bas not been more. The Secretary says that he is going to appoint. 
aaents without consulting any of the religions societies, but he does not want any> 
s~ckening of your endeavors to make the service honest and efficient, only be wants• 
to give the denominations a free opportunity to work in their own way. Now, I 
should regret ·as I see the situation, to see any slackening of endeavor in this matter . 
. Here are thee~ people to be transferred from the life of savages to that of civilization. 
It seems to me that the government has commenced a noble work. Now, I waut to 
say that all you have done as churches and as a moral influence in these variouR ways 
has been very -much appreciated. I have bad another aim iu view, namely, that every 
local administration should take up the subject of education, and treat the Indian aud 
provide for every Indian child as they would for others. Now, if by your continual 
movement of these forces yotr can accomplish this thing, you will have wellnigh 
realized the end. I say, and have said here before, that it has been my belief that 
you were producin~ ·this result, and I believe that by the visits you have paid here 
you have helped to oring it about. To-day or yesterday, the House, by a vote of 129 
_to 20, determined to consider a bill on national education. If it is successful it will ' 
place all the childi·en of men living in these weak States that are applying in agony 
for edtlCation under instruction. . 
Dr. SHIPPEN. Mr. Chairman, I can only say that we have been in sympathy with. 
your great interest. I wish it had been in my power to do as much as I have desired, 
to do. I think the work that has been accomplished at Hampton has been a good 
wock. There are Unitarian people who are very generous, and I think it the spirit of 
our people not to care so much for the sectarian work, but to do anything that results, 
in advancing a good cause. I have received a letter from the secretary of our society,.. 
Mr. Reynolds, who now holds the position I formerly held. It is a personal letter, 
but I do uot think it any injustice to him to lay it before you. The letter is as fol-
lows: · · 
ROOMS OF THE AMERICAN UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION, 
7 Tremont Place, Boston, Mass., January 10, 188-:l. 
,M~ DEAR MR. SH!l'PEN: Will you attentl the meetin~ of the Board of Indian Com-
mls.sroners on the 16th Y . I cannot. As to doing anythmg, I see no prosp.ect tllat the 
Umted States will ever build the school-houses which it was stipulated should be built 
when the Utes were stripped of Ouray's fertile valley and sent to their placo of exile. 
I add one extract from Mr. Price's letter ancl another from Mr. Minnis. It ill hard to-
fin~ a man to go, but would I have a :eight to spend money ou such a prospect' Mr. 
PrJCe says, November 3, Ul82: "I am-obliged to say that there is no room at the Ute 
agency for the accommodation of a teacher, and there cannot be until new buildings 
are erected. * * * There are so many ao-ency buildings needed that I doubt if the -
school building will be finif!bed until fall."
0 
. Let m~ remark, this school was due eighteen months ago. He adds, "If yo or mis-
SIOnary Is depending on that for accommodatitfus, it will not l>e worth while for him to 
go to the reservati.on .untilla~ in the sumrn€11'. Will it not be better for your society · 
~o erect a smalllrurldmg for hts usef Ynu could arrange to have the work tltJn.> eM:y 
11!- the season. Such a building would furnish permanent headquarters for :V•Iitr mis-
stOnary among the Utes, and it would be more advantageous to your mission to have~ 
• 
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uecans~ they cannot get work to do; but those educated will exert a good influence. 
An Inlhan is the most sensitive man in the world. I have never met any people so 
seusit.ivt>. I gave an Indian chief a suit of clothes costing $50z and better than what 
1 had on. He immediately put them on but when he appeared before his people they 
all laughed at him, and he eutthe slee~es out of the coat· but still they lau~hed at 
him, and then he returned and cut the legs ont of the pa~ts, and wore t~em m thl!'t 
way, !la:l;'1~g that he could stand the rest. That is simply an illustratiOn of theu 
pecuhar1t~es. · 
General FISK. Mr. Haworth have we not more to hope for from the establishment 
of hoarding schools t ' 
Inspector HAWORTH. I think they are the most important. Yon take the Chey-
eunes and Arapahoes-thera are 1,900 11chool children in those tribes--,and say you 
send IWO of the children away to boarding schools, and you have 1,700 children 
left to be educated at home. Persons who are familiar with the Indians know that 
there is nothing in their whole life so imp9rtant as the moment they give up the 
children to go to school. I was the first one who gave the Kiowas and Comanches a 
schuol. They came just as though they were coming to a funeral, and they looked 
very sorrowful. Now every member of the tribe feels the influence of the sch,ool. I 
have recommended the establishing of a system of semi-boarding schools at the agen-
cies; for instance, let it be conducted by two persons, a man and bis wife; let the man 
be assistant farmer to the agency and look after the interest of the farms in that im-
mediate neighborhood; let his wife act as matron, and let her go around among the 
homes of the Indians and teach theJII how to take care of themselves. I think that 
perhaps six or seven hundred dollars would build such a house as L would put up, and 
I would make a one-half day school, and have the dinner prepared by the girls of the 
schools. I think that something of that kind would oe a great benefit. 
Commissioner EATON. Here is one of the matters that I"liad in mind. I believe the 
churches made a very great mistake in sending out a single teacher who did not un-
derstand the industrial side of education, and that that policy is now coming into the 
administration of Indian affairs. 
Dr. STRIEBY. What is the exact thing that should be done Y . 
Commissioner EATON. My idea is this, as you ask me directly, that it is to co-oper-
ate in every way for the education of all the Indian children. 
Dr. STRIEBY. I was going to ask if Inspector Haworth would state a little more 
plainly what his duty is. 
Insnector HAWORTH. Well, my position at the present time is the inspector of 
t~cllbols. 'Fhe position is rather a peculiar one. I was appointed an inspector, and the 
act creating the office requires the inspection of all the schools, and £o report to the 
Secretary the most feasible methods of education. I have suggested some changes. I 
have visited, in company with General Whittlesey, most of the schools in the Indian 
Territory, and I believe our visit has done ~ood. . 
Dr. KENDALL. Why are two industrial schools to be located so near each other as 
Lawrence and Arkansas Cityf -
Inspector HAWORTH. Lawrence is a good point; very accessible. Many friends of 
lndiaus are there and the school will be under good influences. 
Mr. SMILEY. Who makes your appointment f 
Inspector HAWORTH. I believe the Secretary of the Interior and the President. I 
believe the position is one that would be a benefit to the schools, whether under my 
direction or one better qualified. -
General FISK. Mr. Painter is in this city looking after the great national bill appro-
priating a large· sum of money to the cause of education, and we will be .glad of a 
few remarks from him. . · 
Mr. PAINT~m. One of the best bills that was ever introduced was introduced by 
Mr. Teller. It would probably be interesting to know that last year the Secretary 
went three different timea to the Capitol to have the appropriations for this purpose in" 
creased. He is in entire sympathy with every effort you have at heart. A great many 
Congressmen are holding back, and desiring to see the drift of the tide. It was very 
int.eresting to see them standing, yesterday, to see which way the drift went. I saw 
two or three members of the House afterwards, and they said they thought that the 
measure would pass. But it is regarded as a new movement; that when the govern-
ment takes this matter of general education in hand, it will be the beginning of a 
new era. On the whole, judging from what I have seen in both houses, the outlook 
is hoJJeful. 
Mr. McMicHAEL. Mr. Chairman, we have heard from Commissioner Eaton about 
what is called the peace policy and its result, and that the Secretary has taken his 
stand as it is recorded in that let.ter to Dr. Reid, and now are the Christian churches 
to discontinue their work f I think that the religious bodies should consider, in view 
of the change of affairs, how their work can be best accomplished. The interest 
taken by the churches is because of its practical charity. Now here is this Indian 
·question, the great national question. As I understand it, certain churches have cer-
tain agencies, and the result has been great improvement under their care, so that 
while there have been differences of opinion among the various churches, yet they 
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hav~ presented an entire harmony upon the general subject of Christian c_harity. I 
believe what Commissioner Eat~n says, that becl!'use t~;te churches are depnved of its 
nominations is no reason why they should cease m then· great work. I would like to-
see it go on. The practical question is, in what .way. can it best be ~one f Are the· 
churches to keep up the schools f Is each denommat10n to have certam agencies for 
miBBiouary work f . . 
Dr. KENDALL. If you w~ll allow me, I wtll . answer some of those questions. Sup-
pose you go into New Mextco, where th.e ~hole population is one of the most bigoted 
people; you tak~ away ~ur agent who IS 1n favor of ~he schools and put in his place 
a Roman Cathohc, I believe that our schools would die. But where there is as much 
independence among the people as there is in Utah, the Indians are more easily han-
. died, and possibly we might manage to keep up our schools. · 
Mr. McMICHAEL. Doctor, suppose the specific work is taken away from you how 
would you continue your schoolsf ' 
Dr. KENDALL. We could continue our schools in New Mexico if we could get the 
children,, b~t if we could not get them we would be compelled to give them up. 
CommtBBloner EAT~N. You should not propose to withdrl!,w your forces, but to im-
prove eve~ o:pportumty that opens .. Although the Secretary may not agree with you 
as d~nomma~IOllB or churcJ;tes, he will hear you on any subject on which yo'u have 
any mformahon. I_f there 1s .any. ag~nt trying to cru&h out a school, I believe ~e will 
hear you on the subJect and gt ve 1t h1s utmost attention. I believe as Mr. McMtehae 1 
has said, that you, standing firm, are going to be the great co-oper~Ltive force. 
l~r. SMlLEY. It looks to me that much progress is being made in the matter of edu-
catlOnj we are having more liberal appropriations than we ever had before. I think 
:there IS !" gre.at ~ov~ment in ~he right direction going on. If the governm~nt will 
kee~ on m thts.d~rect10n, furmsh means, put moral men in as teachers, our a1ms are 
attamed. I reJOice to hear that Secretary 'l'eller is in earnest about this. I do not 
f~e~ hurt at his taking away the nomination of agents; the way is still open for re-
hgtous work. 
Mr. McMICHAEL. Inspector Haworth, do you inspect church schools f 
. Inspector HAWORTH. All schools that are aided by the government are under my 
mspection, the 'Omaha school for instance. I think it would be a great calamity for 
the churches to withdraw from this field. 
Dr. STRlEBY. Certainly there has been a great improvement in the last 15 years in 
the maua"'ement of Indian affairs. If the bill now before Congress making provision 
for senera'l education passes, it-will give a great prospect for the future interest of lhe 
Indian. Now, suppose this Board drops out_ of existence, how are the united effo~,;ts 
of the Christian forces to be aggregated for future movement! How shall unity of 
action be preserved J Then eacli denomination will do the best it can 'i it will have its 
own intercourse with the department; there will be perhaps more or 6BB of collision. 
Is there anything that can be done by us as a body f It 1s a question of very great 
interest. There seems to be a call for something . . I am rather surprised that the 
Secretary does not know of the peace policy. 
General FISK. I suppose it is not certain that this Board will drop out, but there is 
an indication in that direction. The Board has, as you are aware, had a large work 
to perform; they have been fought from time to time by people who want. us out 
of the way. An immense amount of goods is purchased and consigned to the agencies, 
and hertltofore. we have assisted in accounting for these goods by examining the proper 
vouchers. The business depart-ment of the lndian service is comlucted honestly. Mr. 
Lyon has given to it his forty years' experience. The present Congress has hardly 
given us money enough to pay office expenses. Speaking for one of the large denomi-
nations, l know that we shall do our utmost to keep the forces at the front in spite of 
any obst.acle that may come across our pathway. We do believe that the Secretary 
should consult the denominations in reference to appointing agents. I should think it 
would be w ell for the representatives of the religious bodies to go by themselves and 
have a consultation with the Secretary and talk with him about it. 
Commissioner EATON. If you let go there is danger of bad influences. 
General FISK. Certainly, the tide of corruption that would come into the Indian 
service would be perfectly fearful. I believe to-day we have got a good class of con-
tractors. It used to be the. case that three or four men would sell you everything in 
New York, and, as Mr. Lyon says to-day, we have over three hundred different bidders 
for supplies, and the identical piece of Kentucky jeans that is purchased in New York 
is followed until it reaches the agency to see that they get what is bought for them. 
The religious· bodies who have co-operated so faithfully with us in this work should 
have a talk with the Secretary. · 
Commissioner EATON, I think that is the best thing· to be <lone. . 
Inspector HAWORTH. I want to say with reference to that conference With the 
Secretary, that I think it is a very important matter. I had the other day a confer-
ence wit4 him in company with Dr. Rhoades. He gave us a .free talk upon edt~ca­
tional matters, and I came out quite fully impressed with his vrews on Indian affatra. 
Dr. STI\JE:B¥, Mr. Chairman, I think it would be a delicate matter for us to go 
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before the Secretary to say anything about the question of agencies at this til!le, but 
thts question of the continuance of thls Board, I think, should be laid before him. If 
he has not the facts as to the great importance of the Board, I think they should be 
laid bef~re.him, and that we should go together. . 
Commissio~er EATON. I was feeling precisely as Dr. Striebyhas expressed himself, 
and then, with reference to the appropriations for the Commission, I had thought 
~h~t the. Secretarw should be informed of the great importance of retaini_ng the Boar?-
IDits existence. Now if these representatives will formulate a resolutiOn upon thiS 
matter, I have no doubt it may be respectfully referred to the conference committees of 
both houses. 
Dr. GREGORY. It seems to me very important that the central power should be 
preserved. 
General FISK. Gentlemen, what is your intention f 
Dr. STRIEBY. I move, Mr. Chairman, that the religious denominations here repre-
sented and the Commissioners have an interview with Secretary Teller and see what. 
can be done. 
The motion was carried, ~md the assembly adjourned to meet at the Interior Depart-
ment at a o'clock. 
In accordance with this voteithe convention called upon the Secretary of the Inte-
rior, who explained fnlly his p an for the education of Indian youth, and expressed 
the hope that Congress would grant sufficient means for this purpose. In rt;ply to. a 
question by Dr. Kendall, he said that it would not be considered impartment m 
any secretary of a mission board to recommend a suitable person for appomtment as 
Indian agent. In reply to Dr. Strieby'he expressed his earnest desire that the churches 
should continue their Indian mission and school work, and co-operate with ~he gov-
ernment in the education of Indian yout.h until Congress shall make suffiCient ap-
propriations to carry on that work efficiently. And as to the value of the Board of 
Indian Commissioners, he said he thought that Board had rendered good service. But 
he referred to Commissioner Price who had just come in as hav.ing had more experience 
in that matter. Mr. Price said that all who knew anything about the Board are in 
favor of its continp.ance, and that those who do not know anything about it are gener-
ally opposed to it. He added that when he was in Congress he made a little t~ 
in favor of the Board. He believed in it then, and since he had become more familiar 
with the business of it he knew he was right, and knew that the Board was of im-
mense benefit to the Indian service, not only in assisting in the letting of contracts, 
but in visiting agencies and acting in the capacity of inspectors without pay, except 
a.s • their traveling expenses. Doubtless this Board have made sol!le mistakes. So 
long as human nature remains as it is, men will continue to make mistakes. He was 
afraid-Of the man who says he never makes any. "My opinion is," he said in closing, 
"that Congress can make no greater mistake than to abolish this Board, and I have 
said to some of those gentlemen to-day that whether their expenses are paid or not, I 
hope ther will continue to render their services in these matters for the good of the 
country.' 
The interview with the Secretary was continued a·bout au hour, and all were pleased 
by his courteous reception and frank statements. 
The conventiOll. reassembled at half past seven in the evening. 
General FISK. We should like to hear a few words from Dr. Lowrie. 
Dr. LOWRIE. In tllinking this matter over last eTening and to-day one subject seems 
to me important. Yon are all aware that you can obtain no title to land, and if 
buildings are erected by the missionary boards, as is necessary, otherwise the work 
could not go on, we have no secure possession. We have, in the branch that I am 
connected with, the foreign missionary department, spent money in two or more 
cases at a great loss in putting up buildings on ground where we could get no title~ 
and I suppose there are a great many such cases in all the denominations. When 
money is expended in this way I think it would be practicable for the government to. 
reimburse these societies for the money spent in putting up buildings from the money 
received from the sale of the land. An example happened last year among the Win-
nebagoes; there was no place where our teacher could live; we talked t.he matter up 
and agreed to put up a house, the Indian Bureau having no authority for building . 
such houses. That reservation may in a few years cease to be a reservation, and then,. 
unless some such rule is adopted, our ex.penditure will have been so much money lost. 
I suppose that is just the case of all our missionary boards. Our work has been sub-
jected to a change in the Chippewa mission, owing to the fact that the Indians have; 
advanced somewhat. They are beginnin~ to learn the worth of a day. The result 
is we could not get any of them to stay w1th us; our boarding school was very much 
embarrassed. We applied to the Commissioner to send us some scholars from those 
outside of the reservations. We have two good teachers there, and they could be 
kept_ there at small expense; but he replied that he had no funds to pay for trans-
portmg scholars to school. Our building there would acco=odate 70 or 80 scholars. 
Elsewliere our Indian work is doing well. The new building among the Creeks is 
under full way. The Seminole school ill h1 a very prosperous condition, and, as far 
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as I can learn, everything is going on well. A Yery remarkable case happened 
the Seminole school; two ladies, sisters, are carrying on a school for men and bnear 
.and teaching them in the Eng.J.ish text-book~. No":, two or three of them are ordai'ied 
ministers, and others a:re .commg forward _with rapid progress. One of them is in th 
.jjervice of the Home Mission Board down m KansaR. e 
General FISK .. Doctor, don't you think the Spokanes ought to go back to the Nez 
Perces ReservatiOn Y · 
Dr. LOWRIE. I think they should. · 
Dr. STRIEBY. The condition of the Spo~ane R~servation is very bad; the title'to land 
-could not be had there, and they are a httle bit-of a remnant; they should be sent 
·back with their kindred. 
General FisK. Could not that consolidation now be brought about Y 
Dr. LOWRIE. I think it would be better for them. 
Mr. McMICHAEL. Dr. Strieby, what is your experience about the consolidation of In-
.dian agencies f I understand there are some sixty agencies. 
Dr. STRIEBY. We have had less experience than some others. 
Dr. LOWRIE, It would be expedient in some cases, but it would depend very much 
upon circumstances. That subject was up some years ago before this Board. 
General FISK. The Indians, as a rule, are opposed to it. 
Inspector H.A WORTH. I believe the object of consolidating is to make the cost less. 
J3ut take White Earth, Red Lake, and Leach Lake Agencies · they have been consoli-
dated. They are 150 miles apart. The agent cannot visit his reservations more than 
-once a year, and, of course, can exert no infiuen<:e upon the Indians. Real consolida-
tion would sooner be effected and at leas expense by having an agent at each. 
Dr. LOWRIE. I suppose it would be wise for the department to reconsider the ques-
tion of consolidations. · 
Mr. SMILEY, Mr. Chairinan, cannot this body, by some eft'ort, secure a larger appro-
priation for education f It seems the Secretary has been trying to urge this matter, 
and it seems to me he needs help. Two. millions of dollars per annum is none too 
large for this purpose. I suggest that we appoint a committee to meet the confer-
-ence committee, and urge upon them a larger appropriation. The mural feeling of the 
country would sustain it. 
Inspector HAWORTH. General Whittlesey and I went to see Senator Duwes upon 
this subject, and he said that he would stand by the sum specified. 
Mr. SMILEY. My idea was not any particula~_snrn. A year or two ago they thought 
-$:lOO,OOO an extravagant sum, and now they give $400,000. 
Dr. LoWRIE. Mr. Chairman, I do not feel quite prepared to concur with these vr ws 
in all respects. I believe the boarding schools are the best schools. But we are over-
looking too much the idea of common-school education; That feature of the plan 
has greatly fallen in the background. My fear is that we are overlooking the cardi-
nal idea of common-school education, and aiming at an education which could not be 
sustained. Nobody would think of advocating that the schoolchildren of the States 
should all be educated in boarding schools. It is said that common schools are a fail-
ure, and it must be admitted that the common schools have not been quite so good as 
'they should have been. The reason is that the teachers have not understood the In-
dian languages; of course the schools must teach English, but that can be done well 
-only by teachers who know the Indian lan"'uage. I know a case of a very conscien-
-tious and good woman, a capable teacher, w 'fio went among one of the tribes and carried 
on a school perhaps for a year, and the scholars could read and write very well, but 
they did not understand a word of what they had learned; it resulted from the fact 
that this lady had no knowledge whatever of the Indian language, and the Indian 
children had nlJ knowledge of the English language. Now, suppose she had been ac-
quainted with both languages, t.hen she could have taught them much easier than 
with only one language. My experience has b:cought me to the conclusion that the 
day has come to change the character of the schools. Many Indian young men and 
women could now be employ(>d as teachersand 'conduct common schools. This plan 
is much more simple and Jess expensive than boarding schools. 
Mr, McMICHAEL. I should like to see Mr. Smiley's idea carried out. The results 
already accomplish'ld have been largely through the influence of the churches. Last 
year an impression was made by the committee of thePresbyteriim Church. Although 
we may differ with the Secretary in some things, yet his general efforts !ll'e the sa~e 
as ours; he wants to see thA young Indians educated. I second Mr. Smiley's mot10n 
that this body should go before the conference committee. . 
Dr. STRIEBY. The idea of Mr. Smiley as to the committee to be appointed IS a good 
one. I think if there were four or il.ve, and each have a distinct thing to s~y, it 
would be better than for all of us to go. I favor a committee of five to be appon~ted 
to urge upon tl\e committee of conference a larger educational fund and the coutmu-
ance of the Board of Indian Commissioners. 
The motion of Mr. Smiley was carried and the chairman (Clinton B. Fisk), Dr. 
Strieby, Mr. Smiley, General Whittlesey, 'and Dr. Kendall were appointed the com-
mittee. The conference then, at 9.30 p.m., adjourned . . 
MEMBERS m' THE BOARD OF INDIAN COMMISSIONERS, WITH THEIR 
POST-OFFICE ADDRESS. 
t:Jlinton B. Fisk, chairman, 15 Broad street, New York City. 
E. Whittlesey, secretary; New York avenue, corner Fifteenth street, Washington, 
D. C. 
Orange Judd, 751 Broadway, New York City. 
W. H. Lyon, 483 Broadway, New York City. 
Albert K. Smiley, New Paltz, N.Y. 
George Stoneman, San Gabriel, .Cal. 
William McMichael, Philadelphia, Pa. 
John K. Boies, Hudson, Mich. 
William T. Johnson, Chreago, Ill. 
LIST OF INDIAN AGENCIES FORMERLY ASSIGNED TO THE SEVERAL 
RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS. 
FRIENDS~-8antee, in Nebraska, Otoe and Pawnee, in the Indian Territ.ory. Bm·clay 
White, Mount H~lly, N. J. 
FRIENDs.-Clieyenne and Arapaho, IGowa, Comanche and Wichita, Osage, and Sao 
and .Fox, in the Indian Territory, JamBB E. Rhoades, Germantoron, Philadelphia, Pa. 
METHODIST.-Hoopa Valley, Round Valley, and Tnle River, in California; Yakama, 
Nea.h Bay and Quinaielt, in Washington Territory; Klamath and Siletz, in Oregon; 
Blackfeet, Crow, and Fort Peck, in Montana.; Fort Hall and Lemhi, in Idaho; aud 
Mackinac, in Michigan. Rev. Dr. J. M . .Reid, secretanJ Miqsionary Society Methodist 
Episcopal Church, 805 Broadway, New York City. · 
CATHOLIC.-Tulalip and Colville, in Washington Territory; Grande Ronde and 
Umatilla, in Oregon; Flathead in Montana; and Standing Rock and Devil's Lake, in 
Dakota. Chal'lBB Ewing, Catholic Commisll'ionm·, Washington, D. C. 
BAPTIST.-Union (Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, and Seminoles), in the 
Indian Territory, and Nevada, in Nevada. .Rev. Dr. H. L. More·h.ouse, secretm-y Amm·i-
·can Baptist Home Misll'i{}nary Society, No. 28 Astor Houflll OjJi068, New Yorlc City. 
PRESBYTERIAN.-N'avajo, Mescalero Apache, and Pueplo, in New Mexico; Nez 
Perces, in Idaho; and Uintah Valley, in Utah. .Rev. Dr. J. C. Lowrie, secretary Board 
of Foreign Missions of the PrBBbyterian Church, 23 Centre Street, New York City. 
CoNGREGATIONAL.-Green Bay and La Pointe, in Wisconsin; Sisseton and Fort 
Berthold, in Dakota; and S'Kokomish, in Washington Territory. .Rev. D1·. M. E. 
Stlieby, secretm·y America·n Missionat•y Association, 56 .Reade street, New York City. 
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL.-White Earth, in Minnesota; Crow Creek, Lower BruM, 
. Cheyenne River, Yankton, Rosebud, and Pine Ridge, in Dakota; Ponca, in Indian 
Territory; aud Shoshone, in Wyoming.. Rev. A. T. T·wing, secretanJ Board of Missionll' 
of the Protestant Episcopal Church, 22 Bible Ho'UBe, New Yot·k Cif:IJ. 
UN1TARIAN.7 0uray Agency, in Utah. .Rev. G . .Reynolds, secretat·y American Unitarisln 
Association, 7 Tremont Place, Boston. · 
U:I\"JTED PRESBYTERIAN.-Warm Sptings, in Oregon. Rev. John G. B1·own, D. D., 
secretary Home Mission Board United PrBBbyterian Church, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN.-Southern Ute, in Colorado, and .Mission, in California. 
Rer•. J. G. Butler, Washington, D. C. 
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List of Indian agenaies and agents, with post-office and teleg,·aphio add!·esses. 
Agency. Agent. 
ARIZONA. 
Colorado River .......... Jonathan Biggs .......... .. 
Moquis Pueblo .......... Jesse H. Fleming ...... _ ... .. 
Pima and Maricopa and A. H. Jackson ............ .. 
Post-office address. • 
Parker, Yuma County, Ariz ................... ~ ........ .. 
Moqnis Pueblo Agency, Ariz., via Winslow on the A. 
& P.R. R., Ariz. 
Pima and Maricopa Agency, Ariz., via CasaGrande .•..•• 
Telegraphic address. 
Yuma, A.riz. 
Moq~ls Pueblo Agency, via Winslow, on theA. & P.R. R., 
Ar1z. 
Casa Grande, Ariz. 
Pap ago. 
San Cl),r1os ............... PhilipP. Wilcox: ........... San Carlos Agency, Ariz ............ ~ .............. ...... San Carlos, Ariz.; via Wilcox, Ariz. 
CALIFORNIA. 
H?o~a Valley ........... c Capt. Charles Porter, U. S. A. ¥oopa Valley, Humboldt County, Cal.................... Arcata, Humboldt County, CaJ. 
Mtss1on...... .. .. .. .. .. .. S. S. Lawson ............. . 1 San Bernardmo, Cal .. ............ ' .. ·............... .. . .. . San Bernardino, CaJ. Round VaJley ............ H. B. Sheldon ............. . Cov6lo, Mendocino County, Cal .......................... Ukiah, Mendocino County, Cal. 
Tule River· .............. C. G. Belknap .............. Porterville, Tulare County, Cal ............... .. .......... Visalia, Tulare County, Cal. 
COLORADO. 
Southern Ute............ Warren Patten .. .. .. .. .. . .. Ignacio, La Plata County, Colo........................... Ignacio, La Plata County, Colo. 
DAKOTA. 
Cheyenne River ......... William A. Swan .......... . 
Devil's Lake ............. Jolm W. Cramsie .......... . 
Fort Berthold ........... Jacob Kauffmann ......... .. 
Crow Cr~ek and Lower W. H . Parkhurst .......... . 
Brule 
Pine Ridge (Red Cloud).. V. T. McGilly cuddy ....... . 
Rosebud (Spotted Tail) .. James G. Wt1ght ......... .. 
Sisseton ................. Charles Crissey ........... .. 
Standing Rook .......... James McLaughlin ........ . 
Yankton ................. William M. Ridpath ...... .. 
IDAHO. 
CbQyenne River Agency, Fort Bennett, Dak ......••..• • . 
Fort Totten, Ramsey County, Dak ................ ..... .. 
Fort Berthold Agenoy,___Stevens County, Dak ........... .. 
Lower Brute Agency, .uak., via Fort l!aJe ............... . 
Pine Ridge Agency, Da.k . ............................... . 
Rosebud Agency, Dak., via Jo'ort Niobrara., Nebr ....... .. 
Sisseton Agency, Da.k., via Saint Paul, Minn ...... . ..... . 
Standing Rook Agency, Fort Yate•, Dak ...... , ........ .. 
Yankton Agency, Greenwood, Da.k ..................... .. 
Fort Bennett, Dak. 
Fort Totten, via. Larimore, Da.k. 
Fort StllvenBon, Stevens County, Da.k. 
Lower Brufe Agency, Dak., via Chamberlain. 
Pine Ridge 'Agency, Dak., via Fort-Robinson, Nebr. 
Rosebud Agency, Dak., via. Thatcher, Nebr. 
Brown's ValleyJ Minn. 
Fort Yates, DaK. 
Yankton Agency, via Springfield, Da-k. 
Fort Hall .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. A. L. Cook .. :. • .. .. .. .. .. .. RoBs Fork, Oneida County, Idaho .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . Ross Fork, Idaho. 
Lemhi ................... John HarrieB ............... Lemhi Agency, Idaho .................................... Red Rock Station. Mont. 
Nez Perces ............ .. Charles E. Monteith ........ Nez Perces Agency, Idaho ...................... .. ...... . Fort Lapwai, Idaho. 
INDIAN TERRITORY. 
Ch.eyaDlljl and~abo .. John D. Miles .............. Da.rlington,_Ind. T., via Caldwell, Kan! .................. Fort Reno, Ind. T., via Dodge City Kans. 
:S:~~'l"lt, '(J~, oo4 P. B. Hunt ................. Anadarko, l.Dd. T ......................................... Fort Sill, Ind. T. 
Wi.Oll~ · 
Osa.ge................... Laban J~ Miles ............. Pawhuska, Ind. T ........................................ Coffeyville, Ka.nB. 
Ponca, Pawnee and 0!<1 Lewellyn :It W ocdin ...... . 
Quapaw .... ......... .•• . D. B. Dyer ................ .. 
:Sac and Fox............. Jacob V. Carter ........... . 
Union............. ... . . John Q. Tufts .............. . 
IOWA. 
Ponca, PaWnee, and Otoe AgellOy, fud. T., na Arkansas 
Clty,Kans. 
Seneca. Newton County, Mo ............................ .. 
Sac and Fox Agency, Ind. T. .. • .. ...................... .. 
Musco gee, Ind. T ...................................... .. 
Arkansas City, Kans. 
Seneca., Mo. 
Musoogee, Ind. T. 
Do. , 
Sac and Fox . . .. .. . .... .. George L. Davenport .... :.. Tama City, Tama County, Iowa ........ ,.............. . .... Tam a City, Iowa. 
KANSAS. 
Pottawatomie and Great H. C. Linn .... · .............. Saint Mary's, Pottawatomie County, Kans .... ~ .......... Saint Mary's, Kans. 
Nemaha 
MICHIO.L,... 
Mackinac ............... . Edw. P. Allen.............. Ypsilanti, W,.ashtenaw County, Mich.................... Ypsilanti, Mich. 
MINNESOTA. 
White Earth (Consoli· Cyrus P. Luse ............ · .. 1 White Earth Agency, Becker County, Minn ............. 1 Det>oit, Minn. 
dated). 
MONTANA. 
' 
Blackfeet ............... . 
Crow .................. . 
John Young .............. .. 
Henry J, Armstrong ..... .. 
Blackfeet Agency, Pi11gan P. 0., Choteau County, Mont . . 
Crow AjZency, Mont ................................. .... . 
Flathead Agency, Mont ................................. .. 
Blackfeet Agency, Mont., via Fort Shaw, Mont. 
Stillwater, Mont. 
Fort Belknap, Mont...... . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 
Fort Peck Agency, Poplar Creek, Mont ................. .. 
Fort Missoula, Mont. 
Fort Assinabolne, Mont. 
Camp Poplar River, Mont. 
l<'lathead ............... . 
Fort Belknap .......... .. 
FortPeck . ............. .. 
Peter Ronan ............ . .. . 
W. L. Lincoln ........... .. 
N. S. Porter .............. .. 
NEBRASKA. 
Omaha and Winnebago .. George W. Wilkinson....... Winnebago Agency, Dakota County, Nebr ................ Dakota City, Nebr. 
Santee and Flandreau·. ... Isaiah Lightner............. Santee Agency, Knox County, Nebr ......... ,............ . Springfield, Dak. 
. I . 
Nevada ................. . Joaeph :M. :McMoster ....... Wadsworth, Washoe County, Ne~ ....................... . We,dsworth, Nev. 
Western Shoshone....... JohnS. Mayhugh .•.......... Mountain City, Elko County, Nev;............ .. .. . .. .. .. Elko, Nev. 
NEVADA. 
NEW MEXICO. 
Mescalero and Jiearilla.. William H. H. Llewellyn.. . South Fork, Lincoln County, N. Mex ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. South Fork, via San Marcial, Fort Stanton, N.Mex. 
Nava.io .................. D. M. Riordan ...... .. ...... Nava.jo Agency, Manueli~ ... Valencia County, N.Mex ..... Manuelito, N.Mex. 
Pueblo ... • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ben. :M. Thomas...... .. .. .. Pueblo Agency, Santa F6, ~. Mex. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . Santa F6; N. Mex. 
NEW YORK. 
New York .............. . Benjamin G. Casler ....... .,. Randolph, Cattnmugus County, N.Y ................... .. ; Randolph, N.Y. 
List of Indian agencietJ and agents, with post-office and telegraphic addretJses-Continued, 
Agency. Agent. Post-office address. 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
Eastern Cherokee·........ S. B. Gibson. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. Charleston, Swain County, N. C ........................... . 
OREGON • . 
Grand Ronde . . . . • . .... .. P. B. Sinnott ............... . 
Klamath ................. L.M.Nickerson ........... . 
Siletz .. . . . • . • • • . • . .. . .. . . Edmund A. Swan . .•.....•.. 
Umatilla................ . R. H. Fay .................. . 
Warm Springs ........... John Smith ................ . 
Grand Ronde, Polk County, Oreg ............. ..... , ..... .. 
Klamath Agency, Lake County, Oreg .................... . 
Toledo, Benton County, Oreg ............................. . 
Pendleton, Umatilla County, Oreg . ...................... .. 
Warm Springs, Wasco Connty, Oreg ................. .... . 
TEXAS. 
Sheridan, Oreg. 
Fort Klamath. 
Corvallis, Oreg. 
Pendleton. 
The Dalles, Oreg. 
Tonkawa Spoo!a.l Agency Lieut. Elias Chandler, U.S.A. l!'ort Griffin, Tex ....................... ~.................. Albany, Tex. 
\ 
CTAH. 
Telegraphic address. 
Ouray ................... J. F. Minnis ................ Ouray All:ency, Utah ................................... .. , Green River City, Wyo. (thence by mail to a)1;enoy). 
Ulntah Va.lley ..... . ..... J . • 1. Critchlow .............. Uintah Va.lley Agency, White Rooks, Utah ................ White Rocks; Utah, via Green River City, Wyo. 
WASHINGTON. 
Colville .................. John A. Simms ............. Fort Colville, Stevens County, Wash .................... .. Spokane Falls, Wash. 
Neab Bay and Quinruelt . Oliver Wood................ Neah Bay, Clallam County, Wash....... ...... .... .. .. .. .. Port Townsend, Wa.ih. 
::fisqnaJly, S'Kokomisb, Edwin Eells ....... .. ....... Tulalip, 'Snohomish County, Wash................... ... . Seattle, Wash. 
•nd Tulalip. 
Y uka.ma ......... ... ... ; . Robert H. Milroy . . .. .. .. .. . Fort Simcoe, Yakima County, Wash .... • . .... .. .. . .. . . .. . The Dalles, Oreg. 
WISCONSIN. 
Green Bay ............... E. Stephens ................. Keshena, Shawano County, Wis ........................... Clintonville, Wis. (thence· by mail). 
La Pointe .............. . William R. Durfee.; ........ Ashland, Wis ............................................. Ashland, Wis. · 
WYOMING. 
Shoshone --"· .• .. . .. .. .. . James Irwin............... . Shoshone Agency, Sweetwater County, Wyo.. ............ Fort Washakie! via Rawlins, Wyo. 
INDIA.."' TIUININQ SCHOOLS. 
C:n,rlt•le Barracks ........ Lieut. R. H. Pratt, U.S. A .. Carlisle Barracks, Pa ...... : .... ........... ...... .......... Carlisle, Pa. 
IIou1pton Nonual and S.C.Armstrong . .. ;: ........ Hampton,Va .................... .. ............ .. ......... Hampton,Va. 
A.grieulturl\l Institnte 
F~"~t G1·ove Training J. H. Minthorne . . .. .. .. .. .. Forest Grove, Oreg . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. • . Cornelius, Oreg. 
~boo!. · 
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Lowo·· Brule .•.................................................. . .. 
Nez Perce .......... : ...................................... : ..... . . 
Otoe ---· ......... : .............................................. . 
Pawnee ..............................•.......•...........•....... 
Ponca ........... . ...... . ....•.............••••.......... : ....... . 
·sac and Fox ................ .. ............ . ................... . .. . . 
Santee .... · .. · .. .......... ,.-. ............•................. , ...... .. 
Sisseton ...................•••....... ___ .... _. _ .................•. 
, Union ...................................... ..... · ................ . 
Agricultural implements ....... . ......•............. . . .. ............. _ ... . 
American Board . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................•........... _ ..... . 
Baptist Home MiBt!ion Society ............................••...... 
Missionary Association .................. ..... ...............•••.. 
Annuities, Sac ·and Fox ..... ................ . ......................... . . , .. . 
Appendix ....•......................................... , .- ................ . 
!~::::,a~~:!!a'e-~t ~ ~:::: ~: :::::::: ·.::: :::::::: :::: :::::: ~:: ::: ::::::::::::: 
Atoka, Ind. T .................... . .............. ......................... . 
~:~~fst M:i~~i~-;;;:::::::: :·:::::::: ~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: 
Barley ...........•............................•........ .. ................. 
Beans ...................................................... . . . : .... .. ; .. . 
Beef ............... • ..... . ............. . ........ . ..•.......• .• .•..... ..... 
Bentley, RichardT, ....•..................•••.................. .... .' ...... . 
~~:~t~t:~·-?~~~::: ::::::::::::: :~:: ::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :. :::::: :::::: 
Board of Indian Commissioners, report of ...••..•.•.... . ............... ... . 
Boios, John K .................................................... . ....... . 
Boots and shoes ....................................................•. ..•.. 
Bread, hard .....................................••.............•. ~ .... . ... . 
Brown, Levi R .......... .......................... . ................ · ..•..... 
Caddo, ·Ind. T ............................................................ . 
Carlisle school ........ : ..... ... ..... . ........•.......................•.... 
Carter, Agent ....................................................... . .... . 
Cherokee schools ... . ...... . ............................................ , .• 
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